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THE WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Present: 

Members: 

Others: 

June 16, 1986 

Files 

Office of the Senior Vice President, Operations 

Minutes of Operational Vice Presidents' Meeting of June 11. 1986 

Messrs. Stern (Chairman), Dherse, Husain , Inakage, Jaycox, 
Karaosrnanoglu, Thalwitz, Wapenhans, Lerdau, van der Meer 

Messrs. Aklilu Habte, de la Renaudiere , Schuh, Clements, Ruddy, 
Cernea, Psacharopoulos, Lal, Mss . Lockheed, Donovan 

Involuntary Resettlement in Bank-Assisted Projects 

1. Mr. Schuh introduced the paper, noting that it reviews the past 
application of Bank policies and procedures regarding resettlement issues 
and recommends their more rigorous enforcement. The Bank has a well
defined policy for dealing with resettlement, which is outlined in OMS 
2.33, however, this OMS is not being followed as systematically as it 
should be. Lending that leads to large-scale relocation has been growing 
at a significant rate, and some projects involving substantial relocation 
are corning up in the near future. Clearly, the Bank's work in this area 
is highly visible and it is essential that we follow--and are seen to 
follow--our own guidelines . 

2. The main findings of the review are: 
(i) The preparation of resettlement components by the borrower is 

frequently of low quality. In fact, a major problem in having 
an effective resettlement program is the lack of enthusiasm 
for such programs on the part of the borrower. 

(ii) The failure to deal with relocation issues before loan 
activities start is a continuing problem . 

(iii) The lack of emphasis given to economically and socially viable 
options for restoring the productive capacity of the displaced 
population also is a frequent problem. Cash compensation for 
l"oss of productive assets is seldom a satisfactory approach; 
land-based and employment-based opportunities must be fully 
explored, including their costing and organizational 
arrangements. 

(iv) Regular supervision of relocation activities should be given 
high priority. 

3. Speakers commended the review, noting that it addresses an area 
of major importance , and makes specific valuable recommendations to 
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strengthen the Bank's involvement in projects which entail relocation . It 
was noted that increased attention to the relocation issue in project 
preparation, appraisal and supervision has budgetary implications, but 
these must be accepted, given the importance of the issue . Speakers noted 
that this review and the OMS on Involuntary Resettlement , simply require 
staff to prepare, appraise and supervise the Resettlement components of 
projects with the same diligence and comprehensiveness applied to other 
components, such as engineering works and project costs. Resettlement 
issues must be treated as an intrinsic part of a project proposal -- to be 
addressed and resolved at the same time as other issues. 

4. While agreeing with the recommendation that compensation for loss 
of productive assets should go beyond cash payments, b y providing 
alternative livelihoods, speakers noted that prevailing land scarcity in 
some areas severely limits the scope for identifying these alternatives. 
In these cases, the issue of the displaced population cannot simply be 
assumed to be resolved through cash payments. This population is likely 
to remain in the area and may, through makeshift settlements, undermine 
the project objectives, e.g., through farming on river banks , overgrazing, 
etc. 

5. Speakers noted that resettlement issues are not limited to the 
agriculture and energy sectors, they also arise in urban , ports and 
transportation projects. In addition, the Bank is directly involved in 
only a fraction of the resettlement issues which may arise in a country. 
Borrowers seldom address these issues satisfactorily in operations in 
which the Bank is not a lender and our leverage in these cases is limited. 
However, it was agreed that in countries where the Bank is involved in a 
number of projects requiring resettlement, the issue should become part of 
the Bank's country dialogue . Similarly, if the Bank is active in the 
sector, the resettleme~t issue should be included in our sectoral 
dialogue. But most important of all, the Bank's own approach to projects 
entailing resettlement issues must set an example of how we believe this 
issue should be addressed and Bank actions should be fully consistent with 
our policies. 

6 . A speaker noted that in some cases resettlement provides an 
opportunity to improve the quality of life of the displaced population 
and, where possible, this potential should be realized . 

7 . In conclusion, the Chairman noted that under the new procedures 
for project processing, it is essential that potential or known 
resettlement issues be flagged at the Executive Project Summary stage . 
The lead advisers, whether in OPS or EIS must ensure that they are 
satisfied with the handling of this issue and must raise any unresolved 
problems with Regional management and, if necessary , with the Loan 
Committee through their representative. The Bank's policy in this area is 
clear , but adherence to the policy must be ensured through close staff and 
management attention to this issue. 

8 . In view of the priority attention which must be accorded to 
resettlement issues, two new positions will be allocated to addressing 
these issues. One of the positions will be provided b y OPS , in addition 
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to the Adviser already working on these issues in the Agriculture and 
•Rural Development Department (AGR), while the other will be provided by 

the Energy Department. 

9. OPS will issue a note to staff, summarizing the recommendations 
of the review and emphasizing the importance of adhering to existing 
guidelines. In addition, the review will be abbreviated and revised, for 
distribution to the Managing Committee and the Board (for information), as 
well as to the public. 

10. The review identified a number of ongoing Bank projects which 
have important resettlement issues outstanding. It was agreed that by 
end-December 1986, the Regions will provide reports on the actions taken 
towards, and progress in , resolving these issues and OPS/AGR will report 
the consolidated results to the SVPOP . 

Improving the Efficiency of Schools in Developing Countries 

11 . Mr. Aklilu Habte introduced this initiating brief , noting that 
the proposed policy paper will complement the work undertaken on the 
financing of education, by exploring how cost-effectiveness can be 
achieved in the sector. It will focus primarily on formal education; 
technical education is being addressed in a subsequent paper . An attempt 
will be made to address the issue from the perspective of borrowers at all 
income levels -- the paper will not limit its focus to the lowest income 
countries. The initiating brief has been widely discussed with the 
Regions who support its focus. 

12 . Speakers noted that cost-effectiveness in education cannot be 
addressed through mechanical input/output analysis . Much of the influence 
on the quality of education stems from less tangible factors, especially 
the local culture and attitudes to education, and the extent to which 
local participation in the operation of the school system can be generated 
and made to have a voice on content and relevance. These intangible 
elements should not be overlooked. 

13 . Mr . Aklilu noted that an external panel of sectoral specialists 
is being constituted to provide inputs into the paper . It was agreed that 
for the education efficiency paper the panel should include a specialist 
familiar with the francophone education system. In the past these panels 
have proved extremely useful . 

Cleared with Mr. Stern 

/." 
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ors. Muchtarudin siiegar 
Deputy Chairman 
BAPPENAS 
Jl. Taman Suropati 2 
Jakarta 

Dear Muchtarudin: 

June 19, 1986 

Re: National Project Implementation Monitoring system 

·-

We have reviewed, as requested, the Terms of Reference for the study 
and Design of a National Project Implementation Monitoring Syscem (NPIMS) 
which you sent to us on 21 May, 1986, and find them comprehensive, clear and 
well thought out. We have attached detailed c.omments and suggestions. You 
will note that one suggestion is to relate this proposed system to the ·· 
BAPPENAS Documentation Center for Technical Cooperation project proposed for 
UNDP funding, and to similar work a6ne with USAID assistance. 

As you are aware, the Bank is prepared to finance the cosc of 
consulting services needed to assist the Government in carrying out the 
proposerl study and design of the NPIMS. We also share the Government's 
concern that this work should begin expeditiously. We would, therefore, 
suggest that the most appropriate means of . financing would be to use a portion 
of the funds from the Public Works Manpower Devel opment Project, which were 
originally set aside f or the overseas . training component. Implementation of 
this component has been delayed to the extent that it can no longer utilize · 
all its allocation during the current loan period, and the Bank would be 
reluctant to extend the loan period for this relatively small component. 
Consequently, some of these funds would 6therwise p~obably be cancelled. 
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The Bank would, therefore, be willing to consider favourably a 
request from the Government to divert a portion of funds from che Overseas 
Training Component for the NPIMS. The Bank would be willing also to consider 
continuing the financing of the overseas cra1n1ng component under the proposed 
Second Public Works Manpower Development project, should that project be 
approved. 

With kind regards, 

Attachment 

cc: Ors. Saadillah Mursjid, BAPPENAS 
ors. F.R. Almatsier, BAPPENAS 

fil e-. 

Ir. Radinal Moochtar, Dept~ of Public Works 

Messrs. Sven Burmester, Bob McCough, (AEPED) 
Mrs. A.O. Hamilton (2) (AEAIN), 
Messrs. Rao, ~ord, zenick 

ITord:.amt:.cb 

Sincerely, 

Dav i d Williams 
Depu t y Director 



COMMENTS ON 
THE DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR STUDY AND DESIGN OF A NAT IONAL PROJECT 

IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING SYSTEM 

1. Page 2: The following paragraph should be inserted after the 3rd 
paragraph: 

BAPPENAS is also proposing the establishment of a computer 
based system called "Documentation Centre for Technical 
Cooperation" to be financed under the UNDP project. This 
documentation system would emphasize the provision of 
descriptive information of the completed, proposed and 
on-going technical cooperation project. Another project for 
BAPPENAS in a similar area has now been completed with 
assistence from USAID. While the UNDP-proposed and the USAID 
.system would not duplicate the proposed monitoring system, it 
is essential that these projects be coordinated to ensure a 
more powerful and efficient system. Bearing this . in mind, 
the design of this monitoring system would take into 
consideration the UNDP and the USAID support systems to 
design and establish a relational data base in these two 
systems while minimizing modification of the major objectives 
of the proposed system. 

Page 2: Paragraph 4 

The initial stage of system implementation should include PLN 
(Perusahaan Listrik Negara) as an exemplary case for a public 
corporation. 

Page 3: Paragraph 3.1 item (b) 

Insert the following after the words " •••••••• discussing the 
existing systems•: 

~including the proposed system to be est ablished under the 
UNDP- project and the system designed under the USAID 
supported project•·. 

4. Page :J P-aragraph :r.I item (f7 

The preliminary recommendation should also include: 
- Data processing and reporting schedules. 
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5. Page 4: Para 3.2 item (a) Pre-loan effectiveness activities 

The monitoring systems in this part should enable the 
monitoring of time-schedule, status and problems in the 
completion of activities in the different stages of loan 
preparation. 

6 . Page 5: item (b) Government understanding: 

Add the following after the last word in the paragraph: 

"especially of time table, status and problems in the 
completion of the delineated activities required in the 
budgeting, preparation of counterpart training and land 
acquisition•. 



THE WORLD BA f'JK I IN TERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: J u ne 23, 1986 

TO: All Higher Level Operations Staff 

C/~ 
Er nest Stern, Senior Vice President, Operation~_,/"'£/ ) . FROM: 

SUBJECT: World Bank Publications and Documents 

1. Ex t ernal Affairs, ERS and Operations have recently reviewed the 
public l y issued Bank documents and agreed on the range of publications 
describe d b e l ow. We believe that this range of documents will provide for 
ade quate d i s s emination of Bank analysis and research to different audiences, 
while a s s u r ing levels of quality control appropriate to the document, and 
plac i ng work on publications in the context of our other priorities in a 
tight b u dgeta ry environment. 

2. The b asic structure of the World Bank's publications/documents --
other tha n ins t itutional publications such as WDR, Policy Papers, the Annual 
Report and the special studies which may be agreed upon by Publications from 
t ime to t ime -- will consist of: 

(a) Books : Books will be subject to internal and external peer 
r eview through the Editorial Subcommittee of the Publications 
Committee. Books are formal publications of the Bank for which 
all rights are reserved. A major task such as a book must be an 
integral part of a unit's work program, approved by the Vice 
President concerned . 

(b ) Journals: Two research journals exist: 

(i) World Bank Research Observer 
(ii) World Bank Economic Review 

Publication of articles are handled by the respective editorial 
boards. Submissions from staff are welcome but it is 
recommended that staff interested in submitting articles consult 
with the respective Editor on the requirements of these 
publications at an early stage. 

( c ) Occasional Papers: This series will serve to publish 
manuscripts of less than book length (e.g., about 100 printed 
pages) . Manuscripts will be processed the same way as books, 
since the Occasional Papers are formal publications of the Bank . 

( d ) Technical Papers Series and World Bank Discussion Papers: 
The only distinction between these two series is the subject 
matter . The Technical Papers series, which already exists, wi l l 
be limited to technical issues in industry, energy, transport 
and similar sectors. The Discussion Papers will be used for 
policy and analytical topics in the social sciences. Both 
series are intended to promote the informal flow of ideas 
between the Bank and others in the development community, by 
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providing for quick and inexpensive dissemination of 
professionally meritorious but unpolished studies growing from 
our research and our technical and policy work . 

These series will not be official publications of the Bank and 
will , therefore, not be copyrighted. A disclaimer will make it 
clear that the paper is being circulated solely to stimulate 
professional discussion and will only request attribution, if 
quoted. Translation rights will not be reserved to the Bank . 
However, papers in the two series will be listed in the Bank's 
catalog and will be available for sale. While not intended to 
convey Bank views, these papers nonetheless are issued by the 
Bank and we must assure that they are of suitable quality . 

In ERS, papers for either series will be channeled through the 
Research Administrator's office. In Operations all manuscripts 
for these series will be sent to the Director, Operations 
Policy, who will be responsible for organizing the appropriate 
peer review . This will always include at least one reviewer 
from outside the originating Department. The outside reviewer 
would normally not be drawn from within Operations and, where 
possible, we will seek reviewers outside the Bank . Papers 
submitted must have the approval, in writing, of the Director of 
the originating Department and papers discussing ind~vidual 
countries should be cleared, in writing, b y the appropriate 
Programs Division Chief. The Director , Operations Policy, will 
forward the approved manuscript to the Publications Department, 
which will be responsible for verifying the adequacy of review 
and, if deemed necessary, for obtaining additional reviews from 
members of a preselected panel. All such papers must carry a 
summary, written in clear and simple prose , setting out the 
problem being addressed, the methodological approach to it, the 
principal findings and conclusions , and the operational 
relevance . The physical specifications for production of 
camera-ready copy will remain as described in Administrative 
Circular 4/84 of May 23 , 1984. 

Our desire to disseminate the results of our wo r k to stimulate 
professional discussions on development issues must, of course, be balanced 
against the cost. I expect that no more than 50 papers will be issued 
annually by Operations as Technical Papers and Discussion Papers, given 
competing priorities and demands on staff time. This is not a rigid 
limitation and the Director, Operations Policy, has the discretion to vary 
the number. However, I have asked him to provide a brief annual report on 
volume by originating Department in January of each year, so that this work 
load can be taken into account, along with others, in fo r mulating the 
Operations budget. 

4. In addition to the above publications and documents, which will be 
listed in the Bank's catalog, a few Departments in OPS, EIS and the Regions 
are issuing departmental papers . These will remain the sole responsibility 
of the Department concerned. At the initiative of the originating 
Department, titles can be brought to the attention of the Director, 
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Publications, for listing in a separate section of the catalog . Requests for 
listing must indicate the name and address of the person from whom copies can 
be obtained, since these papers will not be carried for sale, and thus are 
not available in the Bookstore or through the Publications Department mail 
order system. The annual report of the Director, Operations Policy , will 
include these papers, as well as any other special studies undertaken . 

5. The Publications Committee will be composed of: Vice President , 
External Relations (Chairman); Director, Publications Department ; Director , 
Administration; Chief, Editorial and Production Division; two members 
designated by the Senior Vice President, Operations; two members designated 
by the Vice President, Economics and Research; and two members designated by 
the Vice President, External Relations. The Chairman also appoints 
additional members, as necessary, and invites non-members to attend when 
matters of special interest to them are under discussion . 

6. The Editorial Subcommittee will consist of four members from the 
Operations complex designated by the Senior Vice President , Operations, four 
members from the ERS staff designated by the Vice President, Economics and 
Research, and four members designated by the Vice President , External 
Relations, including the Chairman and Secretary. The Director of the 
Publications Department will be Chairman of the Subcommittee and the Chief of 
the Editorial and Production Division will be Secretary . Operations staff on 
these Committees will be rotated at regular intervals. 

cc: Members, Managing Committee 
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THE WORLD B/\NK ! INTFRN/\ TION/\L FINANCE CORPORATION 1-l . 
OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DI\ Tf 

TO 

FROM 

EXTl::NSION 

SUBJE'CT 

June 27, 1986 

Mr. Thomas A. Blinkhorn (I~A) 
Through Ms. Anno. Hami~ (Chief, AEAIN) 
Antony P. Cole (Chief, IDA4) J1< ~ 
61001 

Jack Anderson and Joseph Spear Article: "World Bank Money Aids in 
Colonization", Washington Post, June 24, 1986. 

1. The attached article describes the Indonesian transmigration 
program as a "colonization scheme to solidify control of disputed border 
areas", by emphasizing settlement in Irian Jaya and the role of the 
military in the settlement program. It incorrectly states that 
"$14 million of the Bank's latest loan of $160 million is earmarked for 
aerial photography of the Irian Jaya-Papua New Guinea border area". 

2. The article states that transmigration will "uproot as many as 
4 million Indonesians--including soldiers, veterans and their families-
and ship them from overpopulated Java to such outpos t s as the area along 
the Indonesian state of Irian Jaya and independent Papua New Guinea". 
This misrepresents the facts. The program is voluntary. In fact, 
Indonesians are on waiting lists to be "uprooted and shipped to outposts", 
and Irian Jaya, at least for the next five years, will continue to play a 
small role in transmigration, relative to Kalimantan and Sumatra. During 
the last five-year plan, Irian Jaya only received about 16,000 sponsored 
transmigrant families, or 5% of the total program. During the current 
five-year plan, we estimate that a maximum of 25,000 households can be 
settled in Irian Jaya, perhaps 8% of the total program. 

3. The Bank is supporting transmigration in Iri an Jaya through 
mapping, site selection and evaluation in the Transmigration III and V 
projects. The main objective of the most recent pro j ect i s to improve the 
quality of site selection, evaluation, and planning i n Sumatra, 
Kalimantan, and Irian Jaya. Areas targetted for s i te feasibility studies 
in Irian Jaya are scattered throughout the province (see Map 18794, 
Trans V SAR). The main transmigration area close to the border is the 
area near the port of Merauke, 75 km from the border of Irian Jaya and 
Papua New Guinea, where several transmigration sites were established 
during the government's last five-year plan (1979-84 ) . This area is 
targetted for future concentrated development. 

4. The Anderson and Spear article states that $14 million of the 
Transmigration V loan of $160 million is earmarked for photography of the 
Irian Jaya-Papua New Guinea border area, a gross exaggeration of the 
facts. The $14 million is supporting aerial photography and base mapping 
of large areas of Indonesia: the aerial photography at a scale of 1/50,000 
of 520,000 sq km in West Kalimantan, Sumatra and Eas t Timor; base topo
graphic maps at scale of 1/50,000 of Kalimantan, Sulawesi and part of 
Irian Jaya, and at scale 1/100,000 of Irian Jaya, and leveling networks of 
Sumatra, Sulawesi and parts of Kalimantan for a total length of about 
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9,000 km. Only part of the areas mentioned for Irian Jaya are for border 
areas. All of Irian Jaya that does not have existing maps at a scale of 
1/100,000 will be mapped. The aerial photography and base mapping effort 
is essential to improved settlement selection. 

5. The Bank recently completed a major review of the transmigration 
program and the report is currently being discussed with the Government of 
Indonesia. One important recommendation of the report which we expect to 
be reflected in future World Bank lending and policy dialogue with 
government is the need to proceed with transmigration slowly in Irian 
Jaya, for financial, environmental, and social reasons. 

6. It is correct that members of the Indonesian Armed Forces 
participate in transmigration, making up a small proportion of the 
settlement program throughout Indonesia. 

Attachment 

Cleared with Mr. D• Mead (LEGEP) 

cc. Messrs. A. Zulfiqar, J.-P. Baudelaire (AEPA4) 
Mss. P. Schwartz (IPAPA) and G. Davis (AENIN) 

HGarrison/yw 
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JACK ANDERSON ind JOSEPH SPEAR. 

World Bank Money Aids in Colonization 

E very time we nttle the cages at the World 
Banlt, top officials of the bank are 
outraged-but staff-level experts who know 

what's going on applaud. The high muckamucks 
draft and redraft letters to the editor, and the 
working stiffs slip us more inside i1'1ormation. 

Here's the latest chapter: 
In his latest attempt to stifle the "winds of 

freedom" that President Reagan's apeechwriters 
detected in April, Indonesian President Suharto has 
embarked on a colonization scheme to solidify control 
of disputed border are9~~ "Transmigration: 
the costly program wi ' as many aJ.:.-4 million 
Indonesians-including .s. yetWnd their 
families-and ship them m cwerpo ifed Java to 

'I such outposts as the area along the Indonesian state 
of Irian Jaya and independent Papua New Guinea. 

Anti-Suharto rebels, opposed to Indonesia's 
colonial ambitions. have been infiltrating jungle 
border areas, and retreating into Papua New Guinea 
when attacked by Indonesian troops. The soldiers 
and pensioned veterans to be "transmigrated" into 
the area will presumably put a stop to this 
transborder traffic by Suharto's enemies. 

This dubious exercise in expansion of a military 
dictatorship is financed in part by 1eVen World Bank 
loans to Indonesia, totaling $600 million-a large 
part of which is guaranteed by American tupayen. 
Although these loam amount to only about 10 
percent of Transmigration's COit, they make it much 
easier for Suharto to get fmtber financin1. 

World Bank officials say the lolDa will help eue 
anemploymeot and overpopulation oo Java by 
moving people to the outer regions. · 

Tbe underlying military motive behind 
Transmigration was revealed at a clo&ed meeting of 
Indonesian and foreign officials on March 20, 1985, 
in Jakarta, Indonesia. World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund officials were present, as well as 
ambassadors from a dozen Western nations, including 
the United States. Our associate Donald Goldberg 
obtained a transcript of the meeting. 

Indonesian Minister of Tnnsmigration Martono 
explained the ntionale of the military-based "Sapta 
Marga villages" this way: "'Sapta Marga is the 
doctrine ol our armed forces, showing that, in 
lddition to being members of the armed forces they 
are a1ao people who are fisbting for the country. 
They are the front of the country.• 

About the roles of actM-duty IOldien and 
penaionera under Transmigration, Martono said: 
"The active members are to guard the area ... the 
pensioned do work making the area productive for 
agriculture or industry." 

As to what would be guarded, Martono said: "It is 
very important that this kind of pattern be used in 
eensitive areas. Sensitive areas are, for instance, 
places where robberies may occur or where nobody 
is on guard. We will try to establish Sapta Marga 
villages aton1 the bordera of the country." 

Thus the World Bank ii underwriting Suharto's 
plan to make lndoneaia'a border area secure from 
native rebels who reeent the forced •javanization" of 
their homeland. Indeed, accordin1 to internal World 
Bank documents, $1• millioo of tbe bmak'a latest loan 
" $160 million is eumarked for aerial pbotoerapby 
"the Irian Jaya-Papua New Guinea border area-Ill 
obvioua help iD tbe antiperrilla effort. 

-



THE WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM ~· 
DATE 

TO 

FROM 

EXTENSION 

SUBJEC T 

June 27, 1986 

AEP Project Division Chiefs &. 
Clifford Gilpin, Deputy Division Chief, AEPED 

60056 

EDI Programming for FY88 

The Coordination and Development Administrative Division of 
EDI is updating its regional strategy statements and planning its 
program of activities for FY88. Last year's Regional staff input 
contributed to the preparation of a Regional strategy statement and 
EDI FY87 program (both attached) . EDI would again appreciate the 
advice of Regional staff during the upcoming FY88 programming 
exercise. 

Your views and advice concerning Regional training issues 
which you would like to have addressed in the EDI FY88 program and 
beyond will soon be solicited by EDI representatives. You may wish to 
initiate internal discussion in your division to focus on areas of \\ 
concern where you feel EDI's expertise could be applied to bring about 
change. 

Encls . ,: 

cc : AEA Division Chiefs • .;::/ • 
Mr . Theodore F. Nkodo, Division Chief, EDICD ~"(~, 

v ?::br/ CMaguire:mb 

" U""l /> . ; ~ 
,,JJ~ ~tr . 
r~p< 
· ~~ 
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rrlE WORLD BANK ' iNI ERr-JA Tl0Nh~ r lNANCE CORPORATION 

. OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
J ,-. ; E December 19, 1985 ~ 

ro Mr. Attila Karaosmanoglu, Vice President, AENVP 

FROM Christopher Willoughby, Director, EDI ' 

EX TENSION 7 2203 

SUBJE C T EDI Strategy Statement FY87-FY91; FY87 Program 

1. Attached for your review and comment are: (a) an EDI Regional 
Strategy Statement for AEN which would guide EDI activities in the region 
during the next 5 years and (b) the draft program for the region for 
FY87. In preparing the statement consultation with the sector and program 
divisions took place as well as with OPS. The draft was also reviewed by 
the AEN Task Force on EDI. 

2. The Strategy Statement has attempted to define the objectives of 
the Bank as a whole and of EDI in the Region, identified the principal 
regional and national training institutions with which EDI would 
collaborate, described the sources and the instruments in support of the 
program and indicated the sector priorities and the corresponding areas of 
emphasis. The recommended sectoral allocations of EDI resources which you 
find at the end of the stat~ment are annual averages around which actual 
expenditures would. vary slightly from year to year. 

3. The FY1987 program is designed to respond to i dentified needs and 
priorities: 32 activities are planned, of these 15 are in China covering 
all sectors of EDI. There are 7 activities which are interregional 
covering countries in South Asia and AEN. There are 2 senior policy 
seminars, 11 seminars for upper middle level staff, 5 training of trainers 
programs, 11 courses and 3 institutional and pedagogic assistance 
programs. Only one activity is included in the program for the South 
Pacific islands; however, this may be revised depending on the outcome of a 
forthcoming mission scheduled for early February 1986 . 

4. The cost of these activities is estimated to be $1,039,000; 
compared with a target of $1.1 million; the balance, $61,000 would finance 
additional activities particularly in the South Pacific. The co-financing 
is already available for the program as follows: in cash $237,200 and in 
kind $526,400. 

5. The sector allocations for the FY1987 program roughly correspond to 
the sectoral allocation targets recommended in the strategy paper as shown 
below. 
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Sector 

National Economic Management 
Agriculture and Rural Development 
Industry and Financial Management 
Urban, Water, Health & Population 
Energy and Power, Transport & Telecom. 
Education and Training 
Coordination & Development Administration 

Strategy Paper 
% 

12 
16 
13 
12 
12 
10 
25 

100 

FY87 Budget 
% 

10.0 
22.0 
8.0 

11.0 
14.0 
10.0 
25.0 

100.0 

6. The institutional development activities would receive continuous 
attention. Besides the institutions with which we have collaborated in the 
past, the program includes cooperation with various new partners: Tong-Ji 
University, Ching Hua University, Beijing Normal University in China, 
Agency for Agricultural Education and Training of the Ministry of 
Agriculture (AAETE), Indonesia, Center for the Integrated Rural 
Development of Asia and the Pacific (CIRDAP), we are also working toward 
possible cooperative relationship with the Asian Pacific Development Center 
(APDC), the Korean Development Institute (KDI). 

7. I need not emphasize that the successful implementation of those 
activities depends to a large extent on the collaboration of AEN staff 
during all phases of our work. Their intellectual contribution in the 
design and delivery of training is counted upon as basic ingredients in 
these activities. 

8. The Regional Strategy Statement will be reviewed every two years. 
However, since this is the first comprehensive strategy formulation 
exercise, we plan to review and improve it next year. We would appreciate 
receiving your comments on the statement and the FY87 proposed program by 
Jan. 10, 1985. 

RMakharita:dt 

cc: Mr. de Lusignan (EDIDR) 
Mr. Gilpin (AEPED) 
Mrs. Siveroni (EDIDR) 
EDI Division Chiefs and Advisers 
EDICD Coordinators 
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EAST ASIA ARD PACIFIC IEGIOHAL STRATEGY ST.il'EKENT 

I. IBTBODUCTION 

l. This statement outlines the EDI strategy for East Asia and the 
Pacific Region during the next five years, FY1987-1991. The objective is 
to provide EDI Divisions with a basis for the design of training programs, 
institutional development, training materials and pedagogical support 
activities. Developed in the framework of EDI operational objectives, the 
statement reflects the Banlt objectives and planned programs in the Region. 

Review of EDI Programs in the Region in FY1985 and FY1986 

2. During FY1985 the program for China included 10 activities covering 
49 training weeks. These aimed at supporting and enhancing the on-going 
economic reforms, the improvement of sectoral planning and management and 
the increase in industrial productivity. The development of trainers 
skills in development banking was the subject of a specialized seminar. 
The use of examination and standard testing methods was the focus of a 
seminar for the Ministry of Education officials. The collaborating 
institutions were basically CIFAB and SIIEM. 'The UNDP co-financing 
participation covered the costs of four of these activities. A review and 
evaluation of the entire China program will be conducted in March/April 
1986; the UNDP program will be extended for three more years to FY1990. 

3. In the rest of the region, six activities covering 17 training weeks 
were completed; these concentrated on the urban, agriculture, education ~nd 
energy sector to improve sectoral planning and management skills and train 
trainers for the energy and power sector. Four of these activities were 
regional and two national. The latter took place in Thailand for 
developing skills in the preparation and management of rural development 
projects and in Indonesia to improve the implementation of education 
projects. Institutional assistance was provided to Indonesian training 
institutions at the Ministries of Home Affairs, Public Works and Finance. 
This was followed up by special assistance to a team of five senior 
officials from these Ministries and the National Planning Agency (BAPPENAS) 
for the preparation of a comprehensive national training system for urban 
development and management. (FY1985 Program, Annex l, total number of 
participants for all the Region, all sectors, 754). 

4. The FY1986 program for China has continued along the same line of 
FY1985 but a seminar was added for education managers in the provinces and 
another on monitoring of project implementation and ex-post evaluation. A 
total of eleven activities are programmed. Institutional assistance will 
continue to be provided to the SIIEM and CIFAB to enable them to take over 
the organization and delivery of these activities in the near future. 
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s. In the rest of the Region, 15 activities are being implemented. Of 
these, 4 are country-specific activities: Indonesia (2), Thailand (1) and 
the Philippines (1). Nine activities are offered for participants from the 
South and East Asia and Pacific Regions. Moreover, 13 activities are being 
implemented to which participants from all the regions are invited. 
(FY1986 program, Annex 2). 

II. EDI OB.JECTIVES Ill 'r1IE UGIOH 

6. Bank and Overall Objectives: The Bank overall objective is to achieve 
the 11&croeconollic adjuatmenta necessary for stabilization and economic 
growth; virtually all countries in the llegion are in the midst of important 
structural efforts. The Bank aims at assisting the countries to remove 
the institutional impediments which reduce the effectiveness of adjustment 
policies and strengtheniag the government's capability to formulate and 
implement sound investment policies; mobilize and rationally utilize 
resources. The principal objective of Bank assistance is to increase 
public sector efficiency, improve sectoral planning and management, operate 
and maintain infrastructur~ resources and develop private investment 
mechanisms in support ' of diversified industrial and trade enterprises. 
Export promotion and improviag the domestic productive sectors particularly 
in agriculture and industry are principal objectives for the 81Dall 
economies of the Pacific Islands. 

7. The objectives of EDI are closely related to major development -
objectives of the Bank and of member countries in the Region. For the 
purposes of formulating EDI strategy, these countries form four distinct 
groups accordiag to their development level: a) very large, low-income 
countries: China and and Indonesia; b) 111.ddle income countries with 
relatively advanced institutions: Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and 
Thailand; c) small economies: South Pacific Islands, Fiji, the Solomon 
Islands, Vanuatu, Western Samoa and Tonga; d) Indo-China, where little er 
no lending operatiou exist. In this contut, EDI objectives in the · ·~gion 
are to: 

(a) strengthen the ability of the above countries to formulate and 
implement adjustment Policies and to mobilize and efficiently 
utilize available resources; 

(b) improve the countries' capacity for developing and operating 
sound financial markets and trade policies; 

(c) increase the countries' capacity for enhancing the productivity 
of agricultural and industrial enterprises and for promoting 
exports and the use of incentives in support of growth policies 
in the productive sectors; 
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(d) strengthen the capacity of government institutions 
particularly in the low-income group to prepare and manage 
development projects and to analyze and remove the 
institutional bottlenecks that have impeded successful project 
implementation; 

(e) improve the quality and relevance of training provided by 
national and regional training institutions with increased 
emphasis on sector organization and management and development 
administration; 

(f) maintain the Bank relationship with Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia 
by encouraging their officials to participate in EDI training 
activities. 

8. The management of the national economy, the organization and 
management of productive and service sectors and infrastructure resources 
are common denominators in these objectives. However, distinctions will be 
made in activity design to reflect the different needs and priorities of 
the four groups o~ countri~s in the Region as described in Part v. 

III. REGIONAL ARD RATIONAL TIAINING IRFRASTRDCTURE 

9. EDI has established and will continue to develop collaborative 
relationships with several regional and national institutions. to achieve 
its training and institutional development objectives as indicated below. 

a) In the area of national economic management, EDI will continue to 
collaborate with the South-East Asian Central Bank Research and 
Training Centre (SEASEN), located in Kuala Lumpur to organize 
regional seminars. At the national level, EDI will continue to 
collaborate with the Shanghai Institute of International Economic 
Management (SIIEM) and the Central Institute of Finance and Banking 
(CIFAB) in Beijing; we also plan to increase the number of 
counterpart training institutions under Chinese technical ministries 
and universities. 

b) In the areas of agriculture, irrigation, rural development and 
credit, EDI has collaborated with a network of institutions. The 
Centre for Integrated Rural Development for Asia and the Pacific 
(CIRDAP) located in Dhaka, organizes training in the area of project 
prepar•tion and rural finance. The college of Agricultural Banking 
at Pune, India, has also cooperated with EDI in organizing regional 
activities in rural finance for trainers. The newly created 
International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) located in 
Colombo, is assisted by the Bank and has the potential of becoming 
an effective partner of EDI. The Asia and Pacific Regional 
Agriculture Credit Association (APRACA), located in Bangkok, 
provides advisory services and training in agricultural and rural 
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The South East Asia Regional Commission for Agriculture 
located at the University of Los Banos in the Philippines, 
in research and materials development. The Asian 
of Technology (AIT), located in Bangkok, is showing good 
and may replace SEARCA as an EDI partner in this area. 

c) In the area of development banking and finance, EDI collaborates 
with the Association of Development Pinancing Institutions for A.sia 
and the Pacific (ADFIAP), located in Manila. Under a UNDP-financed, 
EDI-executed project (RAS/79/070/G/Ol/42), ADFIAP organizes regional 
faculty development progralllS, assists development banks in 
establishing their own training programs and holds expert meetings 
to prepare and review training 11aterials. This program is expected 
to continue to FY1991. 

d) In the education sector, there is no regional institution with which 
EDI bas a specific cooperative relationship. In China, EDI will 
collaborate with the Beijing .Normal University. 

e) In the urban and housing sector there are no regional institutions 
to offer the r~quired training. EDI collaborates with national 
institutions to organize regional and national courses and· 
seminars. EDI will collaborate with the National Institute of 
Administration (INTAN), located in Kuala Lumpur for organizing a -
regional seminar on urban 11anagement_ and housing. In the 
Philippines, the Water Authority in Manila helps in developing 
training materials in Water Supply and Sanitation. In Indonesia, a 
network of local institutions composed of the Ministries of Finance, 
Public Works and Home Affairs will 110unt a · major national training 
program in urban anagement with assistance from EDI. In China, EDI 
will cooperate with the Tongi University. 

f) In the transport and energy sectors, EDI will collaborate the Asian 
Institute of Technology (AIT) - .~or a regional trainers program. For 
national prograu in China, EDI plans to work with Chinghua 
University in the areas of energy and technology transfer and with 
the Shanghai Institute of lla.ilway Technology (SIRT) and the Sian 
Highway Institute in the transport sector. 

g) In the South Pacific area, the Institute of Administrative and 
Social Studies (ISAS) at the University of the South Pacific, has a 
regional mandate by the major islands governments. Efforts are being 
made for effective collaboration with ISAS. 
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IV. llSOUB.CES AVAILABil.ITY 

10. EDI Resources: The resources available to EDI to achieve its 
objectives in the Region come from direct budgetary allocation with a 
planned average of $1.2 million p.a. for all sectors during the five-year 
period. To this amount is added about $100,000 for the preparation of 
studies and training materials. 

ll. Co-financing resources in the Region come principally from 
UNDP-financed project for China. In the last three years the UNDP support 
for the China program amounted to approximately $500,000 per annum. This 
is expected to be renewed for three more years FY1987-FY1990 for a possible 
amount of $1.5 million. UNDP also finances regional training activities 
under project No. RAS/79/070/I/42 entitled: Support to UNDP/EDI 
Development Training in Asia (both South and East Asia and the Pacific). 
This project has just been revised and an amount cf $1,894,844 has been 
approved to cover activities in the two Regions for FY1986-FY1988; about 
50% of this amount will be used to finance activities in East Asia and the 
Pacific Region. It is expected that before its completion, this project 
will be considered for rene~al for another three years. In addition, UNDP 
is prepared to consider complementing the existing project for Asia to 
finance additional activities in the South Pacific sub-region if a 
collaborative program covering priority areas can be developed in the near 
future. 

12. Less important in magnitude and sustainability are those ad hoc 
resources which are sometimes made available to EDI by the Australian 
Development Assistance Bureau (ADAB). Their interest in co-financing 
specific activities, particularly in the agriculture and energy sectors, is 
sought on a case-by-case basis. Two potential sources for co-financing 
are: a) the Asian Development Bank. which has recently expressed interest 
in exploring cooperative possibilities with EDI; b) Japan, their support 
will actively be sought for co-financing activities in areas where their 
development experience is particularly relevant, such as development of 
trade and industry, and vocational education. EDI, the Region and the 
recipient countries may also sometimes agree to utilize project funds for 
PRT activities that are relevant to EDI as in the case of China, Indonesia 
urban project and other national activities. 

V. EDI FIVE YEAH. STRATEGY 

13. Main Priorities: Consistent with Bank. and EDI objectives, 
activities will focus on: the process of adjustment and stabilization, 
sector planning and management, project implementation, and the 
institutional aspects of development programs. Activities will cover 
national economic management, agriculture, urban planning and management, 
education policies, development banking and finance, trade policies and 
promotion, transport, and development administration. 
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14. China will continue to be given high priority. The strategy 
consists of direct training in project and economic management and of 
developing the capacity of counterpart training insti.tutions. The program 
will involve three main types of training. First, we will continue to hold 
policy seminars in Washington for 1enior Chinese officials every two or 
three years. Second, there will be a series of macroeconomic training 
courses in China for middle level officials which will include courses on 
national and international economic management, public finance and 
financial sector development. Courses on project analysis and 
implementation will progressively be handed over to local training 
institutes. EDI will continue to provide some technical assistance 
particularly with regard to 1taff training at CIFAB and SIIEM and the 
d~velopment of training 11aterials focussing on Chinese cases. Cooperative 
•fforts will be developed with other institutions particularly Tongi 
UUiversity, Chinghua University, Shanghai Institute of Railway Technology 
the Xian Highway Institute and the training centers under relevant 
technical ilinistries. As we assist in building their institutional 
ca·pacity, Chinese officials will be aore involved in program design and 
delivery. 

15. In Indonesia, priority will be given to agriculture and rural 
development, and to urban finance and 11anagement. Emphasis will be on 
project and program preparation ar.d implementation. In agriculture, one 
program will be organized per year, possibly with th~ assistance of CIRDAP, 
and the urban program now being implemented with Dutch a~sistance will 
continue to receive some EDI assistance. There are other important areas 
that may be introduced: personnel management, land tax systems development 
for cost recovery and water pollution control. Indonesian officials will 
continue to be invited to participate in regional training activities in 
the areas of: public enterprise management, public resource 1110bilization, 
transport energy, water 1upply and sanitation, development finance and 
credit. 

l~.. The middle-income group of countries would be invited to send 
participants to regional 1eminars to be held in cooperation with regional 
or national institutions. Trainers fr01ll tho1e countries would participate 
in the 1ector programs for trainers. 

17. The South Pacific: A programming mission will determine jointly 
with the Institute of Social and Administrative Studies (ISAS), University 
of South Pacific, and the Islands Governments the activities to be 
undertaken in priority areas over a period of 2-3 years subject to a 
1ubsequent review at the end of the period. Such activities would be 
organized in collaboration with ISAS in different i1lands. 

18. The In.do-China group: EDI will maintain the relationship between 
the Banlt and Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia by inviting participants to 
activities to take place in India and/or Malaysia, two countries where they 
are allowed travel by their own authorities. 
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Main Instruments 

19. EDI will use a variety of instruments to achieve its objectives: 

(a) Senior policy seminars for officials involved in policy 
analysis and formulation: These seminars discuss policy issues 
and develop capacity for developing alternative options and 
decision-making; 

(b) Regional and national courses and seminars for upper 
middle-level officials where specific sectoral skills are 
developed to enhance the capacity of individuals and their 
ins ti tut ions; 

(c) Institutional development activities for training institutions 
particularly in China; 

(d) Training of trainers in different sectors to multiply the 
effect of training; 

(e) Participants seiection could be preceded by carefully described 
profiles for each activity. The two-tier approach whereby 
upper middle-level officials and their managerial supervisors 
participate either together or in tandem to allow for active 
discussion of specific issues and their possible solutions 
has proved to be a successful approach and would be continued 
where applicable; 

(f) Training evaluation and follow-up in the countries and 
institutions of participants to assess training impact and 
learn frOlll experience to improve future activities. 

Sectoral Activities 

20. Within EDI resources, sectoral activities may be limited to those 
priority areas. Divisions would plan to organize 2-3 activities each per 
year (one or two of these may be in China) as described below: 

(a) In National Economic Management courses would be given in 
China and the region for upper middle level officials.
Specific themes of emphasis would be agreed upon between the 
NEM Division and regional economists. 

(b) Agriculture and Rural Development activities are ne~ded 
throughout the region, particularly to increase technical and 
problem-solving skills. Inter-regional activities would be 
organized to utilize the resources of regional training 
institutions and allow for exchange of experiences and 
discussion of common problems. 
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(c) Industry and Financial Management activities would emphasize 
policies and institutional aspects. Chiaa would continue to 
benefit from one course per year in this area, particularly for 
technology choice, development and transfer. Participants from 
the region may attend activities organized outside the region 
auch as in the area of public enterprises. 

(d) Education and Trainers' activities would be organized at 
national level in China and regionally for the remaining 
countries. Training of trainers' activities would be organized 
in 1everal 1ectors. Education activities would emphasiz~ 
aector planning, finance and management. 

(e) . Urban, Water Supply, Population, Health and Nutrition 
activities would be organized to develop national and regional 
capabilities to better 11anage the steady transformation of many 
countries in the region from rural, agricultural-based economy 
to an urban, industry-based economies. Health care in rural 
and urban centers and the formulation of related policies are 
of concern fo~ some countries of the region. Participants from 
those countries could participate in inter-regional activities. 

(f) Energy, Transport and Telecommunications seminars would ·be held 
in China-• EDI support would be continued for the regional 
energy trainer.s ' seminars .. 

(g) Development Management activities would concentrate on some 
national activities for the first 2-3 years due to the 
country-specific issues it would address in attempting to 
improve the performance of administrative agencies for project 
implementation or in solving issues related to personnel 
management in the civil aervice. 

Recowndatiou for l.eaoarce Allocation by Sector 

21. On the basil of objectives and aector priorities discussed above, 
the f ollowiag average annual percentages are rec01lllllended for allocating !DI 
direct resources. This will be reviewed annually during the programming 
period to meet program needs. 

National Economic Management 
Agriculture and aural Development 
Industry and Financial Management 
Urban, Water, Health and Population 
Energy and Power, Transport and 

TelecolllDlUniction 
Education 
Coordination and Development 

Administration 

RMakharita:dt 
12/18/85 

TOTAL 

12% 
16% 
13% 
12% 

12% 
10% 

25% 
100%" -

. . 
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TRANSMIGRATION SETTLEMENT PLANNING 

MEMORANDUM 

PROJECT 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

Transmigration Settlement Planning . ...... .. ' . ... . ... .. .. . .. .. .. ...... ... . . .. ..... . DATE .. . 1st . J.u.l)' . ~ ~-~~ .. .... . . ...... . 

. Ir ... . ~\l~µqc;tr:id .i.Q ... . .. .. ..... ..... . ..... . .... . . YOUR HEF .. . . ... .. . . .. . . .. . . . .... . .. · · · · · 

. . Tr.a.nsrnigr.ati.o.n . Advisory . . Gro.up .... ... . . . . . . OUR REF .. 9.16/2/ A/ 71 35 ... . .. . ..... . . . 

__ Minister's . proposed visit to Europe and America 

On June 25 the Director informed us that the Minister of Transmigration 
is planning to visit Europe and America on July 12 with a s pecific 
purpose of replying to recent international criticism concerning the 
Transmigration Programme. The Director requested us to prepare a 
revised memorandum based on our earlier response to The Ecologist (Our 
Memo 916/2/A/7038 dated 2nd J une 1986), adding our own opinions related 
to the future of the programme. 

Our revised Memorandum accompanies this. The Memorandum is written 
as if prepared by the Ministry (e.g. "our policy .... , "we will 
consider .... "), but please note that the opinions are expressed as 
if these were government policy. Clearly, in view of the World Bank's 
present mission in Jakarta and Mr. Baudelaire's forthcoming visit, 
the opinions stated must be very caref1.,1lly considered and pe rhaps 
amended in the light of any policy decisions now under discussion. 

The Director agreed that it would be very useful if members of the 
Advisory Group could be given the opportunity to discuss this Memorandum 
with the Minister prior to his departure. We would very much welcome 
such an opportunity and hope that you will be able to make the necessar y 
arrangements. 

We look forward to receiving your response, 

cc. Ir. Widarbo Dharmosusilo 
Ir. Indra Samiarsa 
916/2/Pl 

DAH/ss 

D.J.T. Donald 
Team Leader. 



A MF>tORANDUM ON CRITICISMS TO THE TRANSMIGRATION PROGRAMME 

BACKGROUND 

The gross population of Indonesia is around 168 million. However the 
distribution is extremely uneven, with 64\ living in Java, which 
constitutes only 8\ of the gross land area. Population densitites on Java 
are about 758 per square kilometre, one of the highest in the World, 
compared to. 15 in Kalimantan and only 3 in Irian Jaya. In Java, 85\ of the 
population is rural and engaged mainly in agriculture, but 60\ of farming 
fami lies have land holdings of less than 0.5 hectares, 15\ hold less than 
0.1 hectare. 40\ of the rural population live below the poverty line 
(incomes less than$ 540 per year). Despite the success of family planning 
programmes, population pressures are continuing to result in steadily 
increasing unemployment and severe environmental degradation. Unofficial 
clearance of catchment areas for unsuitable subsistence agriculture is 
disrupting hydrological regimes, causing floods and water shortages in the 
fertile rice producing lowlands which form the basis of the rural economy. 
International observers who are critical of the policies of the Government 
of Indonesia (GOI) must relate their criticism to the context of these 
frightening realities and the huge scale of the problems for which we are 
struggling to seek solutions. Assisted by international funding, we are 
tackling the problems over a wide range of sectors, such as family 
planning, irrigation, agricultural intensification and small industries, as 
well as social welfare. The success of our programmes is illustrated by the 
recent growth of the nation from being a major rice importer to a surplus 
producer. However, while we are seeking to raise the carrying capacity on 
the island of Java, as a developing country we do not yet have the 
t e chnology and resources for major expansion outside the primary 
agricultural sector. At the present time, solutions have to be found in 
this sector. 

.. 
Meanwhile, in our outer islands, a relatively small population is engaged 
in low-intensity shifting cultivation without the benefits of more advanced 
farming methods. To achieve this, they are rapidly depleting our forest 
resources and degrading the environment. The forest fires that damaged 3.5 
million hectares of East Kalimantan in the drought of 1982/83 were started 
by shifting cultivators. 

One of the options available to address these problems and reduce the 
disparity is transmigration. The major objective of the transmigration 
programme is the development of the outer regions through the transfer of 
manpower, together with alleviation of poverty in Java and the adjacent 
inner islands. We are aware that Java's population is unlikely to be 
reduced through this means, but it is a fact that if the 1979-1984 
(Repelita III) migration levels were maintained over the next fifteen 
years, by the year 2020 the population of Java would be 13\ less than what 
it would be without transmigration, and 24\ of Java's incremental labour 
force would be absorbed. 

The programme is based on the concept that the transmigrants must be able 
to feed themselves before they can contribute to r egional deve lopment; the 
planning, implementation and inputs are directed toward this initial 
objective. As regional develoµnent proceeds, this will enable the emphasis 



of transmigration to shift into the secondary and tertiary sectors, and 
away from farming with its heavy demand for new land. 

The urgency of the demographic and social problems has been the reason for 
setting very high targets of resettlement, and it is perhaps the scale of 
the programme that lies behind the anxieties of observers concerned with 
environmental issues. We are aware that high targets have resulted in 
planning mistakes and implementation errors, and we have therefore invested 
heavily in a planning programme to ensure that earlier deficiencies are 
rectified. We will maintain the high planning standards that we have 
developed over the present decade, and we are now seeking to rectify 
oeficiencies that still occur in the implementation stage. The investment 
is high, and we are engaging international consultants to assist us and to 
raise the capabilities of our own consultants. We are concerned with 
improving the quality of the programme, to ensure that the settlements do 
succeed, that environmentally unsuitable sites are avoided, and that the 
ethnic minorities are permitted to maintain their individual cultures while 
being assimilated into the benefits of regional development programmes at a 
pace that is in accordance with their traditional rights and skills. 

We welcome criticism where it is based on facts, as this encourages us to 
maintain and improve our standards. Critics would be welcome to come and 
see the problems for themselves, first in the overcrowded countryside and 
cities of Java, and then in the settlement sites in the outer islands. 

This memorandum is devoted to answering the criticisms made recently 
against the transmigration programme, more specifically in a recent issue 
of THE ECOLOGIST (Vol. 16, No. 2/3). Quotations are taken from The 
Ecologist under a number of headings and then discussed. 

1. TARGETS 

p. 59 "Repelita IV target for Irian Jaya is 685,000 settlers" (137,000 
families) 

p. 61 

p. 75 

p. 103 

"Over 3.6 million moved by 1984 
the next twenty years". 

further 65 million in 

"Government intends ••••••• 137,000 families in Irian Jaya and 
328, 000 families in Kalimantan during Repeli ta IV" 

"By 1984 •••••••settled (in Irian Jaya) •••••• ove r :J0,000" 

COMMENT ON SECTION 1 

The Ecologist's observations are based on published targets, whereas there 
is considerable discrepancy between the targets and actual realization. In 
practice, owing to the enormous logistic problems in implementation, 
together with increased budgetary constraints imposed by the collapse in 
oil prices, we are having considerable difficulties in reaching our 
targets. While on the one hand, the actual resettlement figures abrogate 
much of the criticism, on the other hand we are very concerned that slower 
targets will reduce our opportunities to attack the problems that the 
programme is designed to address. 

2 



Unde r our third five-year plan ( Repe lita III, from 1979-1984) , the total 
number of sponsored families that were resettled was 366,000 (approxima t ely 
1. 5 mi llion people), of which 300,000 were mo ved from Ja va . The rem a inde r 
included local farmers who wished to join the settle ments, and resettlement 
of ea rlier transmigrants who had moved them sel ves ( spontaneous transmi
gra nts) but who had settled in environmentally unsuitable areas. In 
addition, it is estimated that a further 170,000 spontaneous migrants moved 
to the outer islands. 

'l'he Repelita IV target (1985-1 989 ) w-ds r aised to 750 ,000 families, hut we 
a re realizing that it may now be impossible to achieve this ambitio us 
target, because of unpredictable budgetary cons traints ana related 
p roblems. As far as possible, we are seeking ways to balance the r eduction 
in sponsored agricultural settlement by creating employmen t o pportunities 
to encourage spontaneous migration in sectors that do not r equire the 
preparation of extensive land for agriculture. 

In Irian Jaya in particular, the impact of transmigration i s proving to be 
s low. The total number settled over the ten years up to 1984 was only 
19,000 families, not 80,000 as stated in The Ecologi s t. We now estimate 
tha t only some 20,000 families will be set tled over the period 1'.)85- 1989 , 
not 137,000 as originally targeted for thi s province . 

In o rder to accommodate the problems we are prese ntly facing in 
implementation, we are currently considering a red uction in sponsored 
sett lement during 1986/87 from 110,000 to 60,000 families . Thereafter, the 
situation will be reviewed annuall y. 

2. AREAS 

µ. 58 "Over 3. 3 million hectares of tropical forest will be destroyed 
by Transmigration during the present Five -year Plan" (repeated 
on p. 80). 

p . 6 1 

p . 63 

P• 80 

P • 82 

"Over one million hectare s per year" in Indonesia ( repea t ed on 
P• 79) • 

"Single sectoral activity with the greatest potential to 
advance forest destruction •••••••• incompat ible with the world 
Bank's own environmental policy guide line s " 

"Millions of hectares of undistu rbed tropical rainforest " 

"Destruction of vast areas of tropical rainforest" 

"80 percent of Transmigration sites are to be established in 
primary (that is, untouched) forest" during Repeli ta IV. 

"The minimum amount lost from the forest es tate •••••••• cal
culated at 3. 3 million ha " (emphasi s on "minimum"). 

"Clearing ••••••• between 15,000 and 20 , 000 ha/site" . 
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p . 83 

p . 84 

p . 85 

.J - • 

In Central Kalimantan •••••••• government targe ts pr oject the 
clearance of ne arly seventeen times a s much forest from 1979-
1989" 

"2 - 3,000,000 ha of first stage clearance ••••••• every year " 

"Aid agencies are assisting in the annual destruction of 
270,000 ha of primary rainforests". 

COMMENT ON SECTION 2 

Thes e quotations from The Ecologist are inaccurate and alanaist . The t o tal 
number of sponsored families moved from Java between 1950 and 1984 is l ess 
than 500,000, and the land prepared to receive them is le s s than one 
mil lion hectares. About half of this was fore st land, but thi s was r arely 
undisturbed primary forest. 

As pointed out in the previous section, the Repelita IV ta r get of 750 , 000 
fam ilies is unlikely to be achieved. Nevertheless, e ven this target fi g ur e 
wou ld involve the initial clearance of less than one million hectares , 
which is about 0.5% of our gross l a nd area . On each site, only about 5 , 000 
hec tares or less is cleared, not 15,000 to 20 , 000 hectares as quote d . 
Eventually the cle ared area will increase, a s the settlers open up their 
second hectare, and as additiona l spontaneous set tlers move in . In r eal ity, 
the actual area clea red will now be conside rably sma lle r . In Irian Jtlya, 
the total area cleared for transmigration , so far , i s only about 40 , 000 
hec tares. 

Secondly, very few settlements are planned in undisturbed forest. To 
illustrate this, we will use the experience of the current planning 
programme under the World Bank's Trans III loan. Abo ut 40 % of s ites are 
in logged forest and 19% in secondary growth or grassland. The r e maininy 
41% are in unlogged forest but nearly all o f these lie in southern Irian 
J a ya where the forests are of very poor quality and carry very l ow stocks 
of commercial timbers. 

we are now very careful to avoid the planning of site s in rich undisturbed 
forests, and it is our policy to plan whenever possible the use of sites 
that are predominantly under secondary growth, grassland, bur nt forest 
(East Kalimantan) or logged forest with poor regenera tive capacity. 

3. SHIFTING CULTIVATION 

p . 78 160,000 sq-km rainforest world wide lost every ye a r to landless 
"slash-and-burn" cultivators (i.e. 80% of the annual total ). 

p . 79 "20 million ha are degraded scrub or ••••••••• alang-alang" 

p . 80 

Sulawesi has 30.5% of l and area in "cr itical condition" a nd 
Sumatra has 2.3 million ha. "In the past , both islands ha ve 
borne the brunt of resettlement under the Transmigration 
Programme". 

"Transmigration main cause of forest degradation ". 
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p. 82 

p . 84 

p. 88 

P• 92 

. 

"Extensive area of Sumatra and Sulawesi, formerly heavily 
forested •••••• now as crowded and devoid of trees as parts of 
Java". 

"10 percent of the total forest areas in Kalimantan, Sulawe si 
and Nusa Tenggara is affected by 723,000 families practising 
shifting cultivation" ••••••• "differentiate between the 
traditional rotation cropping practiced by indigenous people, 
and the new comers who are forc e d into the forest •••••• 

"The newcomers may be 'wild settlers' •••.•••• or the ne wcaners 
are displaced transmigrants whose programme s have fa i led". 
"Observers (do not) believe that indige nou s people are to blame 
for this destruction; it is very doubtful whethe r there are one 
million families of genuine shifting cultivators in Indones ia 
••••••••••• probability that a significant propo rtion are •••.• 
shifted cultivators, the unfortunate victi ms of Transmi g rati on 
which has misfired". 

" •••••• after generations of experience, indigenous peop l e 
understand the natural tolerances of Eore st e cosystems ••••• 
avoid soil'erosion, extensive and permanent forest clearance and 
failed crops". 

"Vast areas of degraded land that exists throughout Indonesia". 

"The only true nomadic r u ral peoples are the displaced •••••• 
peasantry from the central islands •••••••• many of whom (are) 
transmigrants" • 

COMMENT ON SECTION 3 

The Ecologist describes shifting cultivation as a viable system of 
agriculture practiced by indigenous peoples, but also acknowledges that it 
is the primary cause of destruction of rain forest world wide. It implies, 
sometimes directly, that displaced transmigrants are the main agent for 
creating the "vast areas of degraded land". This is based on o pinion, and 
appears to lack factual support. 

The fact is that shifting cultivation is a viable system only while the 
population level of the indigenous people remains low. Once natural 
populations increase beyond certain limits, the system leads to extensive 
forest clearance and rapid degradation. This point has already been passed 
in all the areas mentioned in The Ecologist. The critical lands of Sulawes i 
(mainly the central plateau and hills north of Enrekang) and Sumatra (Toba 
plateau, Padang Balak etc) have been degraded by indigenous farm e rs seeking 
subsistence, and not by "rural nomads from the central islands". 

Analysis of maps and figures available for Central Kalimantan shows that 
3.4 million hectares or 22% of the province have been permanently cleared 
of forest, but that only 300,000 hectares are under permanent cultivation. 
\vith approximately 260,000 farming families in the province in 1983, this 
gives a ratio of 13 hectares per family. Infact, 750,000 hecta res have 
already been degraded and abandone d. 
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Land system and land use have not yet been mapped regionally for West 
Kalimantan, but it is estimated that up to one-third of the province has 
been cleared (4.8 million hectares), with a farming population in 1983 of 
660,000 families. Most of the land suitable for agriculture has now been 
occupied, large areas are known to have become degraded, and shifting 
cultivators are moving into steeplands and infertile areas. 

The implications of these facts are a cause of great concern. First, many 
areas are now critical and would be extremely difficult and costly to 
reclaim. Critical areas are also common in upland Java, with no room for 
further expansion, and indeed this is one major reason for the 
transmigration programme. 

Evidence from our studies in Kalimantan shows that in some areas, 
indigenous farmers now have no alternative but to clear infertile land that 
they know will support them for one or two years only, and must then be 
abandoned. In other words, the critical stage has already been reached. We 
are concerned that all the remaining lowland forest of Kalimantan might 
become cleared, and degraded, within a few decades or sooner. This will be 
done by the indigenous farmers alone, not by either transmigrants or "dis
placed ~asantry from the central areas". They are not the "unfortunate 
victims of transmigration which has misfired". 

We are now considering proposals to study methods of reversing this 
situation, in order to prevent further uncontrolled forest clearance. This 
would involve providing the shifting cultivators with the means to develop 
permanent and more intensive forms of cultivation. It would also release 
already cleared land for transmigrant resettlement, without the clearance 
of any more forest, but we have to ensure that the indigenous farmers will 
benefit more from their permanent holdings than from their present 
extensive land rights. 

Issues of traditional land rights are exceedingly complex and require 
sensitive handling. A solution found in one area may prove inappropriate or 
unacceptable in another, but we are aware that the issues must be faced 
soon, or we will run out of time for different options. One of the benefits 
of transmigration is that our best farmers come from Java and Bali and 
bring their skills with them tQ develop the outer islands. 

We are also aware of the risk that transmigration could lead to further 
environmental damage. Pressures of land hunger and poverty on Java are so 
intense that spontaneous transmigrants might move in to fill settlements to 
beyond their carrying capacity and then spill over into the surrounding 
forests. We are considering bringing spontaneous transmigration into our 
planned programme so that we can introduce better control over where they 
go, and reduce the environmental risks. 

In summary, our policy is to encourage local populations to move from 
agriculture based on shifting cultivation to more sedentary forms of 
agriculture. Such development can be either integrated with transmigration 
settlement or implemented in parallel. The benefits in terms of forest 
conservation can be enormous. 
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4. THE ENVIRONMENT 

The Ecologist attempts to blame Transmigration as the ma.in cause of 
environmental degradation in Indonesia, (answered in section 2 and 3 
above), and accuses the World Bank of not following its own environmental 
guidelines. This section deals with the latter aspect. 

p. 73 

p. 77 

p. 81 

p. 82 

p. 83 

P• 85 

p . 86 

"Transmigration has been described as the Plan-as-you-Proceed 
Programme". 

environmental impact of transmigration likened to "waging 
thermo-nuclear war". 

"60,000 are being moved into virgin forest areas around Muara 
Wahau and Sangkulirang ••••••• chosen as the least unsuitable 
sites ••••••• in the generally swampy area". 

references to Air Sugihan, an officially acknowledqed failure. 

"inappropriate farm models, inadequate mapping, and poorly 
conceived land classificat ion". 

"clearing between 15,000 and 2.0,000 ha/site ". 

subsection headed "Central Kalimantan: 
failure". 

a case history in 

should. follow "environmental rather than political priori ties, 
rejecting high input and energy intensive arable crop models, 
settling in grassland areas, improving land-use classifications, 
and so on". 

"there are many other supposedly protected areas 
threatened in this way" (Danau Bian, Arfak, Cyclops). 

foreign aid for "activities which contribute significantly to 
the destruction of forests as a result of the establishment of 
poorly planned agricultural settlements". 

"environmental havoc ••••••• have been well documented". 

"simply not true" that unsuitable or high risk sites" are 
systematically rejected". 

"almost half are ruled out on these grounds. In other words, 
over half to most sites are not rej ec ted" even if they involve 
high risk. 

COMMENT ON SECTION 4 

'l'he quotations here are frequently incorrect. A considerable proportion of 
the Bank funding is spent on determining the suitability of the land for 
settlement, with double-checks imposed at the detailed planning stage, and 
with the provision of an advisory team, one of whose functions is to ensure 
a high and standard quality of land resource studies from the different 
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consultants. Internationally accepted systems of land suitability 
classification are used throughout. 

The conservation of the environment is an important criterion in 
transmigration settlement planning. From the outset, a rigid slope limit of 
8% was set for arable and village use. While this limit has been exceeded 
in some instances in the past, the improvements in planning through the 
employment of international consultants under Bank-funded programmes is now 
ensuring that we adhere to the limit. The objective of the 8% limit, 
together with specified insistence of a cover cro p following land 
clearance, is designed to keep erosion to a minimum. Sometimes the limit 
may be too severe but it is not relaxed, Where it is felt that the e rosi o n 
risk is high, the slope limit is reduced or the site is rej e cted. 

We have a continuous process of screening, from initial air photo
interpretation through Phase II, Phase IIIA and land clearing. The initial 
screening or reconnaissance phases are necessary as we do not yet have a 
comprehensive data base of our land resources, although this is pre s ently 
being obtained. Under our Trans III planning programme, we scree ned a t ota l 
o f six million hectares. On l y 1.3 million hecta res or 22% were sele c t ed as 
be ing environmentally suitable for detailed planninJ studi e s (Phase IIIA). 
With the inclusion of estimates from on-going studies, the total 
development area planned under the programme is 1.1 million he c tares, o f 
which only 400,000 hectares are planned for initial clearance. During 
implementation, environmental controls are imposed on the land clearing 
contractors and recommendations are made to ensure minimal damage, and 
sustained use under the proposed farm model. 

In summary, Bank-funding has been spent to conduct initial screening of 
6 million hectares, 78% of which was rejected on social or environmental 
grounds, thus ensuring that the more costly detailed planning studies are 
conducted only on terrain that is environmentally suited for the planne d 
objective. 

These comments thus refute many of the observations expressed hy The 
Ecologist. More specifically: 

i) The selection of Muara Wahau and Sangkulirang was based on land 
suitability studies in the context of a planned regional development 
programme, with emphasis on coconut estates in order to meet domestic 
market requirements. They are emphatically not the least unsuitable 
sites in a generally swampy area. They are not virgin forest, but 
extensively logged and subsequently very severely damaged by forest 
fires. 

ii) Air Sugihan has been acknowledge d as a failure, so cannot be cited as 
a representative example of failures. Bank-funding of the planning 
programme is designed to ensure that unsuitable sites are not 
selected, and they would no longer pass the scre ening process. Air 
Sugihan is now designated a Wildlife Res e rve, primarily for elephant 
conservation, and funded by World Wildlife Fund Pr ogramme 3133. 

iii) Recommendations made for planning agricultural develo pment in Cent r al 
Kalimantan ( p. 83) are mis-interpreted as "an expo sure of faults". 
This interpretation overlooks one of the obj ectives inhe rent in an y 
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planning study, to identify deficiencies and a d vise on im proved 
procedures; it is very biased in that it fails to note that the said 
recommendations are now being actively considered and incorporated 
into the planning programme. Future study areas in Central Kalimantan 
are wholly based on these r e commendations. 

iv ) No irrigation scheme is planned near Danau Bian (p. 85 ), al though 
there are plans for dry land farming around this site , and the reserve 
will require management to p r e vent incursions . 

v) The settlement at Oransbari near the Arfak reserve has presently been 
implemented for only 125 families. 

vi) The transmigration sites at Arso are some distance from the Cyclops 
reserve, although increasing growth around the Jayapura region could 
increase pressures on the reserve which may req uire controlling. 

vii) We did have a "plan-as-you-proceed" programme, hut this was a 
temporary expedient programme instituted as a result of e a rlier 
delays, and subject to controls by the programme's advisors. 

Ea rlier we have shown that forest clearance for transmigration is of minor 
impact in comparison with clearance by others, but nevertheless we are 
awa r e of the responsibilities we carry for conservation of important 
ecological environments. While world Wildlife Fund has assisted the 
Directorate General of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation in 
carrying out surveys and preparing management plans for conserved areas, it 
is a fact that forest areas that will become cleared, whether officially or 
unofficially, may never have had proper surveys of the s pecies they 
con tain. The Ecologist acknowledges that we plan to establish 25% of our 
land area as co~served or protected areas. This figure should be compared 
on the one hand with the 22 to 32% of areas t ake n up by shifting 
cultivators in West and Central Kalimantan (see section 3) and the 16.5% of 
East Kalimantan damaged by fire, and on the other hand with the 1-2% 
cleared for transmigration ( see section 2). However, there remain further 
areas of ecological importa nce to be considered. We are looking at the 
possibilities for increasing the extent of ecological surveys in our future 
planning programmes in order that important areas may be identified and 
provisions made for their protection. 

We will also consider the feasibility of establishing managed buffer zones 
a round conserved and other important areas in order to protect them from 
exploitation. At present we are examining a project proposal from the 
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources for 
the establishment of Model Forest Development Units in relation to 
transmigration and regional development. 

5 . SITE SELECTION 

It is implied on pages 67 and 116 that political issues are dominant in 
site selection: 

p . 6 7 "It is no coincidence ••••••• why alleged unde rpo pulated 
peripheral and boundary regions are ••••• attractive locations 
for Transmig ration on a large scale" 
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p . 116 "It is hardly likely to be a coincidence that at a time when the 
Armed Forces have begun to be directly involved in si te
locations decisions •••••• (Trans V) should be concentrated 
almost entirely on aerial mapping and the location o f new 
sites". 

COMMENT ON SECTION 5 

These quotes, appearing early in The Ecologist's feature and on the last 
page , seem to place the entire feature into a political contex t. 

A brief examination of location maps of the planning programmes would 
reveal that these statements are unsupported by fact. The emphasis lies on 
the availability of suitable land in the context of regional development. 
Where large contiguous areas lie close to the border, as they do in 
southern Irian Jaya, they are included. Where such areas are shown to be 
unsuitable on environmental grounds (24 sites around Mindip Tanah), or 
where they lie within a conserved area (sites within the Wasur Wildlife 
Reserve, located on the border), they are systematically rejected. 

The responsibility for site selection lies with the planning directorate of 
the Ministry of Transmigration. There has never been any outside pressure 
to consider issues of "territorial management" as criteria in the selection 
process. Our policy dictates that site selection and subsequent settlement 
planning takes place in areas that are both suitable and available for 
transmig~ant settlement. 

Aerial mapping is a vital component in present-day methods of regional 
planning, and has no connection wi t h any hypothetical involvement of the 
Armed Forces outside the context of regional planning for improved 
productivity and standards of living. Aerial mapping is expensive and 
gene rally requires international funding in developi ng countries. It is a 
tool to ensure a reduction in costly social and environmental mistakes, 

6 . TREE CROP DEVELOPMENT 

The Eco logist emphasizes environmental issues concerned with unsuitable 
farming models, but at the same time attacks the Government for its efforts 
to introduce tree crop models in areas that are environme ntally very 
suitable for this purpose, and under schemes designed to both assist the 
smal l farmer and give him security of land tenure. The main attack lies in 
the sub-section "Crops for export" on page 75, which appears to have a 
strong bias against the private sector, with phrases such as: 

"private investors responsible only for the cost of planting the crops 
and providing technical assistance and inputs •••••••• ultimately ••••• 
re-imbursed by the state banks. 

"smallholders granted no such indulgencies ••••••••• forced to sell at a 
fixed price". 

"this highly profitable arrangement" 
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"Transmigration is changing its focus from an ineffective welfare 
policy to a generalized exploitation of migrants". 

In a different context, on page 95 it is stated that: 

"225,000 shifting cultivators in Southeast Sulawesi alone, many of whom 
are being 'slipped' into the government's PIR plantation projects". 

COMMENT ON SECTION 6 

Under current regulations, the private investor undertakes the development 
at a cost estimated to be $ 6,000 per family. 20% of the development will 
be his Nucleus Estate area, the remaining 80% will be allocated to small
holders. However, this ratio is now under review, as it is apparently not 
highly profitable, and is insufficiently attractive for private investors. 
The investor must take full responsibility during the four to eight year 
period before crops mature, during which time he borrows money at a 
commercial rate of interest. Smallholders get title to their tree crop 
holding after earning cash wages for three years, during which time they 
acquire the skills required for dealing with a new crop in a ne w 
environment. If the investor is successful, the scheme benefits the local 
economy and both the indigenous and transmigran~ smallholders. For example, 
under PTP XII' s rubber development near Singkawang in West Kalimantan, the 
"free market" wage rate is now Rp. 2,500/day, as compared with rates as low 
as ~p. 600/day in parts of Java. 

It is now well established that tree crops are the only crops that are 
environmentally suitable for wide areas of Indonesia. Tree crop estates 
with smallholder participation are socially and ecologically appropriate 
methods of developing the outer islands, and of reducing the rate of land 
degradation through uncontrolled shifting cultivation. 'l'hey are also a 
method for reclaiming degraded land. 

On p. 95 of The Ecologist, reference is made tb problems on PIR schemes at 
Arso and Manokwari. However in Arso, the first 162 families under the PIR 
scheme have only recently arrived, while in Manokwari the construction of 
the factory is scheduled to commence only this year. The schemes should not 
be criticized at this stage when they have not yet had the opportunity to 
prove themselves. 

In the past a majority of settlements were based on the cultivation of 
dryland arable food crops. It is now our policy to focus settlement on the 
basis of tree crop development, but with an arable component designed to 
allow self-sufficiency in foodstuffs. Further, a significant part of 
Indonesia's capability for tree crop development will be diverted to 
provide existing arable settlements with second stage tree crop development 
and hence a steady income. 

7. IRIAN JAYA 

There appears to be misrepresentation of the facts regarding the border 
crossers from Irian Jaya into Papua New Guinea. In The Ecologist, this is 
summarized on page 59 {in the Open Letter): 
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"Transmigration is causing the continuing exodus of tribal people 
presently 10,500 refugees ••••••• including 500 new arrivals". 

"land alienation, resulting primarily from the Transmigration programme, 
has been a major cause for their flight". 

COMMENT ON SECTION 7 

In its reference to a 1984 Dutch Government Report on p. 67, The Ecologist 
fails to acknowledge that 7,000 to 8,000 border crossers (over 70%) 
originate from Mindip Tanah in the south. Despite the fact that Mindip 
Tanah lies close to the border, there has been no transmigration settlement 
in this area. Indeed, 24 sites were rejected in the area as being 
environmentally unsuitable. Whatever the reasons for crossing the border, 
it is evident that "land alienation, resulting primarily from 
transmigration" is not relevant in the case of this 70% at least. 

Much of this section in The Ecologist appears to be politically orientated, 
as illustrated by the constant use of "West Papua" for Irian Jaya. The 
failure to discuss transmigration in the context of political realities 
discredits the journal in which these observations have been made. 

The problems of social integration of tribal peoples into development 
programmes are acknowledged. They are exceedingly complex and will require 
slow and sensitive handling, and we realize that we cannot expect tribal 
peoples to be integrated immediately and acquire the skills to enable them 
to compete with transmigrants. Despite the extremely low density of 
population (3 per square kilometre), with much of the rural population 
concentrated in certain highland areas which have never been considered for 
transmigration, much of the lowland forest is nevertheless "owned" under 
the traditional rights of different tribes. 

As noted earlier, the impact of transmigration in Irian Jaya has been very 
small in reality, and should be seen in the light of spontaneous movement 
into the province from outside, mainly from South Sulawesi. We are now 
reviewing the development programme for the province, and examining the 
options available for the careful assimilation and development of tribal 
peoples. Alternatives range from integration or parallel development 
schemes, to the strict reservation of uncleared areas on every site for the 
eventual integration of local settlers at a future date. 

THE FUTURE 

In conclusion, it is clear that transmigration is very important to our 
objectives of reducing poverty, raising standards of living, and regional 
development. Our comments under each heading indicate our awareness of 
shortcomings where they occur, and the measures that are under 
consideration or are being taken to overcome them. 

1,,rhilst it is apparent that anxieties exist over the scale of the progranune 
and over possible damage to the environment and some tribal cultures, we 
have shown that the impact of transmigration on the forests is very small, 
especially when it is compared on the one hand with the area set aside for 
conservation, and on the other with the damage caused by indigenous 
shifting cultivators. we have also shown that with the assistance of 
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funding from the World Bank, we have incorporated high standards of 
settlement planning into our progranune, and unsuitable terrain is 
rigorously rejected. Deficiencies still occur, but most have now been 
identified and measures are being sought to rectify them. 

For the reasons already given, the transmigration programme must continue 
and we will maximize the settlement rates within the physical and budgetary 
limits imposed upon us. At this moment we are evaluating the state of 
progress and closely reviewing our future programme. It is planned to 
consolidate the existing settlements, and improve their quality with 
second-stage development in diversified activities such as tree crops, cash 
crops and fisheries. ·we are seeking settlement schemes based on other 
models such as limestone quarrying (lime is urgently needed on the more 
acid soils), fisheries and agro-forestry. Tree crops will become a major 
sector. Spontaneous transmigration will be encouraged but under a 
controlled programme, and this may be orientated around employment 
opportunities rather than farming. Indeed we a.re particularly concerned to 
develop transmigration outside the primary agricultural sector, using the 
presently implemented settlements as a nucleus for creating employment in 
the service and allied industries. 

The implementation of new settlements in remote forested sites will be 
avoided. Instead we are looking at ways to plan new settlements as complete 
farming systems, based in the context of regional development moving 
outwards from centres of growth. The shift of emphasis towards tree crops 
will reduce the restrictions imposed by slope limits for arable use and 
thus help us to consolidate the programme around these centres. 

In Irian Jaya, settlements will be planned on growth from four or five 
centres, allowing a slow integration of tribal peoples accompanied by the 
development of welfare facilities and infrastructure. In Kalimantan, we 
shall concentrate on areas of secondary growth and heavily logged or 
damaged forest, accompanied by intensification of farming systems of the 
indigenous peoples; we shall only be clearing forests where necessary 
along arteries or zones of development. 

In summary, now that the Transmigration programme is well established, we 
wish to improve its quality to ensure that a higher standard of living is 
attained for every resettled family as well as for the indigenous 
populations of the receiving areas. Through the programme, we hope both to 
improve our human environment and protect our heritage of natural 
environments. 
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( : ::~: ) Demographic impact of the programme, 
200,000 spnnsorec:I fami l ies were moved out of Java in 
Repelit a 111; the population of Jav a would be reduced b y 
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iii. 
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into other plans, 
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vi . We should en s ure that the t:.ransmigrants s hould 
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v11. How to solve the problems of l a nd tenure? 
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remarked that the ultimate aim of the lr a n s
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as k e d how ac::c::or ding to the World Bank, the 

relationship b et ween spontaneous a nd s pon sored 
tr a n smiqrat1on was going to be. To this Dr. Davis replied 
t ho::\t t 1 -,e~ r· i':\ ti o b E't WE•E'n s pon t o:\n E'DU. ~::, to <::i p on s;u1"· E'd 
transmigrants was about 2 to 1. She also said that the 
section of the report dea l i nq with this aspect was being 
expanded further. 

Dr. Da v i s s uggested th a t in Repelita V, the 
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settlement, Ciiil to prov ide credit facilitie s to the 
poor for purchas inq .I.and and (i v ) adopt appropriate 
policies to s timulate spontaneous migration. 
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Dr .. Davis replied th a t thi s kind of land is usuall y owned 
b y indi v idua ls a nd unless compen sation i s paid to the 
owners, they would not give up the land for settlement 
purposes (at present there is no prov ision +or pa y me nt of 
comp e n sati on in I nd onesia). 

Mr- . ~:::i smacl :i. s ugges ted the followinq poli cies to h e lp the 
Transmigr a tion Progr a mme succeed : 

i. land r e gistr a tion 

ii . credit fac ilities for the purchase uf l and 

iii .. better e n v ironmental programmes 
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bad in itself. Dr. Ka rtomo gave 
factory in South S umatra 1 which 

+ r · urn c:\ mun q t. h E· tr· i:":"•.r1 ~:;rn i CJ r · ,;·,1.r ·1 t ~::; .. 

VI II .At this point the Mini ster Pro + . 
the meet ing. He was b riefed about 
mee t i ng b y Mr. Ki smadi .. 

Dr... Lrni .L ~3,:d. i m 
t .1··1f:: pr··ocf:.'E"c:i i nq~:; 

·io:i. nE2d 
c:;·i· the 

The Minister reminded the qraup t h at b y the year 
2 000 Java would h ave a large s urplus population a nd that 
even l arge sca l e industrialization would not be able to 
h e lp the sit u ation; eve n int e n s ified food production 
would n ot be a ble to carr y thi s huge s urplus in J ava . 
There~ore, the bes t alternative is to move peo ple out. Un 
the c:: 1··· co:! c:l :i. t sy~:d .. E'm .1 t .hP Mi rd ~3tf:2 t-· ~"D. i c:I th c:d:. p eep.I. e~ l-'Jho 

could have purchased l a nd with credit, cou ld even tuall y 
al so sell it at a profit wh e n the va lue of th e land 
i nc::r· e:::i::l.~of.ed. 

He suggested th a t it may be a good s trat egy now for 
u s to start attac k ing the negati ve aspects of th e 
Tr a nsmiqr at ion pr oqramme, tor exampl e, to minimi ze the 
socia l con flict between the tran smigrants a nd t he local 
res idents, we should try to a dopt a proper mix of the 
thlC)" 

.It wa s sugqested by the World Ba nk team that Sl f"l C::E2 

thf2 d E·?\/ !:21 UpE7c1 

f rn···· food c:T op 
l a.nc:I in C€;:ntr·;::i. 1 l<a J.:im ,:;i.ntan hla~.::, n ot s; u.it,::•.hlr:::~ 

farmi ng <an d it would pr ove v ery costly to 
p roduce food crop s in such l a nd), e mph asis s h ou ld there
f ore be gi v e n to tree-crop farming in tran smigrat ion site 
in Centr al Kalimantan. How e v er, thi s approac h was 
questioned b y the Min ister o n th e qround s that t h e demand 
for tree crops i n the export · market was hi g hl y f luctuat1ng 
and it would be mu c h better to invest more o n food crops 
whi c h could be consumed domesti call y r at her than face the 
ri s k o t loosing out in the unstabl e tr ee-crop mar ket. 

Un t.hr? co'.;:;t 
settlement. si t es Ca t 

of mo vi ng th e transmigrants to 
present it c::osts US$5600 t o move o ut 



one family, including purchase of l an d . travel cost, 
etc> the Mini s ter asked if it would be possibl e to 
reduce thi s cost. Dr. Davis s u g gest e d that swamp s it es 
could be less costly, 
fertile. a nd would 
irrigation. However, 
thi s approac h, such 

as these a r eas were r e lati v ely mor e 
have to depend only o n tid a l 

there were s ome negati v e aspects o f 
C.:\ ~:; .I. :i. mi t E! C:I l E•.r·1 cl <':tJ·- E!a av E\ i 1 E\b 1 F! fur·· 

' 3 C:! i::.t 1 emf:)nt, d :i. f + i cu.It i t:::-!~3 in '' ~:; 1t.1 c:\1np ma.r·1-::.<.qemE;!nt. '' ... nu.c: l F:a.ti=.~cl 
housing system which would encour a ge pests etc. 

Th E! ,::\ l t. 0~1,·· n ;:;.t i V(~ 
spontaneous migr a tion, 
~".;D i 1 E7i::C. 

to swamp sites wo uld be emphasize 
tree-crop farming on low f er ti.l.it y 

I X. ft was decid ed to c o ntinue the discussion further o n 
U . .Jul y :1.crf.3 6 a t . f<l....H. But. br:1 +c:w·f::) tha.t .:::•. r·t=!pr··t-?'3 E:7 nt a. ti v t::! +r·om 
the office of ASMEN lV was requested to attend a nother 
mee ting with th e Director General of PHPA at Bogar on 4 
dU.l.\1 :l.9Hb. 

c:: 
• .• ..I 
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INDONESIA -D1sb urseMent Proc edure s 

t. As you are aware we are working with OG Cipta Karya to 
reduce disburseMe nt bac klogs and proceasing delays in an effort to 
iMprove sect or di s burs eMent perforMance . Areas of pos sible 
iMpro veMent in pr oc essing at the project le vel, Mi nistry level and a t 
the Bank have been identified. A r ece nt rev iew has indicat ed a 
part i cul ar Measu r e tha t Mi ght be t ake n by the Bank that wou ld be I 
helpful in r educing disbur s eMen t de l ay s. This r elates to the wi de r 
use of Procedure III - Direc t PayMent. Wider (o r routine ) use of this 
procedure, without MiniMu~ agp licati on thresholds, could as s ist in 
significantly s peedier disburseMent proces s ing. 

· 2 . Direct payMe nts can be processed Muc h faster than reiM-
burseMents by the Borrower in the urban and water sector ( and in 
general according to RSI disburseMent staff ) . Recent inforMati on 
shows in Loan 2236-IND (JSSP l that le5S than 28 ~are needed 
froM presentation of the contractors invoi ce to payMent by IBRD using 
Procedure III. In contrast several Mon ths ar e typical of 1 
reiMburseMent procedures. This reflects in par t the respecti ve 
incentives to the project units of the two Me t hods. The project unit 
has l i tt le incenti ve to process reiMburseMe nt s bu t has every interest 
in seeing that the contractor is paid quickl y . 

3. Pertinant to this issue is the increasingl y serious probleM 
nowadays of the lack of GOI prefinanc f ng fun ds to facilitate 
reiMburseMent due to the Go vernMent's genera l Rp constraints . New 
projects apparentl y find pre-financ ing diffi cu lt if not iMpossible to 
arrrange. Even in the case of ongoing project s having ex isting 
prefinancing facilities, the budget support ac ti ons i nsti tuted last 
February could be iMpleMented only by use of d irect payMent 
procedures ( following consultation with LOAAS) in order t o a vo id 
additional prefinancing. There is a clearly a growing inability t o 
follow reiMburseMent procedures and a consequent obs tacle to 
progress. <This si tuation should not occur so wi del y in future years 
if the proposed Urban Sector Loa n is Made , bu t if not then further 
direct payment request s May be expect ed.) 

4. Based on recent e xperience, fr oM t he contractors viewpoint I 
there is Much to be preferred in the direct payMent procedure over 
the reiMbur5eMent Method . The general applic a tion of direct payMent 
procedure would likely be very beneficial both to cont rac tor '5 cash 
flow ( an d hence po5sibl y lower prices in fu t ur e) and to i Mpr ove d 
overall project disburseMent per for mance . 

5. Direct pa yMents are r outinel y Made in t he ca5e of equipMent 

P· 1866 



contracts financed 100% froM the vari ous loans ( wi t hout Min i Ma l 
t hreshold requ i reMents ) but in c e r tain e xc epti ona l ca se s (agre e d wi t h 
LOAASl disburseMents for ci v il works are also Ma d~ using this 

(al Loa n 2236-IND - JSSP ; al l c1 v 1l wor~s ( subject to M1n1 Mu M 

threshold of $1 00, 000 equi val e nt per a ppli cati on ) ; 

( b ) All FY8 6 / 87 civi l works ex pen di tur e s fin an c ed 100% under 
budget support a c t io n f or Loans 197 2-I NO, 22 75-INO, 2408 -INO an d 
263 2-INO; 

(cl Loan 2632-INO - 2nd Ea s t Ja va Water Suppl y ; Pa rt 8 
Co ntract s III and IV . 

6. The que s tion of thresh o lds for dire c t pay Men t s ( a nd 
reiMburseMentsl poses serious difficulties in terMs of our object i ve 
of overcoMing disburseMent backlogs. Such thresholds can cause 
applications to accuMulate up to three Months ( and Morel whi c h 
reflects badl y on disbur s eMent perf orMan c e o f s Maller co ntrac t s and, 
where a large nuMber of such contracts are invol ved, the proje c t I 
itself is affected. This is an occasion when the Bank procedures 
( supposedly designed to redu c e workload in 1.Jashington O.C.) are 
directly obstructing the critical path of pr oc essing efficienc y . 

7. The wider (or routine) use of dir ec t payMent procedures 
would contribute to iMpro ved disburseMent per forMance and 
increasingly so in the future as GOI resour c e s becoMe More 
constrained. In this regard Specia l Accoun ts would facilitate 
alia More widespread use of direct payMent pr oc edure without 
COMMensurate increase in the LOAAS workload. Howe ver, with or 
without Special Accounts, I would encoura ge LOAAS to support wider 
use of direct payMents without onerous thres ho ld liMits. 

c . c . Messrs Da var AEPOR; Babson AEAIN; AhMa d , BiderMan, GunaratnaM, 
MeMon , Podolske AEPUW 
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University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign 

Dear Dr. Cernea: 

Department of Anthropology 

109 Davenport Hall 
607 South Mathews Avenue 
Urbana 
Illinois 61801 

College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 

217 333-3616 

August 5, 1986 

And now I must apologize~o you for slow response to 
your good letter of June 10th, but I was away and only now 
have been able tocatch up on some correspondence. 

Thank you for the close reading of my reports and your 
comments. It is always welcome to receive comments (and 
especially those which are so positive!) You have rekindled 
my interest in pursuing research and contacts in regard to 
the Saguling and Cirata Projects as well as studying further 
the subject of the impact of large projects. I would like 
very much to discuss the subject with you since you are clearly 
knowledgeable and experienced. (How long will you be an ad
viser at the Bank and where will you go, or return, when you 
leave?) I do have reason to come to Washington and I could 
adjust it to your schedule. 

I am heading off to a conference tomorrow morning and 
so I shall keep this letter brief and write in more detail 
later, but fwant to answer ~couple of questions which you 
raised. 

I would agreewith you that transmigration, or resettle
ment, is a good, if not excellent option. But as you could 
see, transmigration in Indonesia hao/such a life of its own 
that it is extremely difficult to make it a viably attrac
tive option. The program is politicized and bureaucratized. 
(Gloria Davis, an anthropologist who works for the Bank in 
Washington, has done a lot of work on transmigration in Indo
nesia, in which the Bank has been much involved. You have 
probably met her. In fact, I always wondered why they didn't 
have Gloria do the job I did, and could not get an adequate 
explanation. You may know more about the way the Bank works 
and could answer that.) 

Like you I was surprised that compensation covered only 
land and structures anc}'not the other costs. By the time I was 
involved, the process had begun and I could not protest it. 
A Dutch anthropologist, who worked with the university ecolqgy 
group on the original feasibility study, protested vigorously 
and this was an important issue in their early recommendations. 
But PLN vetoed it afi' too difficult to calculate~' in their terms, 
which I believe meant that it would cost too much. Clearly the 
Bank did not push hard on this matter. PLN did not want to set 
any costly precedents, I'm sure. The Dutch anthropologist, I 
wa~told, wrotesome pre~y nasty letters to the Bank, perhaps to 
Mr. Chandran, complaining about a number of aspects of the 
project. I do not know whether such c~respondence still exists. 
(One must remember, entre nous, that ~ese projects developed be
tween the dam builders such as Mr. Chandran in the Bank and the 
PLN: their shared aim was to build dams for power. And the Ecology 
Institute at the university, which does the feasibility and con
ti~uing studie~ is intertwined with PLN. I tried to make this 
point in the reports . . . without using too strong a language since I 
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thought that my reports might be~ead in Bandung and I still 
wanted access there.) I imagine that there was some Bank dis
cussion of the compensation matter ... but it seemed clear to 
me that when PLN really complained on any issue in regard to 
impact, the Ban~ent along with PLN. Don Graybill, who is the 
chief hand of Mr. Chandran as a~onsultant and who has been in
timately involved in the project from the beginning, who is an 
ecologist, and who accompanied me on myloisits, would know more 
about the negotiations on such subjects since he was involved 
in them. My reports -again entre nous- did not deal with 
the role of Graybill and the firm, Gilber~ of which he was a 
member. (Now I believe he is on his own.1 Don was a whirlwind 
intermediary between the Bank, PLN, and the contracting firms, 
a very able person.· and ecologist. All of the many Bank progress 
reports were his work. He was deeply involved in all aspects of 
ecological assessment and of resettlement planning, andlf you 
are still pursuing this pr0ject, he is a person whom you should 
interview. And yet, he was essentially a consultant to Mr. 
Chandran~and his firm -and he- were linked to Newjec, the 
Japanese construction contractors ... and so their job too, and 
their rewards, came from dam building. J Essentially it was an 
interlocking directorate. If there were "problems" in regard 
to resettlement, the dam builders would call the tune. And 
because the university's ecology institute was dependent upon 
the Project for its funding, it could hardly be an independent 
student of feasibility. In fact, it is interesting to study the 
various feasibility studies: the ecology insitute is really 
quite scathing and demanding in regard to all of the problems 
of resettlement .. ~ bu$ they were safe:. their reports, all in 
English, were not ~feanA. (There are a whole bunch of very Indo
nesian issues involved-here that I won't go into now.) The re
ports were very insightful; they ! r~ised critical issues; 
they were very oriented toward the benefit of the people being 
affected by the Project; and, on the whole, they were ineffectual. 

And not only was compensation computation done in such a way 
to omit consideration of otherr. costs, but land compensation was 
also done in the most simplistic form. Indonesia has a land 
classification system that is much more sophisticated than was 
actually used in the Project. As I'm sure you know, rice land 
is quite variable in its quality, given a host of factors which 
are measureable. All such qualifications, even simple ones, 
were not used. You had a simple price-per-area applied, though ~ 
Saguling and Cirata are areas in which conditions are very different. 
This made things easy for PLN. 

I have not followed up any of these issues outside the con
sultancy, but I intend to do so. I shall be in Indonesia next year 
and I want to go to Bandung tqdiscuss things further. Upon your 
suggestion I shall keep in touch with Mr. Chandran, though I 
believe that he is no longer involvecifith these Indonesian pro
jects. I shall contact his successor if that is the case. 

Our 1984 visit was not followed by an Aide Memoire of the 
kind which was presented in the 1983 report. My report was passed 
on. (_As I told you, I got no :. World Bank response.) I did get a 
short comment (2 pages) from PLN in Indonesian. If you are in
terested, I could translate it and send it to you. Don Graybill 

¥ c::{S t:'V'e )oc.../ r6'1c)~; .. 1.r Iv~,..; 7.le. Yu,, ~~qJ . 
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sent it to me, not the Bank! 

I certainly look forward to talking with you and I look 
forward to :hearing about your review of resettlement. I shall 
try to arrange a time. 

Best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

~r&-
Clark E. Cunningham 

P.S. I enclose a copy of an article. You may have seen it. 
It i~one of a series in the Cultural Surival Quarterly, 
vol. 10, no. 1, 1986 on Multilateral Banks and Indigenous 
Peoples. 

Also, are you involved in the consideration of the impact of 
XKMH the great dam on the Yangtse River in China. I gather 
that the World Bank is also involved in that project. 
That project is unbelieveable in its environmental and 
resettlement aspects and impacts and the degree~o which 
these issues are not considered, or so it seems. 
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Ms. Barbara A. Weat 
71 Allfarthing Lane 
London, SW18 2AJl 
United Kingdoa 

Dear Mii. Weat: 

July 10, 1986 

This i• in reply to the post card you recently 
sent to Mr. Conable, Preaident of the World Bank. We 
appreciate the concern• you ha•e expressed about the 
the Tranaaigration Program in Indoneaia. We viah to 
aasure you that the World Bank ia working with the 
Indonesian authoritiea to protect both the interests of 
the indigenous people and the environment and to help 
the program meet its objectives. 

Enclosed ia a note which will provide you with so•• 
background information on the Tranamigratiou Prograa 
and the World Bank'• involvement in the program. 

Enclosure 

bee: Mr. Nigel Roberts, EXC. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mrs. Puahpa N. Schwarts 
Information and Public 
Affairs 



The World Bank 
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

Dr. Haryono Suyono 
Chairman 
National Family Planning Coordinating 

Board 
Jalan Let. Jen. M.T. Haryono 
Jakarta, Indonesia 

Re: Ln. 2529--IND 

1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
U.SA 

(202) 477-1234 
Cable Address: INTBAFRAD 
Cable Address : INDEVAS 

August 13, 1986 . 

Family Planning Program Review and Long-Term Strategy 

Dear Dr. Haryono: 

Thank you for your letter no. 5.045/PD.101/Dl/86 of 27 June 1986 
and for draft terms of reference for a review of the achievements of the 
family planning program, and for development of a long-term implementation 
strategy together with an analysis of NFPCB's medium and long-term financial 
resource requirements. We have reviewed the draft and have a few 
observations and suggestions which we wish to share with you at this time. 

We are pleased that the draft terms of reference place due 
importance on the oversight function of three existing Working Groups in 
formulating the long-term implementation strategy. In light of the 
importance of the studies and their implications for future planning and 
allocation of resources, we support your view concerning the need to include 
Echelon I officials of the various Ministries and non-departmental Agencies 
involved in the program. We are particularly concerned that BAPPENAS and 
the Ministry of Finance play an active role in the Steering and Technical 
Committees. 

However, broad-based committees may find it difficult to assure 
the day-to-day management of the various activities involved in the proposed 
review and planning exercises. We recommend, therefore, that the focal 
point referred to on page 2 of the draft terms of reference be a cohesive 
task force that is called upon to manage all aspects of the exercise, not 
only the development of a long-term strategy. The team leader of the task 
force should be supported by a consultant (a population program specialist). 
Together, they should present proposals to the Steering and Technical 
Committees of what needs to be done, the scope of work, sequence of studies, 
timetable and progress reports. They should manage the work of other 
consultants involved in the process. They should also ensure that 
representatives of BAPPENAS, the Ministry of Population and Environment, and 
the Ministry of Finance are included in a technical way in addition to their 
periodic involvement at the Steering Conunittee level. 

ITT 440098 · RCA 248423 · WUI 64 145 Y -7040 



Dr. Haryono -2- August 13, 1986 

Beyond family planning interventions, including a range of 
incentives, should be examined closely in the review alongside the more 
established family planning service delivery aspects of the program. The 
NFPCB's innovative program development alternatives ought to be broadened 
with appropriate conceptual and technical contributions from the Ministry of 
Population and Environment, and the need to further the integration of 
family planning with conununity health services calls for a close association 
with the Ministry of Health in the review and planning exercises at hand. 

Turning now to the need for technical assistance, we very much 
believe that four specialists are required to support the task force in the 
months to come. We anticipate that each specialist would be needed for a 
minimum of four months, although they may overlap and/or provide their 
expertise intermittently in accordance with a work program that ought to be 
drawn up with all of the consultants present in an initial work session. 

We envisage the need for a demographer, sociologist, program 
specialist and economist. Our suggestions for their respective terms of 
reference are provided in an attachment to this letter. We would welcome 
your views on the scope of work and responsibilities that are indicated for 
each consultant. 

We believe that a draft report should be ready by September 1987 
to permit preliminary costing of an appropriate strategy which fits into the 
broader objectives of a Population Plan of Action and preparation of 
Repelita Y. This date is considerably beyond the December 1986 date which 
was specified in the Loan Agreement. Nevertheless, . we are willing to accept 
this new date on the assumption that it would be a timely, concrete 
contribution to the national development planning exercises cited above. 

To meet this timetable, it would be necessary to commence the 
program review no later than October 1986 and to initiate work on future 
strategy and financial requirements by January 1987. 

I plan to visit Indonesia from September 10 to October 4, 
accompanied by Ms. Sirur for the duration of this period. Up until 
September 17, we propose to review the progress of ongoing World Bank 
assisted population and health projects in Indonesia. During this period, 
I would be grateful for an opportunity to meet with you to review progress 
on preparing the PCR for the Third Population Project and implementing the 
Fourth Population Project, to discuss further any views you may have on our 
report on "Trends in Fertility and Contraceptive Prevalence," and, of 
course, to firm up plans for undertaking the analyses which are discussed 
in this letter. Mr. Bruce Carlson is scheduled to visit Jakarta from 
September 21-0ctober 4, 1986, during which time he will follow up in more 
detail on each of these matters and will focus on issues of common concern 
in developing the long-term plan of action. 



Dr. Baryono -3- Auguat 13, 1986 

It is · critical that short-term specialbts be identified prior to 
Mr. Carlson's arrival. The population specialist, referred to in the third 
paragraph of this letter, could be selected to work with the Deputy for 
Planning and Evaluation and Mr. Carlson so that the review aight effectively 
begin in October, as proposed. I would be grateful for an indication from 
you whether this is feasible. 

We look forward, Dr. Haryono, to a close and fruitful relationship 
with the NFPCB in developing the long-term pro(rall strategy and in ensuring 
that high standards and a focussed, issues-oriented approach are pursued 
throughout the analysis, 88 mentioned in Mrs. ausain's letter to 
Dr. Hasibuan of July 24, 1986, which wu copied to you. I very llUch look 
forward to meeting you again next aonth, and would be grateful for your 
reactions or suggestions prior to sy visit. 

With best regards, 

Aubrey O. Williams 
Senior Project Officer 

Division II ~ 
Population, Health and Nutrition Depari:Jlent 

Attaclmmt 

cc: Dr. Sayuti llallibuan 
Deputy Chairman for MlmpcMer, Population and 

Transmigration 
BAPPBNAS 
Jakarta 

Dr. Kartomo Wirosuhardjo 
Assistant Minister 
Ministry for Population and Environment 
Jakarta 

Dra. Soekaryo 
Secretary-General 
Ministry of Health 
Jakarta 

Dr. Budi Suradji 
Head, Population and Family Planning Bureau 
BAPPBNAS 
Jakarta 

Cleared w/cc: Ms. Husain, PHND2; Ms. G. Davis, AEAIN 
bee: Mr. Bumgarner, Mr. Carlson, Mr. Prescott, Ms. Sirur, PHND2 

Mr. Chernichovsky, PHNPR 
Div. files-Inclan. Pop IV 

AWilliams:abf 

' I 
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Demographe r 

FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM: LONG-TERM STRATEGY 
OUTLINE TOR FOR CONSULTANT ASSISTANCE 

The demographer would: (i) assess past trends in contraceptive 
prevalence in different regions based on available sources of survey and 
other relevant data; (ii) project future levels of contraceptive prevalence, 
total and province-specific (under alternative method mix assumptions), and 
implied annual acceptor rates (based on an up-to- dat.e assessment of met.hod
specific continuation rates) needed to achieve alternative future 
demographic targets (specified in terms of the total fertility rate and/or 
crude birth rate). This projection would be based on the Bongaarts target 
setting microcomputer program or an equivalent analytical procedure. These 
should be worked out in close coordination with BAPPENAS and MOPE. 

Sociologist (Terry Hart) 

The sociologist would: (i) assess evidence of levels and trends in 
desired family size in the different provinces throughout Indonesia, in 
order to determine whether the implied demand for family planning will be 
sufficient to reach the projected levels of contraceptive prevalence 
required to achieve demographic targets; (ii) assess evidence of the 
determinants of desired family size (e.g. cultural attitudes, income, 
education, child health) in order to assess what quantitative changes in 
these determinants would be needed to raise demand for family planning 
sufficiently to attain contraceptive prevalence targets. 

Program Specialist 

The program specialist would: (i) in view of expected financing 
constraints, identify and assess alternative options for program strategy in 
different regions needed to effectively supply contraceptive services on the 
scale required to reach the contraceptive prevalence targets. This 
assessment \-Jould include a review of: the role of paid and unpaid field 
workers in delivering services; the role of MOH clinics in supplying 
services; the role, content and delivery of IEC; the approprjate range and 
mix of contraceptive methods ; potential rol e of NGOs; potential role of 
private sector providers and social marketing mechanisms; t.he role of 
incentives, (ii) determine the quantitative implications of alternative 
program strategies for the magnitude and distribution of physical resource 
requirements (manpower, facilities, vehicles and equipment, contraceptive 
supplies etc.) 

Economist 

The economist would : ( i.) assess previous levels and trends i n family 
planning program expenditures from all sources (domestic and foreign ) , ( ii. ) 
evaluate patterns in the composition and regional distribution of 
expenditure (iii) evaluate unit costs of service delivery ( iv ) project the 
total cost, and alternative financ ing- sources, for alternative program 
strategies identified for the future ; ( v) assess the cost and effectiveness 
of alternative program strategy options. 
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REMAR KS BY MINISTER OF TRANSMIGRATION MARTONO 
TO THE POLITICAL OFFICERS ASSOCIATION 

JAKARTA, TUESDAY, 26 AUGUST 19 86 

Ladies and Gentlemen, Good Morning, 

It gives me great pleasure to meet with you today, and still 

greater pleasure to see so many of you showing interest in our 

transmi9ration program. 

Even though many of you already may be familiar with our 

program, I hope our meeting today and your visit to transmigration 

sites in Sulawesi will help you and the governments and people you 

represent to have a better understanding. of trans migration and the 

crucial role it plays in the development of Indonesia. 

Because transmigratic~ is so important to Indonesia, and can 

succeed only if it continues to have the generous support and co

operation so many of your nations provide, it is essential ttiat it 

be understood. 

I also hope that this will be but the first of many similar 

visits you and other representatives of your countries will make. 

Only through such visits can the meaning of transmigration be fully 

understood and appreciated. 

The primary goal of the Republic of Indonesia, as it is for 

your own nations, is the well-being of its people. To achieve this 

goal, the government is making a major effort to develop our nation 

and has given transmigration a priority role in this effort. 

The reason transmigration has so important a role is clear. 

~le are the fifth most populous country in the world, with 
huge numbers of poor, struggling people crowded together on three 

of our 13,000 islands. Yet we have vast underused, underdeveloped 

and underpopulated areas which, when properly developed, can provide 

food and jobs for millions of Indonesians who have neither. 

1 
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For Indonesia to survive as a nati on, it is essentia l that 

we provi de jobs and foo d for our people and raise their standard of 

livi ng. To accomplish this basic tas k, we simply must put mo re un

used land to productive use. 

It wo uld be the height of irresponsibility to our people and 

to the rest of the world for us not to do this. If we fail in this 

effort, we run the risk not only of failing as a nat ion , but of be-

coming wards of the world. 

To accomplish the task the Government has given us.~1eestab

li sh what are basically pioneer settlements in undeveloped areas. 

· These settlements draw additional settlers and provide the basis 

for new villages, new towns, new development and new jobs. 

Between 1979 and 1984, for example, transmigration was re

sponsible for the creation of 500,000 permanent jobs, some 15 per

cent of · the increase in the labor force of Jawa and Bali. 

Our transmigration program has been called the largest volun-

tary resettlement program in history. It is certainly 

cannot be equated with any other resettlement program 

undertaken or currently in progress. 

unique and 

previously 

This i$ j_l)lporta!lt to recognize, because I think our program 

often is confused with other resettlement programs else-where in the 

world. This confusion contributes to misconceptions. 

There are at least two major differences between our program 

and some others . . One is that ours is tptally voluntary; there is 

no pressure on anyone to participate. We have, in fact, more volun
teers than we have places to put them. 

And when new settlements occur, nearly as many people move 

to them on their own, without Government sponsorship, as there are 

"onnJ..cJ...o.)!_" transmigrants. 

A second i mportant distinction is the extensive 

planning and site selection the Indonesian Government 

with the generous assistance of many of your government 

exploration, 

underta kes, 

and nation-

als, to try to make sure that nevi settlement sites are viable. 
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Our planning also takes into considerati on the envi ronment 

of an area, its ecology and the impact develo pmen t will have on the 

people who may already be living there. 

Before an area is deemed suitable for settlem~nt, we empl oy 

expert-consultants who work with our own people to explore, test 

soils, check climatic conditions and determine market possibilities. 

Final site selections are made only after consultation with local 

and regional authorities. 

This process of site selection, which involves such experts 

as soil scientists, engineer~, agricultural economists, regional 

pl anners and anthropologists, takes about three years. 

Only after this exacting procedure do we begin preparing 

sites for the settlers by clearing land, constructing roads and 

building houses, schools, health clinics, churches and mosques. We 

also must provide potable drinking water and, in some instances, 

such essential elements as irrigation and drainage ditches. 

VJhen the site is ready, groups of transmi grants are trans

ported to it after receiving an orientation briefing. Ideally, we 

would like to have 500 families on each site, but many are smaller, 

a few are larger. 

New settlers are brought in stages; the final group may ar

rive as much as a year or 18 months after the first arrivals. We 

do this to lessen confusion as well as to enable newer settlers to 

benefi t from the experiences of older ones. 

Each settler receives two hectares of land, one of which in-
eludes the house on one quarter of a hectare and a nearby plot of 
th ree quarters of a hectare. The other hectare is on the outs kirts 
of the settlement area. 

Settlers are allocated basic tools, seed, fertilizer and suf

fi cient food to tide them over their first year, allowing time to 

plant and harvest a crop. Two subsequent packages of assistance 

i nclude additi onal fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides. 
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In addition to education and health services, vJe also provide 

basic agricutural advice since the new settlers may be dealing with 

soils, weather conditions and plants unfamiliar to them. 

The site preparation and subsequent assistance are unusual, 

if not unique, aspects of our transmigration program. I know of no 

other resettlement program, either in progress or in the past, that 

includes similarly extensive assistance. 

Despite the care we take in selecting sites that can be de

veloped without injury to the environment, many opponents of trans

mi gra t i on accuse us of en vi ronmenta l destruction, parti cul arl y in the 

Province of Irian Jaya. Yet a report by the World Wildlife Fund, 

which has a representative there, says: 

" ....•..••....•. the. (I ndo ne.J.>.i.an.) Gov vmme.n.t ha.J.i c.o n {yur..me.d ill c.o mmLl:me.n.t 

.to c:on.ocuz.vation by c.anc.e.lling any .VW.n6mig.ttation. pla.n6 that have. 

con 0.ti.c.,te.d 1.utth l an.c!J.i p.1top0.6e.d 60.1t in.c.lu.o,fon within the. p.1tote.ae.d 

a,1.ea -0y6tem ." 

We have also been accused of destroying the culture, tradi

tions and livelihood of indigenous tribes who inhabit areas of Ka 

limantari and Irian Jaya. Transmigration has been charged with 

everythi ng from Jawanization to genocide. Nonsense. 

Only 15,000 transmigrant families have been settled in Irian 

Jaya over the past 20 years, none of them in the central highlands 

whe re the vast majority of native Irians live. In fact, no settle

men ts have ever been planned fo r the highlands. And for the fore

seeable future, we realistically expect to resettle no more than 
2,000 new fam il i es a year in the province, even though our formal 
targets are highe r. 

Government policy is to graduall y help the tribal peo ple move 
into the 20th century from what is essentiall y a stone age exist -
ence . Mos t of them, -i~ar from b · h · h l e1ng un appy wit our po icies, 

eagerl y accept help and tell us they 1.vant the same treatmen t \•le give 

t ransm~ grant settlers . Some new programs are doin g exactly that. 
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Although we don't interfere with most of their practices, we 

are duilty of providing schools and medical care, of stopping what 

was once nearly constant warfare and of putting an end to canni-

balism. 

We are pleased and proud of our program. As an essential 

element of our social and economic policies, it holds great promise 

for the betterment of the welfare of our people because of the way 

in which it matches people and resources. 

We think transmigration has generally been successful. I use 

the word "gc.nvwlly" because obviously a program of this magnitude 

is not without flaws. There have been mistakes both in planning and 

in implementation. Many of them are the result of moving too far, 

too fast and not having enough trained supervisors. 

Although our targets in this Repelita are as lofty as those 

we met in the previous one, Indonesia's economic situation and the 

need for budgetary cutbacks will make impossible to achieve them. 

Instead we are implementing what we refer to as "Se.c.ond Stag e. 

Vc.vc..lo pme.n:t", a major effort to raise the quality of life in the 
- 4- . . . . 

settlements and to identify and correct problems that may have 

emerged. These problems may range from inadequate infrastructure, 

such as poor roads that make it difficult to send goods to market, 

to i nsufficient water or soils which need added fertilizer or dif

ferent crops. 

As part of the effort to ra ise l iving s tandards, we are 
widening the availability of credit for farmers, encouraging the 

growth of cooperatives , int roducin g livestock and mechanical ti ll 

ing equi pmen t and st imu latin g pa rt icipation by pr i vate enterpr ise , 
particularly i n the market in g sector. 

More focus is being put on regional plann i ng. By inte r -
9ra : i a the transmigrat i on program i nto a region's devel opmen t pl an, 

we ho oe to achieve greater overal l benefi t s at less cost. A new 

road . for example, could be located t o serve more needs than just 
a :ransmi grat i on settl ement. 
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Additional development, as I mentioned earlier, is the 

f t ,· grat1·on A settlement is itself devel-primary objective o ransm . 
opment, but it brings with it opportunities for more development 

that can provide farm families with extra sources of income as well 

as make the construction of roads, bridges and other expensive fac-

ilities more cost effective. 

But most important, development provides work and oppor

tunity for our people, including those already living in underdevel

oped areas as well as new settlers. 

The benefits of transmigration are readily apparent. You 

will see some of them. I hope .you will take the opportunity to talk 

to the transmigrants you will meet about their lives today and their 

lives before they came. 

we --- both you and I --- tend to talk in cold and learned 

terms about development, politics, economics and environment. Often 

we forget we are dealing with the lives of people. Critics 0ho 

focus on fanciful issues of forests, wildlife and tribal culture 

are ignoring the very real problems of human beings. 

They avoid, for example, the desperate circumstances of 

. ·- . neople... i.n Jakarta and .. West Jawa and the destruction of the environ

ment i n the inner islands by farmers scraping on hillsides the same 

way they ignore the need of tribal people in Kalimantan and Irian 

Jaya for schools and health care. 

I thin k the Dhani people of Irian Jaya deserve something more f 
th an to be kept as i solated remnants of t he stone age to be po ked, · 
probed and stared at as though they were curiosities in a zoo. 

And I thin k people in other pa r ts of Indones ia, no matter i n 
which island they live, deserve the op portuni ty t o benefit f rom t he 

va s t untapped resources of our country. Transmig rati on alone wi l l 
not sol ve Indonesia's problems , but it wil l he lp . 

In closing, I ~,1a n t to t han k you for the support, both moral 

and economic, we have received from your nations. 
con:i nue . 

~-· -

\<le hope it \vi 11 
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I am sure you will enjoy your brief visit to Sulawesi, and 

I am confident you will conclude that transmigration is worthy of 

your support. I hope it will stimulate you to make trips to other 

settlement areas and to urge your colleagues to do likewise. 

But most of all, I hope you will come to a greater under
standing of our problems and our promise. 

I will be glad to answer any questions you may have, but be

fore doing that, I'd like to show you a film about the program that 
we use to explain it to potential settlers. 

Thank you. 

---000000000---
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Mr. B. Babson, AEAIN 

Kye Woo Lee, Project Policy Adviser, PPDPR ~ 
7 5343 

INDONESIA - Maritime Sector Training Project 
Loan Committee Review 

" On behalf of Mr. Hans-Eberhard Kopp, Acting Vice President, 
OPSVP, we cleared for negotiation the documents of the above project on 
August 25, 1986, with the following comments: 

(a) We have found that this project is another good example of 
sector-wide training projects; 

(b) PR 25. Please describe the cost recovery mechanism to be 
applied to the project institution in relation to the cost 
recovery system of the overall education system; if the 
project institutions should be an exception to the general 
system, that should be justified; 

(c) PR 35. Please indicate how the lessons learned from the 
previous projects (in regard to staffing and T.A. in 
particular) have been incorporated in the proposed project; 

(d) PR 43 and 50. Regarding staffing for project institutions, a 
more detailed implementation schedule should be prepared and 
included in an appropriate legal instrument. It appears that 
special training programs need to be launched immediately to 
ensure adequate supply of instructors for the Maritime 
Institute (MI) and other project institutions since there are 
no special institutions to train instructors for them, and 
MI, which will train instructors for other project 
institutions, is scheduled to be operational after other 
project institutions have started operating; 

(e) PR 46. Are there any laws and regulations governing the 
hiring practice of the maritime sector in conformity with Il10 
or STCW standards? Are they adequate? Do we have assurances 
that these laws and regulations will be enforced rigorously 
in the future? Otherwise, a stock of less qualified workers 
\Till be continuously hired in lieu of the workers trained at 
higher levels under the project. 

(f) PR 47 and 50. We feel it insufficient to make the 
acquisition of sites a condition for disbursements for each 
of the project institutions. Civil works for the rating 
schools and port workers training centers are scheduled to 
begin in the first year, and therefore preparatory services 

P-1866 
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(such as working drawings, site surveys, and soil tests) 
should start even before the effectiveness date. Therefore, 
we suggest that a dated covenant be made on the availability 
of access to sit es even before the legal process for land 
acquisition is completed; and 

(g) PR 53 and 60. To argue for the use of a shorter disbursement 
profile, evidence of more advanced preparation should be 
presented by the borrower. Those preparatory actions 
mentioned in para 2 .25 of SAR are standard requirements for 
most Bank financed projects (OMS 2.28) and even fall short of 
the advanced preparatory steps taken by many education 
projects. 

cc: Messrs. Clements (SVPOP), Johanson (EDTDR), Davar, Burmester, 
McGough (AEP) 

Mrs. Hamilton (AEAIN) 
East Asia & Pacific Information Center 
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The meeting in Syracuse was a Congress of the International 
Association of Ecology a nd of the Ecological Society of Ameri c a . It lasted 
abqut ten days and included a number of subconferences and theme meetings. 
No .formal proceedings were issued . Robert Goodland arranged one session on 
Applied Ecology in Interna tional Developme nt which contained two papers of 
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Task Participants Listed Below 

Antony P. Cole, Chief, AEPA4 
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INDONESIA: Agricultural Incentives Policy Study 
Terms of Reference and Work Schedule 

Background 

1. Agriculture continues to be the backbone of the economy -

providing employment and the main source of livelihood for more than half 

of the labor force. Accounting for more than two-fifths of gross output, 

land use and employment, the growth of rice output - 5.0% annually - has 

made a solid contribution to the sector's impressive performance (4% per 

annum over the last two decades) and transformed the country from one of 

the world's,_Jargest importers of rice 

1985-86. L BJ- ~ #.- ~ J 
to one with domestic surpluses in 

2. In its drive towards accelerated development of agriculture 

(firstly rice self-sufficiency and now tree crop and secondary crop 

development), the Indonesian Government employed the following major 

instruments during the last two decades: (a) massive investment in 

irrigation structures and tree planting; (b) a guaranteed support price-

cum-procurement mechanism especially for rice; (c) direct subsidies on 

fertilizers, seeds, pesticides and credit; (d) indirect subsidies through 

price and service fee controls on water charges, fuel costs and government 

financed land development and settlement programs; (e) import and export 

duties, taxes and surcharges; (f) price controls on selected food items; 

and (g) licensing procedures and requirements, especially in 
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agro-processing, marketing and transportation. While these mechanisms 

have effectively stimulated output, especially of rice, the incentive 

framework which they created may no longer be sustainable. Two recent 

events make it even more necessary to critically assess present economic 

policies viz: (a) the dramatic deterioration of government revenues from 

the oil sector and (b) the achievement of rice self-sufficiency with the 

consequent need for changes in the system of incentives that would permit 

greater attention to non-rice field crops. 

3. The major issue confronting Indonesian policymakers is rice 

production in the overall agricultural production mix and the related 

issues associated with rice policy. Being the most important single 

source of food in Indonesia and the dominant activity in rural areas, rice 

has attracted considerable government attention in the form of support 

prices, subsidies, procurement, storage, marketing and other interven

tions. The cherished goal of abundant rice supplies is now seen to be a 

socially costly one. Accordingly, the mission would concentrate on 

piecing together the interaction of the rice economy with other parts of 

agriculture and with assembling a coherent package of recommendations that 

deal with the multifarious issues associated with rice and its 

relationship with other crops and agricultural activities. 

Key Objectives of the Mission 

4. The core analysis of the proposed task would focus on rice and 

its relationship with major annual crops and the key tree crops with 

respect to: (a) the price support and procurement mechanism, (b) issues 

of cost and effectiveness of fertilizer subsidy and (c) other direct and 

indirect subsidies and agricultural incentives which create major 

distortions in the system. The task participants would also keep in mind 
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tha t the effects of taxes, regulations and trade policies should be a part 

of the proposed analysis; government investment in agriculture should be 

treated as an input incentive; key institutional issues and problems 

relevant to the study should also be addressed; and the consequence of the 

proposed policy and incentives changes on rural employment and income 

should be addressed. 

Specific Terms of Reference 

5. The broad terms of reference for the proposed task are elaborated 

and assigned as below: 

(a) The overall mission management, preparation of the 

Initiating Memorandum and terms of reference, writing of the 

overview report, supervision of the production of the Main 

Report and Annexes, and its review at headquarters and 

discussions with Government shall be the responsibility of 

Fateh Chaudhri. 

(b) Sushma Ganguly will serve as the Deputy Chief of the 

mission. Besides preparing a brief overview of the 

government's major objectives in the agricultural sector and 

assessment of Government investment as part of input 

incentives, Ms. Ganguly, together with Mr. Chaudhri, would 

ensure that analysis of the various task participants is 

mutually reinforcing and consistent. She will pay 

particular attention to the financial and fiscal costs of 

the proposed policy measures affecting rice and non-rice 
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crops that Messrs. Lopez and Duloy will address in their 

work (See (d) and (e) below). 

A critical evaluation of the technical and agronomic (as 

distinct from incentives and prices) constraints on the 

efficient production of rice; secondary crops (especially 

corn, soybean) and any tree crops that have relationships 

with rice in land and resource use shall be the responsibi-

lity of H. Eisa. In the case of rice he will ~ 

technical constraints on improving yield levels and quality 

-- ----and on reducing production costs. For non-rice crops, the 

constraints on varietal development, seed production and 

post-harvest technology should be addressed. He will also 

assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the current 

government efforts (with respect to both the strategy and 

major institutions involved), and suggest feasible ways to 

overcome the technical and institutional constraints. He 

will also undertake crop/farm budget analysis and 

participate in the task estimating the employment and income 

impact of incentive policies. (See (f) below.) 

(d) John Duloy (Consultant) will review and evaluate: GOI's 

objectives of price-setting and procurement mechanisms in 

output markets of rice and competitive food crops (and any 

major tree crops to the extent they interface with rice); 

instruments of pricing policy employed by government (e.g. 

direct price intervention through setting of ceiling or 

minimum price, taxes or subsidy of output) and their effects 

~! 
(~ 
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on relative prices and relative value added in order to 

obtain estimated effects of price interventions on output 

and farmers' income, government budget and foreign exchange 

earnings. Mr. Duloy will collaborate with Mr. Lopez and 

Mr. Mitchell and, in particular, assess issues in 

interproduct pricing and determine whether domestic rice 

prices in Indonesia are too high in relation to 

international prices under current trading policies and 

other non-rice commodities and whether its profitability is 

artificially enhanced and consumption restrained (e.g. by 

minimum floor price) by government policies and ~11 ~ 

these affect the farmers' relative profitability and c~oice 
A 

of cropping patterns. In this respect Mr. Duloy will also 

study the wheat consumption subsidy (whether flour millers 

or consumers are its principal beneficiary) and whether it 

indirectly discourages rice consumption. Mr. Duloy will 

also review the existing (IFPR, ADB, etc.) studies that 

generally use domestic resource cost approach, on the 

economics and comparative advantage of the principal 

agricultural activities especially rice and make suggestions 

(both with respect to the methodological framework and - ---- - -
institutional arrangements) to help guide government policy 

in this area more systematically. 7 - ---
I 

- --------.. 

(e) An assessment of the prices of agricultural inputs 

especially fertilizer will be central to the study and will 

be undertaken by R. Lopez (Consultant). It is important to 
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assess whether the enormous resources devoted to subsidize 

fertilizer (Rp. 700 billion or 35% of the total allocation 

to agricultural development including irrigation) could be 

used for other high priority, economically desirable 

activities to achieve the sector objectives. Mr. Lopez 

will: (a) quantify the incentive features of the fertilizer 

subsidy program; study the impact of recent increase in 

fertilizer prices on production cost, output growth, 

farmers' income, government budget, etc.; evaluate the 

implications of further reduction of the fertilizer subsidy 

for rice as well as other crops; assess the possible 

contractionary effects on the demand for hired labor because 

of increased fertilizer prices and its reduced consumption 

and suggest components of a strategy that would cushion the 

effects of reduced government outlays on fertilizer 

subsidy. Other input subsidies such as those for seeds, 

pesticides, credit, water supply, etc., will also be 

reviewed by Mr. Lopez with respect to their costs, 

distortionary effects, consistency vis-a-vis the need for 

diversification, possible inefficient use of resources that 

they induce especially in relation to water, credit, etc. 

(f) Mr. Kilby will be responsible for preparing a paper on the 

possible implications for agricultural employment and 

incomes of changes in the structure of incentives facing 

rice and palawija crop farmers. This analysis would be 

limited to the major crops: wetland paddy, dryland paddy, 
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maize, soybean, cassava, sweet potatoes and ground nuts. 

The principal focus would be to examine the impact of 

changes in fertilizer prices and support prices for rice, 

maize and soybean on Java, since this region accounts for 

the bulk of both production and employment. He will do this 

in collaboration with Mr. Eisa and for Mr. P. Judd 

(Consultant) who will prepare a set of crop/farm models 

showing the pattern and costs and labor use in 

representative agricultural households. 

(g) An assessment of the broader policies affecting agricultural 

export and import substituting activities, e.g. trade and 

exchange rate policies, export taxes, quantitative 

restrictions, will be made by Malcolm Bale in order to 

evaluate their impact on agricultural production and export 

performance, especially in light of the May 6, 1986, policy 

package. 

6. The work to be done by the abovementioned task participants -

especially Messrs. Dulay, Lopez, Kilby and Eisa/Judd - on incentive 

policies, employment and income will get support from and be integrated 

with the work of (i) Messrs. Braverman and Hammer who will apply their 

multimarket model to Indonesia in order to quantify and analyse 

agricultural policy issues and (ii) Mr. Mitchell, who will update 

supply/demand analysis of rice and other grains and simulate the 

alternative production scenarios in response to input/output prices and/or 

subsidies. While the methodological framework of (i) will be used 

particularly to assess the impact of changes on government budget, balance 
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of payment, farmers' real income and employment, the estimation 

methodology in (ii) will pay particular attention to production effects of 

government policies relating to consumption, stock,5'and trade of rice and 

other grains and assessment of the role of Indonesia in the world grain 

market over the next decade. 

7. The proposed work program and composition of the mission members 

and task participants have been described above. As indicated in the pre-

initiating memorandum issues in March 1986, Phase I of the study consisted 

of stock taking of existing and ongoing work -with a view to identify the 

set of issues on which the proposed study should focus. With the 

preparation of brief review documents, that part of the preparatory phase 

is now completed. During August 1986, before undertaking the field 

mission in September 1986, we started collecting some necessary data on 

the key issues identified above. Further work on the application of the 

methodology for impact analysis of agricultural pricing and incentive 

policies which was formulated by the Agricultural and Rural Development 

Department of OPS has been undertaken and preliminary results will be 

available by mid-September 1986. 

8. Following the field visit the consultants and staff involved in 

the mission will submit their first full draft reports around end

November, 1986. The overview and integrated report in white cover is 

expected in January 1987 with the yellow cover version scheduled for 

February 1987 and discussions with GOI in March-April 1987. A tentative 

outline of the report is given in Annex 1. 

9. The mission will start field work on or about September 29, 1986, 

for three to four weeks. At the beginning of the last week in the field, 

the mission members will prepare one or two pages each on what they 

! 
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consider as the three most critical issues in their areas of investiga-

tion, what the Government is doing to resolve them and what more can be 

done to overcome problems in these areas. Given the nature of the 

exercise and inter-dependence of the various components of the study, 

Ms. Ganguly will be responsible to ensure the interaction and mutual 

coordination analysis. 
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ANNEX I 

Tentative Outline 

INDONESIA 

AGRICULTURAL INCENTIVES POLICY STUDY 

Introduction and Background 

0 

0 

Scope and Objectives of the Study ~ 

Brief Overview of the Agricultural Sector ~ (~u ~ 
/~ NtV'' 

Development µ:- +t.J"" Assessment of Government Objectives in Agricultural 

Rice in the Agricultural Sector and Global Rice Prospects ?'2 ~ r-!) 
Wl+J ~ ~ 

0 

0 

0 

Demand/Supply Factor~oduction, ~~ks and Trade 

Global Rice and Other Grain Prospects • _____.:-r-· 
Assessment of Comparative Advantages and International 

m etitiveness 

Technical and Institutional Constraints 

of Rice ~' 

o Technical and Agronomic Constraints Affecting Rice, Palawija Crops, 
and Major Tree Crops 

Suggestions for Overcoming Technical and Institutional Problems 

Nature and Evo u ural Policies 

o Market Intervention in Output Prices 

The setting of inter-product producer prices and procurement 
mechanisms for rice and related commodities, including problems 
in institutional and regulatory measures in each case. 

Wheat and other food consumption subsidies in relationship to 
rice markets. 

Effects of price interventions on output, farmer's income, 
government budget and foreign exchange. 

Distortionary effects of price mechanisms and suggestions ~J~ 

improving it. .tr'-~ )j;,,J1I; 



o Input Subsidies 

0 

Fertilizer subsidy and its effects on the rice economy and cost 
to Government. 

Subsidization of other inputs - seeds; credit; insecticides; 
irrigation water; research and extension; storage; milling and 
marketing; land development and replanting - their costs to 
Government and economic benefit. 

- F,Eluation of input subsidies and str~tegies for re~oving ;~er_;~ 

~ , L~ .. --A L? ~ A-... PW •WO L ~ ~J:.,,;__J, ~IT 
Broader olicies v· .. ~~ ~ - ,,-~ -

Evaluation of trade and exchange rate policies, import and 
export duties, quantitative restrictions affecting rice and 
other agricultural products. 

Suggestions for making them compatible with the role and 
objectives of the sector. 

V. Impact Analysis of Policy Interventions 

o Prices/Subsidy Changes and Alternative Production Scenarios 

o Cost to the Government Budget of Major Policy Interventions 

o Effect on Farmer's Productivity, Profitability and Cropping 
Patterns 

o Impact on Rural Employment and Incomes 

o Impact on Trade in Agriculture and Export Performance 

VI. Direction of Changes and Reforms 

o Summary of Major Issues in Policies and Intervention Instruments 

o Alternative Options and Proposed Specific Adjustments 

Incentive policies and measures 

Institutional mechanisms and processes 

Regulatory and control mechanism 

Note: Chapters I, II and III will be quite brief and erspective· 
Chapters IV and V will present analyses of issues; would be 
forward-looking with respect to proposed changes and development 

strategy. ~ ~ / ~ U 
,t,,..__ ~ 1./b.:.;,t ~ ,,£,. b ;,-J., 

~,,,J·;;:,~:: '},&, 11.- •. w1J:.; 'l 
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S•ttlt abo~t 3.SOO fa•il1e1 at Mu.tr& Wahau •~d about 2,~00 faa11i•• It 1&Q1k\IJ.ir1A1 s.D 
Sitt X..li•ntan. Each fa&1l1 would T•cdve 1 3.2S ha hn con1Ltt1u& ot 2 ba of GOCOD~tl 
ind th1 · r1tt o~ lan~ f~r houtt l~t• and rood ~rope. !.11 addition, 'ao ila of •••,.~• we....iJ 
be ••tabl1thed b1 1 p~~1ic &•t•t•• Co~1ultin1 te~ie•• wg~d ba ~ro•149d ~o fa~i11tatt 
1-.ple~t&:io: and •tran1th1n proj•Ct eoordir..ati~n. Th• prpj~rr ecvar; t~ ,~t•L • rear1 
of! 1~l!u ' ::.rog •••t1-lvlr'"-"1t prot?'aa. 
Jeii:tal )a lrojKt lat• 
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l'roj•ct imple•ntat1on hat be•n ""M.ouwly dclAyd 4wi1 to -.mutUta9~on ~,.,o~oc ~ uJ 
1ubiHa:.a:t .. cur.,.11 "tioc of 2 d tt .. • •.1or J.&Dd ~eveh~nt coct~cu. l'114cetaf7 ~ou
t:ai~t• 1~ :he eurran: ~i1cal Y••r ~ece11itttad so'llle reduc~ion 1%\ th• 1u::a1t"rUC:u:al 
iav11tma~t p?~aram and ~uds•t adj\l.lt:11nt1 ~~c 1 1low rtlea1e of ~l.Mi11:1d f1md1 ~riher 
inhibi:ed pros~esa. Th• dal1y1 will :tce11itata a ~01~poct111enc of Clot1n1 t)at1 if tbe 
ob~•~t1va1 of the project are to bt .. t. :Z:.tar-a1anc1 eoord1nat1~ at tbe ~ro-tincial .,.. •it• l.nel ~· Oe"!!'al~ing .,..u aud vi!.l ~:.p evu·CQ9e tbt ut~l 1htic1euc1H ~ 
allocat~em 9~ plots to 0ent!ieiat1e•.r.. •uJ'T'!.!.. of 1.nzJ:J 1'n~ H':"d.c~• to thn•1t.lr&n:.1. 
llt"r..ol it .Ktiou ':aka "'"' 
!cllo,,r..ni th& !auk'• 1s:1e1111tnt to f>9r.it d1r•ct ne1otiaticm• with :wo 1Mud d.evelo~t 
contracto~• ~ll-•1tabli1bed 1u tb• ~rcja:t &raa, ~ approv•d tbe 11.aiiin1 of the 
coctrac'9"'9 -,ifiy.30. Mo~'ilh.a'=1C'C and a ltl?t to vcrk. 11 t.~'l)ected in ~-••.u"'t..-..a ..... ""'-.._,
h&t a reed to raiat :ht di1b11rae~nt peree~t11e1 on tvo ~Y 1temt - •c~,,.~ 1~~~ 

i lu i:ia - to pe:m.it & ruaonabl• rac1 of dtva:.Opunt thh rur, ... /' u .. ~ 
I~~;~~--~~~ ~11•t. :Q.e iai.1•io~ adciruaed vro~r1ul• aud · i.>rool.u of u.~n t;ClllP®ftt: Al 

...._~L..1....,a.r-"'1Ki::iv1~ci&l an.c! centra:. ltvel M1thg1 and MOT 11::-ud :o (a) r1vitw project 
i11Plcllltot1~ion •chedule for a pot1i~le txtenaion of elo1in1 date 'oy about 18 llOiltha, 
(b) &dju.at prcjec: co1q>on1~t• to rev!1ed schQd~, and (e) r1~01t project co111>C1Deiit1 ~ 
vi1v of a'bo::-ted laad ~l•a:ina co~:ra;:1, new 1mplttientatie>il 1thed~le aod devalua~1oii aft&~ 
•~;irah&!. 

UCTIOI .51 M:t1Dll PropoH4 
. (a) MOT will ault. the uail:at1ee o! the Plar, J:v•'-n'"~ CouulttmC• &nJ !a&lt Kh~ua ot l)C 
! 

Ea~tc• to rev~•~ ~:r~e=entatio~ 1chtd~t and r•~os: p:ojec: .by en~ Nov, l986; and i (bl 

I 

lS! will to:low up on the project ~e~oe~ini axereieo an~ conti~uc :o .oni~ur project 
eoQrd1nlltior.. . .. 
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IM/ft1 
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(JO/ft) 

12/86 
• 12/S? 

l'J./'d7 

12/85 

06/87 
06/Si 

{t/~) 
(II .JDC) 

44.6/27,364 

2!:2/23,;69 
29. ,/28, )8, 

..... -...... . ........... .-. 
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< ~4 I l, 9 si 
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Mil/ft •• 22.0 (100 , Avail. Pwic11 1 l. 

~·· 
l0.6 ( 49 , Proj. Hpc. 3 3 

Plart:.11. i2.e ( .~~ ) n .. v . Impact 3 3 
CICMft ' 11 14 .o ( 64 ) Overall Stac. 3 3 

•:n. "" . ......•. 
( !a I) 
( I) ...................................................................................................................................... 

dc'T• •• wt no.=T nsc:a:rna11 ms cir 1.m:• iJITll:lat• sn. 
The Project works include (a) hydraulic infraetr~c:u~• 1ncludina naviiation ca~al (9 km), 
primary canals (24 ic:I), secondary canal; (196 km), and ~1rtiary 1y1t•~• over an area o! 
9,000 b& &t ~r&r&I A1~n1 in s,mr.h Sumatra; (b) l&nd ghCU'i:inaa fn P.1"1.a lU1t 1u1i4 hf"ll plr.tt 
(c) conatructioc ot 3,%00 hou1&s !or 1ettler1; (d) con1truc:ion of coinmunity f&c~it1 .. in 
aevat. villaget; (1) a1ricultuT1l aupport ptOi~am; and (f) 1tudie1, in1ticuc1onal 1upport 
and mon1 t orirLI·• 

...................................................................................................................................... 
lll:rIOI It PIA.llC'f lfi.ftl, ~U ~ l'U."W °' --~4t1Qll . t:IDTU'l ~ Plml.DCI. 
111• hydraulic infr&•tructurt had batn 98% com?l•tad by the end of June 86 ~hich wa1 th• 
e~tatidad eout:&ct eomple:io~ data. Ia view o! the 1ub1tanci&l co11?9lttion of th••• vorlf.9 
the 1'i:-ei:cora::e of Swamp ~:l~ation pannitted t~e cont!ac:or to co~let• .the. .r.mainina .. 
itaint (a~out lp SO ~~llion worth) with 1 P•~•~ty of liquidated d~K••· Land clearin~a~d 
boutina lu.1 be.U CO'l!\plat.c! fo~ · 2,?0C 1attl•~• i.t., 500 l••• than 1pprai1ed, ~· 
Short11• of suitable la.nd 11' U\~ · uc~nd·· t11e" 'p-:o3ece iru deea not permit futfie?' HttlemGt. 
7h• coordi~•tion mec~an ~ae ~·=~••:. par:ici~att~a agt~ci•• i.e., public woric.t, tran1~!1:1t~o • 

. _u.t~\ilt~ ... h11lth..1r .. q.A~Y..s.U.~2n..ui.t~.~1.tg.s •• 1.c.~~.t:t!!.~~::~r..a.~ .................. - ........................... --. 
&reno. • . .cT:Olf U.a1. ~" aClllSf Aft:Oll uar a ~ ro u i:...m io'n'S ~ :;o .oouas KAJe& PUSUKI . 
( i) An accior. progre ~or accelerating aar1:ultura:. develor,~.1enc oy ( &) ~J.eartna the re-

mair.i~I for-.tt ~ithin ~h• ?rojec: 5ttl, (c ) tn~ane~ty i~~ ~on~rol ot vild aninal1, 
to4&t\U &!\4 oe~u· p6U.J 4..W ( .. ) :...~:. .. . • •t~ .:,.,.""h""~~1 ~1.oi1 >- :.i' ~ ~•tv!.;;-.. iti c:x~ene:l.on, 
plaat ~re~~~t!.~r. a,·.J i:uc .. i.· .. :. ill ~•:lni ~inp!.ai::er.:ec w-:..::-i pouc~ve rul.llt1. 

(11) ?ropo11le for r&al:¢eati~n of loan fund1 to clea: t:Oe re~a1n1ni farm lands and 
improve hc:ilit:iu &nc! agricultu:al aer·:!cu in the p:-oj ect area have bun rti:eiveli 
~1th 4 re~uest to exteec the loan cloai~g da:e by one year. 

-;;~;7,·;;;;;·;;;;;;~·~;; ·;;;;·;;-~;·;~~-i;~;;-~·;;·;;·;;;;;·;;r;;·;ii)·6;··--···· .... · 
(i) S~hedule l of eh1 Loan >.&raa~ene 1 will ba :aviaed to include propoaala for loan 

r11lloc&e1on 1na the cr~ation of new lo•~ category for agric~ltural •~pport 1ervi,11 1 

in litte w1th the ac:ion progra.:n a.'bove. Agrur.:ene thould &110 'b1 1iven co extend. the 
lean to lZ/ 87. 

(11) isI will eontinue 1nt!~s1v~ sup•r-'isicn to cry and improve coor~1nat1cn between the 
1~t••nt.!ni aganc~u . 

........................ -----·---------~···········--························--··~· ....... ·····---·-·················-··-······--·--·-I Pt) J.ZT:iw . (All? . Dnt / l):t /HP) 
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NycltUI Et)ICI! and s1all~oldtr1 IV Project (Loan 1835-Jm) 

Thtr•,ba• been ettady proc:••• ~ addrt••i~ th1 ;rnh1~Nt 
~oMr.r~1ni.ng iaplOMftU 1..lvu v! ~ht Wt:~ IV ?ro ~·~~ W'h1 rh H cuotll11.&i .l'"''*lJ 
,.•ti.alt '• 11~ • ., .. 1o1Jt=i.;~ '• OOJect!.vu t.ing 11tt. The u.1n 1nue noted du?1UI 
Spr1ns 1I1 waa the ca1h!low problem of the 1~pl•~•nt1na 11tncy (l'I'P %). ~ 

, . ' I I 

~•ff1"-0f HMtl1•..llft·.aQr~ ,.,~,tJ M••~~..Nna ~n• 
-eo !S--1---;boaW bw "~8.,-i:•4• ~1;ir~iinedttt1~ptllH1C 
'n~• ~ tk•~i.! •• -b~ ~:umir.· The qial.ity of fitld uub
l1anaant 1• improvina. lff orta are 011~1 mad• to 1cceler1t1 tb1 ~on1t~cc1on 
of 1ettla: h~u111 and villas• 1ntr11truct~rt, d••Pit1 ~· d1la7 1ll th• rtlaa•• 
of th11 71ar'1 budget. A proa~am fQr construction of road culv1rt1 1Dd 
IUrf&ce 4raiDlll ii being 1mplemtCtld and :01d1, U1 ltUet1l, &ti ill IOOA 
COQdition. There h&I been 1low proa:c11, typical of all tbt lilS projec~•• 1n 
land t1tl11:1.1 for Jtttler1 holdina•· Arr•nceme=t• for eonti~t1on of ezten-
1ion 1ervica1 withiu N!S/P:J. projaet1 for food crop1 aud tree erop1 durial th• 
mature pba.11. are 0.in; di1cu11ad v1thin :ha Oa~arcae.ot of Aaricu~t~r•· 
?rocureaenc for Teoan~n ri.1bber proc1111n1 !ac1liti•• ia ~derva7, b~t p~~ 
delaya ~ntinu.e for th• l•tuna and ll&rapaa palm oil aill1. A co~~lt&nt ~raa 
Mala71ia ha1 m&da r~co1:1111andation1 for 1.mptovement, •nd th.it v1l.l b9 tbe 
iu.Uiatt focU1 of intenl1ve 1u.penif1on tro• lSI. 

• The Minister of Finance has agreed to reschedule two loan• due for 

repayment by PTP .x to the I?•partm~nt of ?in&nce. In addition. ·1e1te 

commercial bank9 have granted two long term loa~e. and a third loan 11 

being proceued. 



The 11110: nrnhi.1111 ....... ~ • l - -r--··· .,vv .... were :ne 
•••• vw• w•~•Y• 1~ con1:r~~:10~ ot vi~al r~d•, bridge• and l~~Ln1 
i!ih'b L ,-u~~un caiaad by 1nade(iu.at1 plan121n1. Sinc.1 then• GOt hat 
col!lpl&ttd an 1n•d1pth rav1av of project ~d&•~• tor 1986/1917 "1th 
e11pna111 on tiZMly intra1truct~re conttr\&Ction to •P••d "' tb• field 
develop11ent procram. and fi1l~ t1t1~li1hment and 11&11\ttnanc• nave 
1•ner1lly i~roved. !t C1ko1~/ Aarab~ta th• ~•d for additioa.al land 
for 1111llhold1r1 it beins add~~•••d and 10Ll 1urvey1 ate ~d•~1· 4t 
len1kulu. 1a?lt•ntation of t~,, act1on prQSnia ii improvin1. OU th• 
i1land of Stram, ac~••• to :h1 tit• r1 .. io1 d1ffic~t and field 
4tvtlopDll!at has b9iin poor. '9'M ,.n•&••nt ha• 'bean ch&tl&ed however &nd 
• full of th• 11cuet1on will be .. d. by lSt 1n o~tobe: to 
dete e \rtlethu· the Sera11 au'bprojact 1bo1.1ld be 1caled down; 
re~o ftdation1 vill be aadt 'oy 1Ud-Noveabar 1986. 
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Nucl•~• Eatattl and Sm1llhold1r VII Pro 23?•INT' . . ..... 

Tb• project h11 ~d a 1l~w 1tart. Thi p oject included au 
in~ovat1cm allov1n1 tor tht 'detailed &ppr111al of co11poaent1 ~, tile 
Oil'9ctorata C.neral of !1taca1. Th• loan va1 11sn~ i" f1~r~r7 1983 
but d11bur1tD1~t cO'ndit1on1 relat•d to th• &P'Prai1al 1rran11~nt1 vtre 
ocly 1a~i1f11d in rebru.ary 1986 after as1 111i1ted ~ cocplatin& the 
apprai1al1. Sin~• February thera ha• betn aood prosr111 at the S.aba1 
aud LuV\l •it•• w1th an updated act~on program prt~artd for S.~aa acd 
agr11 .. nt reaeh1d to appoinc • full t1mc cou1ultant tu over11t 
i11$>l•wentat10ft. iuwu i1 bti~I 1at~1!1c:oril7 impltmentad by PTP VII 
uader eootra~t to P"rl KXVtII. It 11 now ex~cto.d that ••ttle .. nt and 
pl1~tin1 t1r11t1 tor S.m~s and L~~u ean be ach1ave4 one or two ye.ara 
latar than th& or'i1in1l loan clo1i~1 datt. At Pm11~, the 1p1ed of 
1mple=entat1o~ h11 picked up now t~at the loan .... 1 .. at1~fot 
rapla~••at of rub'oer with oil pal, havt bee~ HMU•••. 

. /... a lr'leriol "1 ~ts 

03r-u.~ 
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Ftrec !vamp iecl~~ation (Ln. l958-tl\'Dl 

Th• probl&111 which had bun pl.11ul.n1 this project (~:i::: l.n l:h• ' , -
project'• hydraul.1~ ~tra1tructur1, 1nadeq~at1 part1cipat1~ of 11ricultural 
1uppon: 1arvicet in ~tci1ion, . ~lant protection and rat.arch and, da=aae to 
••ttlar crop1 by w1ld ani:.&11 aDd other ~e1t1. Tl\ere h .. been an all 
rouQd ill'provmment i~ theta &1pect1 11ne1 the 1prin1 l986 1II.. Th~ hydraul1c 
1nfra1t~uctu~1 wa1 98% co~~let~ by th& •~d of June 1986 which waa the extant.<! 
contract com~letion data for ch&11 •tr~ctut1s. In v1ew of ch• subtta~ti&l 
completion ot th••e wo~k1, tht D1r1~corat1 of Swamp kec.lamation p1?'111tt~ th• 
co~cractot to cospl1t1 tb• remai.nin,. it'7'1 (Ann\1t l~ 50 at 111 nt'I) und•r ~11.,. 
ol li•ui.t~c:.11 '1.•¥H· '-&n4 cl••~it.g cd houtin1 have ban c~laud for· 
11ttliug 2,700 ta111l1tt i.e., 500 11a1 than &ppraiaed. Uutu1tat111ty I.id 
ahort11• of available land in and &round the project araa do•• not permit 
add1tf,~&l HttlMlent, An acthn progt'UI fot' accelaratiq &ll'1.CU1tU:&l 
daval~pm•~t by ~laarina the remaini:la fore1t vith1n the projact bo~1rr 1 
an i.nr.~n~1f1ed ~~pciga •1•i~·L wLl~ &ntm&~•. and ocbar P••t• With th• 
partic1pat1Cltl of a1irucltural •~ppcrt 11rv1c11 in mttaAtiou. pl..n: 
protection and r••••:~h have baesi uniar:aken with r••~lt1. 
coordiu&tioti mechanil"rl be:ve1n parti:ipatina aaenci • 1.a., pub11= 
cr~iara:~on, as~icultura, bea1tb Uld educ1:1on, ovevar, u•ed• 
•tran1thc1n1. !ff ol'ta 11\ thi• rHpac:t ~onc1iwa ··· -

.'1).• 
oru. 
d\u ·-· 

UI have proposed au atv.1i0ft of th 01iu1 elate by oae ur ad a 
raallocacioa of loan f und1 to clear emainin1 f ara land• d ilapro~• 
facilitiH and asricultural Hrvi 1u the project area. .1 propot&l 11 
under u.amiuaticm • 

.. . . . __ _ .. _ .. . . .. ... ..... .... - . ·-~ - ·-· 

' ... 



Firat Svamp 1eclamat1on (Ln. l958-IND) 

The problma which had b .. n pl.asu1n1 thi1 project wra dalay1 in tha 
pt'oject'• hydraulic infra1tructure, inadequate participation of a1ricultural 
aupport 1arvicH in axtantion, plant protectiou and ruu.rch and, 4aaaa• to 
aettlar crop1 by wild auimalt and other putl, Thar• hat bean an all 
round illproveaent in theae a1pect1 1ince the 1priu1 l986 Pii. The hydra\Uic 
1nfta1tructurt v&• 98% completed bi the end of J\lna l986 which vu tba u:teDded 
eontract completion 4ate for thlH ltr\lCtUtHo In View of the lubtt&ntial 
~ompletion of theta vorka, the Dirtctorate of Swmap lacl.am&tion peraitted the 
contractor to complete the remai~g 1tem1 (about Ip, 50 milliou) under penalty 
ot liquidated damage•. Land clear1n1 and hou1ina have been completed for 
.. ttlina 2,700 f&milie1 1.e., SOO t111 than apprai1ad. th11uitability and 
ahorta1• of available land in and tround the project area doe1 not permit 
additional 1ettleuient. An action ~ro1ram for accelaratin& aaricultural. 
developmeut 'by clear in& the rem.aitU.na foreat vi thin the project 'boundary, 
an i!l.ta~aif1ed caapai1n againat wild animals, and other pe1t1 with the 
participation of aari~ultural 1uppo~t ••rvic•• in e.xten1ion. plant 
protection and retearch have baeu undartak.en 'With promi•in& ra1ult1. AA 
asricul tural rHearch unit ba1 bee~ e1tabli1h1d in tba area to work on the 
foraulatiou of 1\litable agricultural i~ut and utenaiou ~~kaa••. The 
coordination meaha~i•m betweon pAJtitipatir.& •1~~~i•• l~ •·• ~wLJ.J.~ •~4-... 
tr~sration, agricult1.1ra. bu.ltb and education. however, nee.di f\&tthar 
1trenathan1n1. !ffort1 in thi• reapect coutin"'8. 

ISI have propoaed an e.xt1n1io~ of the cloaing data by one y6&r and a 
rullocaUou of loan f1.1nds to clear the rauinina fan& l&Dd1 and improve 
facilitiH and aaricultural Mrvicu in the project aru. Thia prcpo1al ii 
U11de.r ezaminatiou. 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
DATE September 9. 1986 

TO Distribution 
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Sven B~r (Chief. AEPED) FROM 

EXTENSION 6~1901 

SUBJECT INDONESIA - Tree Crops Human Resource Development Project 
~ Yellow Cover Review Meeting 

A meeting to review the attached Yellow Cover SAR and Parts III 

and IV of the President's Report for the Tree Crops Human Resource 

Development Project in Indonesia will be held on Wednesday. September 17 at 

10:00 a.m •• in Room I~7~028. Mr. Davar will chair the meeting. 
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September 10, 1986 

Mr. Attila Karaosmanoglu, RVP, AEN 

Gautam S. Kaji, Director, AEA 

72103 

INDONESIA: Proposed Loan of US$29.4 million for the 
Fisheries Support Services Project 

1 . Please find attached for approval and subsequent distribution 

to the Loan Committee, drafts of the Memorandum of the President lJ and 

~, '"" 

Staff Appraisal Report and the draft Loan and Project Agreements for the 

Fisheries Support Service s Project. Also attached is the approved five-

year lending program for Indonesia. This memorandum and the a ttached 

documents have been cleared by the departments concerned. This would be 

the fifth project submitted to the Loan Committee for FY87, and would 

bring to US$399.3 million total IBRD resources allocated to FY87 

projects for Indonesia. 

The Project 

2. The proposed project would support the Government's objectives 

of increasing non-oil exports, developing rural areas of the less 

developed outer islands, and increasing income of a relatively poor 

segment of Indonesian society, while reducing demands from the fisheries 

sector on the Government's developme nt budget, in part through a 

1/ This project was selected to be presented to the Board without the 
President ' s Report (but with a Memorandum of the President) as part 
of the implementation of the new Operating Procedures. 
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reduction in credit subsidies and improved cost recovery . The project 

would contribute to the increased production of high-value shrimp and 

would improve marketing support services for marine fisheries. A small 

pilot component would encourage environme ntally-sound coastal aqua-

culture among some of Indonesia's poorest fish farmers. 

3. An Issues Paper and Decision Memorandum for this project were 

distributed on March 13, 1986 and April 22, 1986, respectively. The 

attached documents are consistent with the decisions recorded in the 

Decision Memorandum except as noted below. 

Issues 

4. Cost recovery in the fisheries sector has been poor, to date, 

improve credit 
~i\i ~ i I u:d - fc.C:..:¥\~11tf 

involving processors in selecting ~tbli9iie .... •1•1~lilt'9'l!t!i.;i .. .._~t~o;i..;r~e•e~e•i~u~~ 110anf_ and 

repayment by and one objective of the project is to 

making deductions (from fish and shrimp sales) for 
for eu.d1'f UaJW.nt CWda.~~=itqJ~ 

that the arra -
_ WQlalct ba ~ Cliftld ,-Bo.tt.lc. R.ottta~tf \e 

t h at Uwre sbrnd d ite a Project Agreement f between ~'~~~n~-\a J~c:x) 
~ the signing of a subsidiary loan agreement betwee1(GoI) and BRI J 

would be a condition of loan effectivene ss. 

s. At the time of the Decision Meeting, it was understood that 

P.T. Bal i Raya (PTBR), a private enterprise, would establish new cold 

storage facilities using its own funds, and would borrow money from BRI 

to be on-lent to fishermen for "pole and line" vessels (l+e~40Q 9 g~sJ.'il~~iilQ'"'f~:--~:"~!:ir 
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This would ~ helpw ensure 100% repayment for these boats. F+slrcrmcn 

are now to borrow d j rectl y from Bank Rakyat Indou9 i.8 (BRI) for cttls 
~is naa> 

the role of F'f'-'itl r a ft clarify the repayment arrange-
- ~ - ----,;,s.rolf\.6 1,~hlxmen., 
men ts, betweenJ PTBR w!il!!!!MIT a nd between BRI and f i sh fatmCtu , would be 

prepared as a condition of negotiations. If we cannot agree upon 

measures which ensure equity and credit recovery, we may decide to drop 
"'3tf,. 

this component, which consti t utes only about~ of total project cost. 

arr--~ts """'"''t'llewu'~ "'*~ I !lh ;.imp pro ce.s so rs a-a-r'!r ee-±inutete-lttm4~e!'dd~t~o,...m'l!'l'!!l'lftl"~!!!-t"l'e'e.9f>t't&.,, 1'11Rtl@@'l'!1':~t-4!o"4fi...:ii'°"Q~~'~• 6. 
--~ ~- .,._._ L-----v-

trte-se at rangcarcfltif!s are 
+e.~ rt\t. p r o se 

of ;z;9H rsrasi i@g loans t o sltt i tnp e 111 Ci :&tiJ ' S:· 

£"Frent l;y under discussion in Indonesia) and whil~ seem to be 

acceptable, this may be a topic for discussion at negotiations. We 

would be receptive to any solution which achieves improved leve ls of 
\-

cost recovery, protects the et1t8llltol c!e 1rn f ) l '. d d •a• liHfS 01ta t1011 an re uces 

interest rate subsidies. 

'b~ 
if~~ 

(a) /'b ,/ 

Conditions of Loan Negotiations, Effect i veness and Disbursement 

7. The following are conditions of loan negotia tions: 

preparation of I draft agreements between BRI and shrimp processors 7. • 
t'tl. tcmd' ti"'~ s wnd.t.J\ tun\Ch weu.td ~rrCLp4.G. ""' 

including, inter alia, / 28FQQmgpt fFom t~e proceSSOrS ,/(•Ma::l::;:t:i::l~=1!='ialia;iot;l S~'l.j -~uaratltec te!}SRJ n1i of ?Q a( of the 1 Oi!IH! to Hslt fdtillers; ('Q,,) preparatii;in 

oi- a draft as5aamaa1i listus@s :inn 8Ft8 PT1Hl 3tatiag the eonditlofis ufimfr 

'~i ak P'J?BR woalc! parti@ipatc in sue loan recovery; Cb ) provision of a 

letter of intent from PTBR to the Director General of Fisheries (DGF) 

outlining the scope of their investment in the development of marketing 
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e.. 
support facilities in Flores; ( ' ) formation of a project coordination 

committee, headed by the Director General of Fisheries; and (~ comple-

tion of site selection for canal rehabilitation, covering 3,000 ha, to 

be done in the second year of the project. We expect these steps to be 

completed by the end of September. 

8. Conditions of effectiveness of the loan are : (a) the signing 
Got 

of a Subsidiary Loan Agreement between the 6h r1•z::neh9 and BRI for the 
nv... 

part of 1;lie proceeds 
tyJNl'"dt-

of the loan made available to BRI; and (b), estabhSh -
llshing a Project Liaison Office. 

9. We are asking that BRI sign the agreement with PTBR, referred 
S'~·· \'\$ 

to above, as a condition of disbursement against £E 0 dit for the pole and 
'( 

line vessels. pA- / 
~~.be.t~WUi~ ... ~~~~~~._..~-e'l"JT~~-rrr-~mrr~ ~ · O~ 

~ . e;'f'"" 

The signing of a contract 

between the Ministry of Population and Environment (MPE) and a suitable 

non-governmental organization is proposed as a condition of disbursement 

for the coastal aquaculture pilot component. 

Recommendation 

10. I recommend that the Government of Indonesia be invited to 

negotiate a loan of US$29.4 million on the basis of the above discussion 

and the recommendations set out in the attached documents. 
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Attachments 

~\~ 
Cleared with and cc: Messrs. 8 f g (llditl'i'i9, lfolftlf*"F (AEPA4), Quintas (LOA) 

Mss. Hamilton (AEAIN), Nordlander (LEGEP) 

GDavis/REgan:mld (92) 
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To 
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Primo 

Ca) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

1 o.ren T. w. Price (UI Jakarta) 

I Mr. A. ~PA4 (Wa1h.ill1ton DC) 
Copy t~' Aa1• P1l11 

P/ /tJ,n-
t A&ricuJ.bar• Iilcentive1 Joliet Study TOl 

Re urfa% 246 c!ated S.pteaber 5 oa. Aar. Incentive• Policy Study. 

We have reviewed the draft Tai. and our co1U1ent1 are as follow1: 

Aar•• with the reduced 1cope of the 1tudy focua11n1 on rice 
productioa. in ralation to other field crop1 and to 1011e relevant tree 
crop& c,.r. 4)s 

There are 10M obv1ou1 ov1rlap1 00111 th• 'l'OR.1 for the individual 
m111ion ••bars. While 10• such overlaps are perh•P9 unavoidable• 
n1verthele11, the11 1hould be minimised and liuka1e1 between the vork 
of th• individual mi11ion members 1hould be acre clearly 1tated to 
avoid conf\laion at a later time; 

Individual coutributiou to the report 1hould be apecif!ed 1D. the 
draft outline of the report (Annex 1) aud the ·1nd1vidual 'l'Olla 1hould 
be clo1ely 1111ked to tho1e: 

Apart from evaluatina the technical, institutional &lld agroaoaic 
co119tra1nta to increaain1 the efficiency of rice production (~ra 
(c)). attention should al10 be paid to phy1ical liait&tion to 
divar11ficat1on away from riQe, and to further increaaeJtrice area; 

It is not clear whether Mitchell'• work will involve anal11i1 of the 
domestic market 1tructure and performance for rice and other food 
crops. We believe this 1a iaportant from the point of view of 
eu.•uriua competitive/remunerative price• as well •• for r1duc:t.n1 
nate1 in the urk1tin1 1y1te11. If Mitchell would a.ot be do1na this• 
rarruk would be able to handle th11J 
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Cf) Aa previoualy aaread, Parruk eould be r.,pon1ibla for &D&l.yd.q the 
iapact of aovt. r•sul•tion• ~ a1ricultural production, pdcea and 
aat'tetiaa of field crop1. U required, be cou.14 ai.o br1an1 ual.JS• 
the •tructura and perfotunce of the douatic •rkatia.1 119taa. If 
)'OU aare• rarrut will prOTide draft TOl; 

(1) Wby will be workiia1 with Judd on aployact nd iueotae 111ue1. 
ltilby bu initiated contact Oil '?OJ. md wort prolftlllle, aa.d hope 
kd1etary iH\10 caa be r••OlYtd •• IOOD .. po111\)11. 

Secundo Oul••• I bear otherw1H fro11 you I will 1nc1 tbe attached latt1r to 
COI to announce tbe coapod tiou aud t1ai11.1 of the aiHion. h a d11cuHion I 
bad with Sjadfud111, Sec-can today, he ha• alrud1 a1r11d verHlly to tha d.at1 
of your lli11ion. Proa 0\1.r urlier d11au11ion1 I belieTe rou will be ill 
1,apathy with our narroriq the 1cope of the a1111on both to ra-aanre the 
Govenuunt that we are focualina on the area of 1rute1t !nt1r11t to theta and 
a110 not to 11ve the iapreHion that the ai11ion 11 1oiq to revin ~ 
policie1 in aariculture which would be a aaamoth ta1k. 

~ We think 1 t would be very ute!ul if Mr. Chaudhri or hi1 1LOain.ee come• 
liiriO'ue week ahead of th8 a111ion to finali1e arranp•nt1. Al.o it would 
help UI 1u u'k.iua appointment• if you e.oul.d tal.az ua a 111t of whoa JOU want 
to ••t a11d in which order c!urin1 the Ur1t week or 10 of yov.r ai1t1on, '1'be 

•suatord r.aa• wul.4 lib to •ot JOUr m. .. 1,,,,. ~~Oct. 
laaarda 

Price 

Attacb.Mnt1 

cw ' bee Mr. lilby 

bees Me11r1 lao, Willi.au, laird 

11.lu Aar. Incentive Study 

O'lWPrice/MOParruk/lk/0059~ 
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hpteaber 11, 1986 

'1'0 I 

De&t' ------
B.u Aadcultural IDc.ativea Policy Study 

L1 tUPou.8• to QOI iut1r11tJ 8-dqu.rter1 in. Wa1hi111toc 11 
plannin.1 to eeud an Aaricultural Inceuttve1 Policy Stud1 M111iou to 

L1douH1a, currently 1cheduled froca Septe11ber 29 to October 17, 1986. 

The overall objective ·of tha a1111on will be to revi.,, 
aartcultural policy in li1ht of the c~try'• achiavameut of ••lf 
1ufficiancy 1u rice and the GOI'• budaet con1traint1. '1'ha core aa.aly1i1 
ot die a1Hi011 will focu. ou rice and 1ta rel.ationahip with •jor annual 

cropt and to some etteut trff crope coapetina with ioice 1u laud and 

resource ~• with re1pect to: (a) i11ue1 in the price 1upport and 
pt'ocur ... nt mech&nilaa ('b) iHue• of coet md etfect:tvae11 of fertiliaer 

1ub1idy1 (c) relevant direct and iud1r•ct aub11d1e1,taze1 and 1overumeut 

r•aulatioua affect1u1 a1ric:ultural prod~ctioa. and 1uco .. 1. 

)h:, rateh Cbaudbri will have O~er&ll reaponaibility for the 

lllissioc which will ii1clude tht followina 11ember1: 

- Ma. Suabaa Ganguly, !coaami1t, Sector Overview 
- Mr. Hlady !11a, Tec'tmict.l. aud Aarouo.1c t.1ue1 
- Mr. J. Duloy, output- Pricin1 and Coaparativa Adva11ta1• 

I11ue1 



- Mr. laao11 Lope1 • hrtil1ser and Other Input Suhaidiee 

- Meaan. Jtilby, md Judd, •111o'-1it and IDco .. • 

proapect1 

- Mr. Mal.cola kl•• Macro-Polid•• Affectin1 .Aaricultur• 
- Ma•Ra. lranruu cd Baaer, MulU~rket :Policy Model 

.. Mt'. D. M1 tchell, Uc1 hoductioa. and Karketin1 Prapect1 

- Mr. rarruk, Ia~ct of IOVeJ:IUMh).t n1ul.att0119 oa •an-
cultur• prod\lctiou, pric•• ud •rk•t1ua of field crope 

'?he World ~ l.ea1d.ct Staff 1n Indou .. 1a will be coutactina 
your office 1ooa. to an:u... •etin&• with 70u and ,our 1taf! • at 10ui

c011vanieuce. Mi-. Cbaudbd. will arriw iD J.it&rta oc. 21tt Septeaber to 

f1Uli•• arran11aat• for ••tinp and to clarify any i11u11 ,ou uy "11h 

to ra111 with hia. Please lit ua know if thete 1• any oth•~ Uifot11at1oa. at 

th.ii juncture ,ou •1 .Uh to kuow about the lli111011. 

tours •1nc:.rely, 
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FA.CS DULi 'J.UNSMJ:TTAL l'OIM 

D&t• t September 12, 1986 

ll&•ber of Papi I 4 . 
Cl 

Proa I RSI Jakarta (Owau T,w. Price) 

To 1 World Bank, WuhiagtOll (4. ~4) , 
COP'/ AIADf d ... 1& '11•• ::--...._ __ 

Fu Ho. : r/ /(Jr() 
Subject 1 Procur ... n t Del.&11 

Pl•••• find attached~ !nforut!on we have already prepared 011 
procure11e11t delay1 at Mr. D, William'• reque1t, leprdiq. fonula tion of 
reco11mendation1, we ar• takina advant•a• of Thakor'• v11it and joint 
d11cu11ion8 with Pord and Williaaa to evolve 1y1tallic appro.ch. 'l'hakor 
and Pord have broken the procure111ent )roce11 into 1ta&H and n are 
helpina nwtor to work. out way1 to cotrect tba dela19 at uch 1t1p. When 
reco9llendat!on1 are in draft ,,. will forward tbem to you for euba111!on 
to O.var Comiaittee if they are not already coapleted before 'l'hakor 
leavaa. In the former ca•• Thakor will hand carry our Hi0111. 

leprd1, 

Attacbllent 

Pile a ProcureMnt Oeneral 

C!Poz/O'lWPr!ce/la 



Procur ... Dt Dalay1 t8It/f2-

ONp.l 

1. Subatantial procedural delay• are cau11d to procure .. ut act1on11 
1011e are caused while obtainina Bek-Heg'1 (TPPBPP) approval wber .. 1 for 
aoae otber1, a1encie1, directorate 1911era11 or ain11trie1 are 
n1pou1'ble. tat.iy reductiou in lup!&h bu41et1 Hea to have introduced 
1ome coaplacen.cy and 1lowed down proe111in1 of procureaeut docuaent1, 
Procunmeut proce11ina cou11t1 of pr.qualification. of tenderer•, 
approv&l of tender documents for construction contract• or taru of 
reference for con1ultant1, te11deri111, evaluation of 'bid• or propo1al.a and 
it• •nroval, alld award of contractt. A few ezuplu of d.ela11 
e~rienced at varioua 1ta .. 1 of procurement process are illustrated 
below. It 11 difficult for laaident Staff 1u Ind.one1ia CJ.SI) to kuow 
which aaency ia r11po1111'ble for delay, 'beca'Ulle ISI do11 not know the 
precise dates by which docwaenta at varioua 1ta191 are referred from one 
a1euc1 to other or to Sek-X.1 (TPPIPP) and returned by the•. 

l!fllpl•• of O.la1 

Pre ua11f1cati01l for Contract II of Weit Tarua canal Pro ect -
56 loan o 3. o Uioa. wa1 lianed ou une 1 , 

1 85. lacozu.endatiou1 for prequa11f1cat1on of tenderer• for Contract No. 
II (Curu1-Beka1i reach) were di1cu11ed by Directorate of Irriaation I and 
Directorate General ot Water le1ource1• 1taft with lSI in early April 
1986 but 10 far revi1ed recoamend•tiona have not been 1ent to 1.81. 
1'iquirie1 reveal that the revieed recomaendat1on1 are with Sek-Nea for 
approval. 

3. Contract for Conetruction Bupervi11ou of Weit Tana Canal • 
~U>an 256l>=INb). The Loan of 143. lo Million was lianed on June 18, 
185. !valuation of technical propoaall wa• referred to RSI on October 

28, 1985, and cleared by lSl · 011 October 31, 1985. llasult of aeaotiation 
of fi"O.&llcial propo1al wa1 approved by Sek·Nea cm March 18, 1986 and 
reterred to RSI on April 14. It waa agreed by UI ou April 16, 1986. 
COD.tract bat! 1t111 not bemi awarded. 

4. ualification of Tenclerer1 for Jadun Osabo ln:i · Uon Work• • 
Loan 254~.IMD , Loan of 156. 00 Million wa1 lianed on June 1 , 

equalificatioa. data received from tenderer• at end of February 
1986. !valuat10ll ha1 1t111 not been referred to RSI. A.ccordinl to 
oriainal proaram in appralaal report thia prequallfication 1hould have 
ben coapleted in 1985, and thh con1truction contract 1hould have 'been 
anrdtd iD April 1986. · 



'· Contract for ~ui~nt of Nf1banf PallrOfi Mill -
CIDan 2007-~ - ns v~ Lian o Ii& .obi on wa• •isned on June 
26, 1985. &iuatiou re•\ll.t and award raco1111endatiou ware •ent by Pl'P 
VII to Minbtry of Aaricultur• (MOA) on J>ec111b1r 5, 1984, honvar, the 
propo1&l wa1 •~t to UI onlz after ,1bout 6 monthl on May 2.5, 198.5. ISI 
con•ider• thi1 period of 6 aouthll .. az81•iTe for obtainin1 nece11ary 
approval• fro• variou• QOI a1enc1e1 iDCluclina Sek-Ne&• Some of the 
contract• out of th11 packa1e (•ome 40 contract•) have 1till not 'been 
1ipd. 

&. Contract tor Suuntai Pal.II 011 Mill - (I.can 2232-Dm -
N!S V!I). The loan of Sl.54. 60 Million ,, .. 11anea on Pebruary 18, 1983. 
Evaluation had been completed within 20 day• by PTP VI and award 
recommendation wa1 1eut to KOA on December 23, 198.5. MOA tran.mitted the 
recomandation alona with it1 review to Sek·Nea on January 25, 1986 and 
approval of Sek-Ne1 w&1 11.u.d on March 13, 1986. About 2 1/2 montti. 
were required to 1et clearance froa MOA and Sek-Ne&; th11 i1 con1ider1d 
a1:ce111ve. 

7. Contract for Batura a lubber Facto - (loan 2248-IND -
Trana. III , The ~ of 1 1. O Million ,, .. liane on April 18, 1983. 
Fo awin1 ender Openin.1 on December 12, 198.5, the Tender Comlittee 
coapleted the •valuation on January 24, 1986. Date• of 1ub1equeut ataaea 
are not available at llSI, however, proposal for award wa1 aent to RSI on 
July 1, 1986, more than 5 llOntha after completion of the tender 
evaluation by PTP x. llea1on1 for this delay are unexplained. 

8, Aerial Photoaraphy of Jatiluhur Area (loan 2.560-IND). The Loan 
of $43.40 Million was 1ianed on June 18, 1985. Bid• for thie contract 
were received in December 198.5. Evaluation waa completed 1011111 ti .. ago 
and referred to Sek-Ne& reportedly on !447 1 1 1986, At a meet1u1 on July 
4, 1986, B&nk 1taff w .. advi1ed that Sek-Naa 011 or about June 25, 1986 
had instructed Mrectorate General of Water le•ourcea (I>GWl.D) to reduce 
the contract awa based oa. the rates obtained under another tender. The 
Bank ataff informed the DQilll) 1taff that to do 10 would be a violation of 
a Bank auidelines .. tender of fer1 may not be chanaed uiider these type of 
circua1tan.1:e1. We und1r1tand that the matter is beina referred by l>Qlll> 
aaain to Sek-ilea. 

Jakarta• July 4th, 1986 
The World knk/leaident Staff :ln Indoa.e1ia 

David Williaa1 
Deputy Director 
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jquat 11.1111 
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1. · · .. '1'ba procura .. t of cau trauport et111i...-t wa ~91zlc initiated 
· . !IL Aprll 1984 '1 rrr nn-m. ~ ttiat ta deli...., ot tbe lqldJmDt .. 

apacte Oil t18I far che !11'•t arincliq •euoa wbiall .. 1c:bdal.e4 for 
Jul.11915. UD.fortuutel.J wbarw the uapaip aa ccmdacced Oil ICbadala, 
tlMi procuemat ot thll une traapott eq\d.pmmt wa 1eTU9lJ dalaJ94 1ad 
c. llMHl.I u ut uli-.ered to tM •1ta 11p to Jtal.11916, w.r. tha MCGIU! 
~ ..... bu Na 1tart:K. 

2. .!M tam Slm.tation-. Une4 oa 07/24/M ad cu '14-. 
o,...t oa 09/20/14 u •U.4uled. ltd eftla&tioll report ,,.. aaHitud to 
the rromr ... c Co.ittH at ll>A OD 01/02/15 • . TM tlu"H .. tU perio4 ' . 

. . tor· · ·-naiaatim ot & ttmdar ta ·--••i•. !he "inn ;lopoul .. .Ct 
to Imm • 0212.11as. and 1mm;•1 appro"al receim 'bf ml on OJ/Z0/15 
ad 'eabitted to tha lalt/UI for r.n. • d5/03/15. !b. lat fttpndad 
• 05/09/15. . . 

J. !he !8adar eo-ittee (MCA) u S.ta )id nalaaticm propo•ed tbat 
die OODtract for oau treuport 9e11dpmat which wue _ar-ped la 1~ 02. 
~ ad G4 llhould 'be .. rw to ~· Berea ?udou1ia 1 kt llD!C 4.Udad to 
..n Ge ooatnct ton. Ba431 1a11a. wha -. t:laa •c:ond lonat 11iddar 
wltll l01Mr teclmiul aoore. Th.11 •tarted t!la &,.ca, beuw tlla 
lat/Ill deeU•-4 CO acupt the fl'Opoul -4 001 .. dad to fSWGe tbe 
aboT1112U--4 l'fOCICn Dt t.111 fraa OOI ~. lisao8 tllm, Ul w llot 
offtc:1a11y Wonlld ca die cl...io,.eDt and fill•U .. tioll of tba 1101Ltrac:t 
which•• oal.r aiped oo OZ/1'/11.~ pa meft' after Jut'• o)jecti• to 
tbe am frOfOUl. or 17 llDlltU after t&e G ._. opeud. 

4. fM deliftrf Of tba equiJIMQt ii &1H dala,.d fte to tM 
dUftdlt1u/da1&7 SD Cbl •n1r of i.rac 1lara frOll Pl'. lruata lteel, 
ml HTaral •rtou probl- of da•1sn nth 09 dali..racl 9e11liP111Dt ft1ch 
...a .U.ficati.Oll to Ila mde to PDld tha IUJplJ of -..d.ta1tle/--1ala 
eqai,...t --14 caue ~r Ul.&1• 'a11 'ftry ucuain clelaJI bad · 
atfec:ta4 the banutiq of tbe uu .u iu tr-.po~i•· Jn u:n-.xxv 
ba• ka !orce4 to hire •oma 200 tnc:k• for a co•t of lOM lp2" llillS.on 
ia the 1916 barn•tiq •eum which l• ai.o bu to be e:Renc1ed by at 
1u1t ou mouth due to a ihoriap of aT&ilable tnc:lu for aontract bira, 
with all iba fbadal coueq11acu. 

''"* 1tu1r1. Co1• (WA4), Price,· hrct. JU.a• Dd Martoe CUI) 

ftla1 ?.-. 1344-DD 
~CO..nl 

' 



Sociological Roundtable: Wednesday, October 1, 12:30 p.m., Rm. E-855. The 
Bank Sociological Group will meet for a brown-bag luncheon. Michael M. Cernea, 
Sociology Adviser, AGR, will give a presentation on the findings of a recent 
review study on Involuntary Resettlement in Bank-financed Projects, and Bruce 
Fuller, EPD, will speak about work on the recent Bank report, Social Indicators 
of Development 1986. Open to interested Bank staff. Bring your own lunch. 
Sponsor: AGR. 



THE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE M.EMORANDUM 

DATE: September 12, 1986 

TO: Distribution 

FROM: Michael M. Cernea, Sociology Adviser, AG 
Cynthia Cook, Sociologist, WAP 

EXTENSION: 61761 and 74813 

SUBJECT: The Bank's Response to Environmental and Social Issues 
Minutes of the Sociological Group's Seminar 

1. The Bank's Sociological Group met on August 20 to contribute to 
the OPD task force study on how the Bank is addressing environmental issues 
and what organizational improvements are necessary to treat these issues. 
The management had extended the task force's mandate in order to include in 
the study the human environment as well as the natural resource environment 
of Bank projects and programs. 

2. This meeting of the Group was attended by numerous Bank staff who 
are not usual "members" of the group, but were particularly interested in 
the topic. 

Presentation 

3. Messrs. Thomas Ruth (OPD) and Roger Batstone (PPDES) of the task 
force opened with a presentation of the work that has been done so far. 
Mr. Ruth started by saying that the task force has consulted with the 
regions, OPS, EIS and other Bank departments and outside agencies as well 
to gain perceptions of the adequacy of the Bank's current response to 
environmental issues and how this can be improved. They learned that many 
people, both inside and outside the Bank, feel that the institution pays 
much too little attention to the issues and, particularly, does not provide 
the in-house resources required to deal with them in a substantive and 
effective way. 

4. The Bank's performance in this area can be improved only if there 
is visible support for such an effort by top management and a stronger 
intellectual input at the center (i.e. in OPS). Better linkages also need 
to be established between central policy makers and operational staff in 
the regions. The issues need to be reflected in country economic and 
sector work prior to project formulation. This means that Programs staff 
have to be able to identify sociological and environmental issues and 
formulate appropriate responses as part of the policy dialogue. 

s. Mr. Batstone mentioned that some Bank Staff feel that 
environmental and social issues have negative connotations and emphasis on 
them may reflect a desire to "stop progress." He counseled sociologists to 
follow the example of environmental scientists in defining their work as a 
technical input to the economic analysis of projects, and to make it as 
quantitative as possible. 
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Discussions 

6. Michael ff. Cernea (AGR) responded on behalf of the Sociological 
Group saying that we are pleased to learn about management decision to 
establish a task force to study these issues and come up with 
organizational solutions for improving Bank work in these areas. He 
pointed out that the close connection between environmental and 
sociological issues in practice does not necessarily mean that the two 
concerns should be combined in one organizational unit. Indeed, since all 
oank projects have, as their ultimate concern, human welfare and overall 
development, social issues are always an important part of project design. 
The type of staff expertise needed to deal with these issues is largely 
different from the economic skills normally expected of Bank staff, or from 
the technical skills needed to address natural resource/environmental 
issues, and the Bank's in-house resources for the sociological aspects of 
both projects and programs need to be expanded. 

7. On the matter of organizational strategy, Mr. Cernea recommended 
starting from the "bottom up," putting a number of sociologists with the 
requisite operational skills into projects and programs line positions. 
This will help to avoid the difficulties that come when social and 
environmental issues are reviewed only after project design has been 
completed. Such sociologists should be versatile to carry out the general 
tasks of a project officer or of a programs staff. Since the number of 
such staff will still likely be limited, he felt that there should be 
specialist positions for sociologists and environmental experts in a few 
divisions where these issues are particularly salient (e.g. like the 
divisions dealing with transmigration and similar programs) and one 
position in the regional front offices to support those divisions which do 
not have specialists of their own. Sociology advisers in several key 
departments in OPS (e.g., in PHN, Education, Urban and others) would 
greatly help the work of regional operational divisions which do not have 
such staff skills, as has been proven by the experience of the AGR 
Department in OPS. Finally, if these line positions are established in the 
operational units, then it will make sense to create in OPS a Division of 
Human Resources Development, to provide intellectual leadership, articulate 
Bank policy along this line and offer guidance and training to staff on 
social issues, in conjunction with the work done in the operational units. 
With such organizational (in-house) improvements, the speaker said, the 
Bank could get substantially more "developmental mileage" out of our 
existing lending program. 

8. Mario Kamenetzky (PPDES) supported the prior suggestions, but 
felt that perhaps the technological dimension was being lost in the 
discussion. The Bank needs to have a more integrated approach to 
development, bringing together the dimensions of social organization, 
population, the physical environment, and technology. We must find ways to 
transcend the bureaucratic divisions which result in a separation of these 
dimensions. One way of doing this may be to work more in the field with 
non-governmental organizations. 
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9. Michael Bamberger (EDI) expressed concern over Mr. Batstone's 
apparent view that the sociologist's role should be to produce numbers for 
economic models. He cited comments from developing country planners who 
criticize the Bank's conceptual framework for project evaluation because it 
does not allow for proper consideration of the full range of potential 
social (non-economic) impacts. The role of the sociologist and of the 
environmental specialist has to be to help redefine the evaluation 
framework so that it more adequately reflects developmental objects. 

10. Sheldon Davis (Consultant - PPDES) pointed out that the problem 
stems from the lack of system thinking in our approach to development. For 
example, resettlement of people in the wake of a dam project should be seen 
a s just one aspect of river basin system development. Similarly, tribal 
peoples often live in fragile ecological zones which cannot sustain more 
intensive land use. Consequently, our concern for tribal peoples should be 
based not so much on protectionism as on preserving and developing the 
specialized knowledge of these social environments and the appropriate 
technology which such people possess. 

11. Speaking on the basis of many years' of work as an engineer, an 
economist, and a poverty alleviation specialist, Santiago Friedmann (PHN) 
concluded that in his experience the social and institutional change is the 
most basic dimension of development. He stressed that sociologists and 
environmentalists have to participate in project and program design and 
implementation as equal partners and not just as auxiliary technicians in 
the service of a "dominant discipline". 

12. Gordon Temple (ASAIN) questioned the need for more specialists on 
the Bank's operational staff. More important, he felt, was that the Bank 
staff should be sensitive to the issues. But even good project design 
would not be sufficient unless there was top management support and 
willingness to confront a borrower which is sometimes uncooperative on 
environmental or social aspects of projects. He doubted whether the Bank 
would be willing to suspend lending or disbursements over a social or 
environmental issue. 

13. Jim Listorti (WUD) echoes the group's feeling that we had gone 
over these issues before and it was time to see some specific positive 
action on the part of management. The first thing needed is a policy 
statement making it clear that the Bank takes social and environmental 
issues seriously. Secondly, OMS statements and OPN guidelines are 
currently often deficient on these counts and should be reformulated to 
make it easier for project officers to implement these policies. Otherwise 
"policy statements" remain sta tements, not policy. 

14. John Cleave (AEPA2) felt that the proposals !Ilade by some of the 
earlier speakers were unlikely to lead to significant changes. He said 
that the generalists among the projects staff were already expected to deal 
with too many special issues outside their areas of expertise: putting out 
more guidelines and instructions would not help staff who have no 
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professional specialization for these issues. Nor was it possible in the 
resource-constrained atmosphere now affecting the operational units and 
under the present structure of the Bank to include specialist staff in the 
Divisions. The problem could only be solved if management was prepared to 
make fundamental changes in Bank organization that would provide a critical 
mass of qualified specialist staff in the Regions, matching the issues 
which regional staff are expected to address (including sociological and 
environmental aspects) and thus permit a much clearer· definition and 
fulfillment of responsibilities. The moves were long overdue. 

15. Peter Richardson (OPSVP) pointed out that, under the new 
procedures for loan processing, environmental issues (which might be 
construed to encompass sociological concerns, especially regarding 
involuntary resettlement) and procurement issues are the only concerns that 
will be subjected to a full OPS review after appraisal, at the SAR stage, 
as well as to a heavy upstream OPS input. This should be seen as a clear 
management signal of the importance attached to these issues. It was 
important to have sufficient capacity at the center to make such reviews 
effective. The organizational path taken by the Institutional Development 
Unit a (group within OPS, providing help as well as leadership to regional 
staff) might provide a model. Mr. Ruth commented that the intention of 
management is for the ad hoc downstream quality control function of OPS to 
"wither away" in most respects -- as regional staff become more competent 
at dealing with the issues -- and that currently there is no Unit within 
OPS for such issues. 

16. Larry Salmen (PPDPS) stressed the need for OPS staff to develop 
operational tools for sociologlcal aspects ln projects that can be used in 
project preparation by both Bank staff and borrowers. He doubted the 
wisdom of relying on academic experts, whose work may be too theoretical to 
be of much use to Bank staff. 

17. Francis Lethea (EAPIT) reminded the group that operational 
positions are presently limited to economists, technical specialists (e.g. 
engineers), and financial analysts. He supported the idea that new 
organizational forms are needed in the Bank in order to cope with the 
multiple other dimensions of project design. OPS has an important role to 
play initially in creating awareness, supporting research, formulating 
policy guidelines, and training operational staff in these other 
dimensions. At a later state the OPS involvement can be expected to "wind 
down." We must recognize that all these dimensions cannot be dealt with at 
the same time and do not lend themselves to a technological "quick fix." 
The issue now is whether or not to give greater prominence to, and invest 
more resources in, both sociological and environmental aspects of the 
Bank's work -- in which case some other aspects may need to be given less 
attention. 

18. Maritta Koch-Weser (LCPAB) recalled that OPS used to have a 
budget line item for "Operational Support" which permitted OPS staff to 
work directly with project officers to find constructive solutions to 
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problems rather than to criticize after the fact. She suggested that this 
aspect of the OPS work program be revived to enable the proposed central 
unit to intervene more effectively in operational work, as long as the 
Regions continued to lack sufficient staff to implement existing 
operational guidelines. 

19. Geoffrey Lewis (WAPAC) felt that social and environmental issues 
should be addressed in economic and sector work prior to projects. This 
suggests that a central unit should perhaps be located in CPD rather than 
PPO, or perhaps might even be a separate OPS department with the 
responsibility to assist and monitor country programming as well as 
sectoral policy and project design. 

20. Cynthia Cook (WAPT2) asked the OPD team to take back to senior 
management the message that the widespread perception of incongruence 
between the Bank's public position on social and environmental issues and 
its real commitment as expressed in the allocation of its resources is a 
very serious problem for the Bank, whose importance should not be 
underestimated. Externally, it has undermined the credibility of the 
institution in the development community. Internally, it is a major source 
of stress that has a negative effect on staff morale. We need to redefine 
our objectives in such a way that these so-called "externalities" become 
internalized in our work. If we take a broader view of what we mean by 
development, it will be easier for us to determine priorities for the use 
of resources and to decide on appropriate organizational forms. 

Conclusion 

21. The meeting explored a number of possible options, without 
intending to come to a consensus "group position", on how to improve the 
Bank's response to social and environmental issues. However, it was agreed 
by all speakers that present approaches are far from adequate, that signals 
from senior management are of primary importance, and that operational 
staff will have to develop new awareness in order for the Bank to deal 
effectively with the sociological issues, which are embeded in project work 
regardless of whether or not we recognize them explicitly. There was less 
agreement on the effectiveness of outside experts (temporary consultants), 
who can hardly substitute for the lack of in-house sociologists, and on the 
trade-offs between the various suitable actions for internal organizational 
change. 

22. The participants shared a sense that the time has come for 
positive action, and strongly welcomed the management's initiative as a 
sign of hope that real progress in these areas may be accomplished soon. 

MMC/CC/gmo 
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74274 

INDONESIA: Lending Program 

D R A F T 
Babson:mk(l40) 

1. The deterioration of economic conditions in Indonesia, and 
especially the prospect of a sustained budget crisis and the recently 
announced[3l;f} devaluation of the Rupiah have significant implications for 
both ongoing operations and our lending program. Brad Babson's memo to 
files of August 26 describes the efforts we have made in recent months to 
adjust ongoing projects to the new budget situation. This memorandum 
provides a reassessment of the FY87 and FY88 lending program, and outlines 
our strategy for reshaping the program to be more responsive to the 
current situation and for strengthening the pipeline of lending operations 
for FY89 and FY90. 

FY87 and FY88 

2. In early August I visited Indonesia to review with BAPPENAS the 
FY87 and FY88 project pipeline. The results of these discussions are 
summarized in the attached letter from Muchtarudin Siregar. In short, the 
Government has confirmed its desire to complete arrangements to negotiate 
six loans (in addition to the two loans which have already been 
negotiated), and has indicated that further preparation should be 
continued for 11 additional operations, some of which may be processed to 
the Board in FY87 and others in FY88. Deferral of further processing has 
been proposed for five operations (Agricultural Research III, Riau Oil 
Palm, Libraries Development, Regional Cities Urban Transport and Jakarta 
Urban Transport). Of these, we propose to drop two from the lending 
program: Libraries Development (which has also been questioned by Mr. 
Stern); and Riau Oil Palm (for which the basic issues are not likely to be 
resolved in the foreseeable future). The Agriculture Research III Project 
should be reprogrammed for FY89, by which time the Government should have 
been able to develop a strategy for future agricultural research. For the 
two urban transport projects that BAPPENAS has asked to defer, we believe 
further clarifications are needed before considering whether they should 
be dropped from the program or deferred until the policy and institutional 
concerns of the Government have been resolved. This clarification will be 
sought by RSI and during an October mission. In the meantime, we propose 
to slip the Regional Cities Urban Transport Project to the FY88 program 
and to retain the Jakarta Urban Transport Project in the reserve program. 

3. There are also several project-specific issues that affect the 
likelihood of meeting currently-established timetables for the FY87 and 
FY88 lending program. Two large loans in the FY87 program (Power 
Transmission and Distribution and Rural Roads II) depend on the Government 
resolving difficult policy (for power) and institutional (for rural roads) 
issues before proceeding to loan negotiations. Our present assessment is 
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that the power issues have a slightly better-than-even chance of being 
resolved, but that problems in defining and taking action on needed · 
institutional changes are likely to delay Board presentation of Rural 
Roads II to FY88. For both these operations, missions now in the field or 
scheduled for October should provide a basis for a firmer assessment of 
the timetable for loan processing. If the outstanding power issue is not 
resolved by the current mission, we propose to defer all power projects in 
the program (including Power Sector Efficiency, now scheduled for FY88) by 
two years. Similarly, if there is continued unsatisfactory progress in 
the BAPINDO institutional reform program and a delay in the pending ADB 
loan to BAPINDO, the Bank loan presently scheduled for FY88 is likely to 
be deferred. 

4. In addition to these developments relating to projects that were 
in the lending pipeline before the sharp drop in oil prices and the 
Government budget in the past six months, we have made, together with 
Projects staff, a major effort to identify and initiate preparations for a 
"new wave" of policy-oriented sector operations that can provide a 
significant amount of relatively fast-disbursing assistance. These 
include the proposed Urban Sector, Irrigation Sector, Power Sector 
Efficiency, Rural Roads, and possibly Higher Education Sector 

. operations. (In addition, the KUPEDES project would be relatively fast
disbursing.) While such operations have the potential for providing a 
vehicle for meeting our resource transfer objectives, they also require 
that the Government address and act upon a number of difficult policy and 
institutional reform issues. For example, one central objective of 
adjustment strategy that we are addressing through these operations, (as 
well as through policy dialogue in connection with the on-going Public 
Resource Management Study), is to increase domestic resource mobilization 
for public sector expenditure through a combination of improved tax 
administration and increased cost recovery from beneficiaries of public 
services. Because of the number and importance of policy issues being 
addressed through these new operations, timing of Bank lending is to a 
significant extent tied to the Government's priorities and pace of taking 
substantive actions. Thus, while we believe the lending program has been 
substantially strengthened by the addition of these operations in recent 
months, we are uncertain of the Government's ability to undertake very 
soon the steps needed to proceed rapidly with loan processing. In this 
regard, the suggestion that has been made that Mr. Karaosmanoglu visit 
Indonesia in late October is timely, and could have beneficial effects on 
the pace of progress. Even so, we do not expect that any of these loans, 
with the possible exception of the urban sector operation, will be able to 
be processed for Board approval in FY87. 

5. Taking all of the above factors into consideration, the following 
table shows our proposed revised FY87 and FY88 lending program in 
comparison to the most recent (August) timetables. 
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Present Program (8/86) Amount 
( $ million) 

FY87 

Agriculture Extension III 
Fisheries Support Services 
Maritime Training 
Treecrops Human Resources 
Power Transmission 
Industrial Energy Conserv. 
Telecommunication T.A. -...... 
Kupedes Banking 
Regional Cities Urban Trsp. 
Agriculture Research III 
Riau Oil Palm 
Rural Roads II 

TOTAL 

FY88S 

Railways T.A. 

FY88L 

Irrigation Subsector 
Powe r Sector Efficiency 
Treecrops Development 
Treecrop Processing 
Forestry 
Accounting Development 
Health III 
Urban Sector 
Regional Cities Water 
Gas/LPG Distribution 
Industry Subsector 
Library Services Dev. 

TOTAL 

FY89S 

Tree Crops Proce ssing 
Highe r Education Se ctor 

70.0 
29.3 
30.0 
22.4 

250.0 
25.0 
14.5 

105. 0 
60.0 
45.0 
25.0 

150.0 
831.6 

25.0 

200.0 
100.0 
100.0 
70.0 
75.0 
50.0 

200.0 
50.0 

125.0 
80.0 
38.5 

1,413.5 

100.0 
150.0 

Revised Program 

FY87 

Agriculture Extension II I 
Fisheries Support Services 
Maritime Training 
Treecrops Human Resources 
Power Transmission 
Industrial Energy Conserv. 
Telecommunication T.A. 
Railways T.A. 
Kupedes Banking 

FY88S 

Urban Sector 

FY88L 

Rural Roads II 

Amount 
($ million) 

70.0 
29.3 
30.0 .2,.1 
22.4 

250.0 
25.0 
14.5 
28.0 ~/ 

105.0 

574.2 

200.0 

150.0 
Regional Cities Urban Tnsp. 
Irrigation Subsector 

60.0 
200.0 
200.0 
100.0 
100.0 

Power Sec t or Efficiency 
Treecrops Development 
Treecrops Processing 
Forestry 
Accounting Development 
Health III 

FY89S 

Higher Education Sector 
Regional Ci ties Water 
Engineering Subsector 
Gas/LPG Distribution 
Transmigration VI 

70.0 
75.0 
50.0 

1,230.0 

150.0 
50.0 
80.0 

125.0 
100.0 

a/ Loan amount reduce d by notional US$5 million in view of BAPPENAS's 
indication that GOI is likely to request a reduction in project scope. 

b/ Loan amount increased by US$3 million in light of results of the Decision 
Meeting on this proj e ct. 
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6. These tables show a sharp dip in lending in FY87 from the levels 
reached in recent years and projected for FY88 and thereafter. In our view, 
this is the only appropriate response to the curr~nt economic situation facing 
Indonesia, given (a) the Government's wisdom in avoiding large new · 
investments, and (b) the lead time required to develop suitable sector-based 
alternatives to such investment projects. As far as we can judge, the only 
possibility for avoiding such a dip in lending would be a large (US$500 
million or more) loan to support an adjustment package. The prospects for 
such an operation are uncertain at the present moment, even with the recently 
announced devaluation of the Rupiah; the Annual Meetings discussions should 
provide clarification of the feasibility of such a operation this fiscal year. 

7. In addition to the considerations discussed above affecting the 
projects in the FY87 and FY88 lending program, the devaluation of the Rupiah 
will reduce the US-dollar-denominated loan amounts for operations which would 
provide local cost financing (i.e.d.. almost all operations). This consequence 
of the devaluation could amount to 20-30% reduction of the total lending 

A 
program, depending on the amount of local cost financing provided in specific 
projects within the current cost-sharing guidelines of 60% of total project 
cost. 

FY89/90 

8. As indicated above, we are hopeful that the results of our initial 
efforts to identify sector-based lending operations in Indonesia should come 
to fruition over the next 12-18 months. However, the firmly identified 
pipeline of potential operations for FY89/90 is thin: 

FY89/90 

Higher Education Sector (S) 
Regional Cities Water Supply (S) 
Engineering Subsector (S) 
Gas/LPG Distribution (S) 
Transmigration VI (S) 
Agriculture Research III 
Jakarta Water Supply 
Secondary Education II 
Housing Sector II 
Highways Sector 
BAPINDO 
Groundwater Developme nt 
Paiton Thermal 

TOTAL 

Amount 
($ million) 

150.0 
50.0 
80.0 

125.0 
100.0 
45.0 

100.0 
125.0 
150.0 
250.0 
125.0 

75.0 
200.0 

1,575.0 

For all the FY89/90 operations, it is necessary to define the objectives and 
scope soon in order to initiate early preparation. It is also evident that 
the pipeline is considerably short of the lending volume expected in these 
years and that considerable effort needs to be devoted to designing a lending 
strategy and identifying feasible new operations appropriate to current 
Indonesian circumstances. 
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9. The dilemma we face in our efforts to strengthen the medium-term 
lending program for Indonesia is how to match our resource transfer 
objectives, on the one hand, with the very limited domestic resources 
available to help finance new investments in the coming years and the effects 
of the devaluation on Bank loan amounts, on the other. We believe we must 
base our lending program for FY89 and FY90 on the assumption that local 
r e sources to help finance traditional project investment loans will continue 
to be highly constrained and that such conventional lending will not sustain a 
resource transfer anywhere near the programmed level of US$1 billion in new 
commitments in these years. The only option is to build into the program a 
series of large sector-based time-slice or policy adjustment operations that 
will provide substantial foreign and local cost financing in support of sector 
expenditure programs and policy and institutional reforms that will help the 
Indonesian economy become more efficient and meet basic needs. The challenge 
we face is to define operations and associated policy conditionality that are 
relevant to the medium-term economic realities faced by the country and in 
areas where the Indonesian Government has the political will to act upon 
difficult policy and institutional issues in association with Bank lending. 

10. The strategy we have adopted for the first wave of policy-oriented 
sector operations is to help maintain expenditures at reasonable levels for 
the remainder of Repelita IV while addressing priority policy and 
institutional development issues. This applies to the recently approved 
Housing Sector and Highway Maintenance and Betterment loans as well as to the 
several sector operations currently under preparation. What we envisage for a 
number of sectors where we have acquired substantial experience and have a 
well-established grasp of policy and institutional issues, is a series of 
time-slice lending operations to support an appropriate program of government 
expenditures in each sector while continuing to address outstanding policy and 
institutional development issues. With Repelita V commencing in 1989/90, we 
would plan a series of such loans designed to support the first stage of 
Repelita V expenditures in line with appropriate investment policy and 
institutional development objectives in each sector. Specific sectors where 
we believe this approach to future lending is feasible are: Highways, Urban 
Infrastructure, Housing, Irrigation, and possibly Tree Crops, Transmigration, 
and Higher and Basic/Secondary Education. Another potential area for this 
form of lending is in Rural Credit, after we have carried out planned sector 
work and gained experience with the promising KUPEDES program through the loan 
being prepared for FY87. 

11. Another category of possible future pipeline development is 
adjustment lending. Potential candidates are the industrial sector and 
agriculture sector where Government policies have serious negative effects on 
sector efficiency and incentives for improvemenmt. While we do not consider 
structural adjustment lending presently feasible in Indonesia, there are ample 
policy and institutional issues to support sector adjustment lending if the 
Government were to seek Bank lending to support needed reforms. However, it 
is uncertain the extent to which Indonesian sensitivities would inhibit their 
willingness to associate policy reforms of this type with Bank lending and 
conditionality. 
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12. A final area for future pipeline-building is traditional project 
lending. Potential new projects need to be identified in the areas ~f: 
agricultural diversification, water resource management and pollution 
abatement, industry, sectoral education/training, power and energy, population 
and health, and transport (other than roads). 

13. To pursue these ideas and establish a foundation for preparing 
Initial Executive Project Summaries for the FY89 and FY90 lending programs, we 
have started discussions with Projects Divisions. Over the next few months we 
will be reviewing our medium-term lending strategy and developing future 
project concepts both internally and with BAPPENAS so that a firmer pipeline 
can be identified and endorsed by Bank management prior to initiation of the 
FY88 CAM work program and budgeting process. 
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Indonesia-- Transmigration Sector Review 

Social and Environmental Considerations 

1. The recommended improvements in the social soundness of the Indonesian 
Transmigration Program (Chapter V of the Transmigration Sector Review) 
are praiseworthy, especially given the serious criticism of the social 
and environmental consequences of the program which have been raised 
both inside and outside of the Bank. In general, I agree with the need 
to closely monitor the program in such areas as land acquisition, 
provision of benefits to local people, and treatment of ethnically 
distinct peoples. I also agree that Irian Jaya presents special problems, 
because of the large size of the native Papuan population, the potential 
for inter-ethnic conflicts, and its fragile tropical forest ecology. 

2. The sector review suggests several ways in which the social soundness 
of the Transmigration Program can be improved, including (a) establishment 
of a special Directorate within the Ministry of Transmigration "to 
set policies on land compensation, to resolve land disputes, to determine 
appropriate parallel benefits, or to monitor the treatment of isolated 
or ethnically distinct peoples;u (bJ improvements in planning, by including 
social scientists in site selection and evaluation teams; and, (c) estab
lishment of "parallel development" programs for local populations who 
do not wish to be resettled in transmigration sites. 

3. These initiatives, if properly designed and implemented, could prevent 
some of the worst abuses in a potentially explosive inter~ethnic situation. 
They could also assure that relatively isolated ethnic groups, such as 
those in Irian Jaya, could actually benefit from the proposed transmigration 
and parallel development programs. 

4. At the same time, several areas need further clarification in order to 
strengthen the recommendations proposed in the sector review. Specifically, 
I would recommend that more attention be paid to the following matters, 
especially in relation to the Irian Jaya case: 

5. Scope of the Program. It is unclear from the sector review whether the 
Indonesian government has significantly scaled down the size of the 
Repelita IV program in Irian Jaya (from a projected 140,000 families to 
15,000 to 25,000 families), because of financial and infrastructural 
consideratioUSor for the social and environmental reasons raised by 
scientists and the Bank. In other words, there needs to be more clarifica tion 
of the projected number of transmigrant families who will be resettled 
in Irian Jaya under Repelita IV; vhethercthis is a policy change on t he 
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part of the government or a temporary response to financial and other 
constraints; and, whether the government shares the Bank's concern 
"to progress slowly in order to provide the benefits of development 
to the local Papuan people, and ... to protect portions of the world's 
most important undisturbed natural rainforest." 

6. Land Acquisition, Compensation, and Dispute Resolution. Although the 
review notes the issues involved in land acquisition and compensation 
under Indonesian national and traditional (adat) law, it nowhere relates 
these land issues to the specific case of Irian Jaya. Specifically, there 
needs to be more analysis of the nature of native/transmigrant land 
conflicts in Irian Jaya to date, and how these conflicts are being 
resolved. If it hasn't done so already, the le~al department should 

be asked to make a more detailed assessment or Indonesian agrarian 
law; its specific applicability to the native Papuan land tenure context; 
and, its correspondence or lack thereof with Bank policy on lands occupied 
by tribal peoples. 

7. Site Selection and Evaluation. The social soundness of the site 
selection and evaluation process will depend not only upon the existence 
of social science input, but also upon its quality and the relative 
weight given to it in the site-selectio~,decision-making process. The 
Bank should set up a formal method of assessing the quality of demographic, 
socio-economic, and cultural data being gathered by the site selection 
and evaluation terns; and, it also needs to assure that such data is 
actually being used in government decisions concerning land use, 
environmental and social planning. The Office of Environmentaland 
Scientific Affairs may be able to assist in the assessment and interpreta
tion of such data when it arrives at the Bank from field sites in 
Irian Jaya. 

8. Local Participation. The sector review recommends the creation of a 
special Directorate within the Ministry of Transmigration to deal with 
social issues relating to local populations. It also mentions that regional 
forums will be developed for addressing the concerns of local people, and 
that provincial authorities will participate in seminars to sensitize 
them to the "special problems of less assimilated people." Along the lines 
spelled out in the Bank's tribal peoples policy (OMS 2.34), the sector 
review needs to focus more attention upon how to increase the informed 
participation of local peoples in the decisions that will affect them. 

l e: More thought also needs to be given to how deal, in an institutionalized 
fashion, with the adjudication and redress~ of local grievances. The 
"active missionary network" which exists in Irian Jaya, along with other 
non-governmental organizations (e.g., the Irian Jaya Community Development 
Foundation) , should be encouraged to participate in this process, as well 
as be asked ' to provide recommendations for the improvement of the social 
soundness of all aspects of the Transmigration Program. 

9. Culturally Appropriate, "Parallel Development". Finally, much mo r e 
attention n~eds to be given to culturally appropriate land use, farmin P 
and commercialization strategies. In particular, there should be ~or e 
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assessment of the social and cultural implications of the government's 
Smallholder Nuclear Estates Programme tn Irian Jaya, and more research 
conducted on the development potential and environmental consequences 
of traditional land use practices. 

cc: Messrs. Lee (PPDES), Baudelaire (AEPA4), Mead (LEGEP), 
Cernea (AGRPT) 

Ms. Davis (AEAIN) 

Esst Asia Regional Information Center 
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FROM Jean-Pierre Baudelaire (AEPA4) 

EXTENSION 61008 

SUBJECT Transmigration - Public Relations 
) 

1. Please find hereunder some comments which could be incorporated 
in the letter to be addressed to Survival International by Mr. B. Conable. 

2. Spontaneous Transmigration. MOT expects that the fully sponsored 
settlements would form centers of economic activity capable of attracting 
large numbers of unassisted transmigrants. The 1972 Transmigration Act 
states that "general policies in transmigration are directed towards the 
establishment of unassisted transmigration in a regulated manner and on a 
large scale." To apply these policies, MOT has devised the "Tri-partial 
principle," whereby part of the land in a settlement area would be used 
for fully sponsored transmigrants, and other part for local people who 
wish to settle there and a third part left aside for settlement of 
spontaneous transmigrants. This principle has not been systematically 
adhered to, largely because of the lack of sufficient settlement plans and 
the pressure to settle large numbers of sponsored transmigrants. However, 
due to Bank assistance in settlement planning (Trans III and Trans V), and 
also to recent budget constraints, which have reduced the number of 
sponsored transmigrants, MOT is now in a position to apply the tri-partial 
principle and to regulate the movement of spontaneous transmigrant as 
stipulated in the Transmigration Act. 

3. It must be noted that in the past, spontaneous transmigrants have 
mostly established themselves in the undeveloped parts of existing settle
ments or share the land of sponsored transmigrants who are usually their 
relatives or friends to benefit in some way from the assistance of the 
sponsored program. The spontaneous transmigrants usually work as laborers 
and cannot be blamed for massive forest destruction or environmental 
hazard. 

4. Number of Transmigrants Moved. During Repelita III (1979-1984), 
the GOI moved about 0.5 million families, of which about 70% were 
sponsored and 30% spontaneous. In the first year of Repelita IV (1984-
1989), the settlement rate was about 100,000 sponsored families per year; 
however, as a result of the oil crisis, all targets were severely 
reduced. The 1986/87 MOT budget allows only for the settlement of about 
40,000 sponsored families on existing settlements and no construction of 
new settlements except for externally assisted projects which will amount 
to about 5,000 families for the next two years. The Government (Bappenas, 
the National Planning Agency), has indicated that the present levels of 
movement would prevail during the next two years of Repelita IV and may 
increase slowly during Repelita V (1989-1994) to the rate of 50,000 to 
60,000 sponsored families per year. If this rate is further increased in 
Repelita VI, this means that the Government could potentially resettle up 
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to 5 million people over two decades between 1980 and the year 2000 to 
which an equal number of spontaneous transmigrants should be added. Land 
resources evaluation show that there is still enough land with agricul
tural (food crops and tree crops) potential to settle that many people, 
especially if tidal swamp land is targeted for new settlements. 

S. Settlement Planning for Irian Jaya. As a result of the down-
scaling of the program, the Bank is in the process of reviewing the size 
of the Transmigration V project with MOT. Settlement planning for Irian 
J a ya is likely to be limited to the contracts already approved which 
amount to about 35,000 families in S.E. Irian Jaya. MOT has revised its 
targets for the program and does not consider meeting the initial target 
of 135,000 families for Irian Jaya during Repelita IV, but perhaps 15,000-
20,000 depending on implementation capacity, which is recognized to be 
low. 

6. Mistakes in Land Allocation and Farm Models. Detailed airphoto 
interpretation of the kind carried out by LRDC has demonstrated the 
inaccuracy of both topomaps and forest boundaries in many areas, 
particularly Kalimantan and Irian Jaya. The lack of reliable land 
resource and forest maps, together with the lack of appropriate settlement 
planning, have led, in the past, to the mislocation of several settlements 
such as upland settlements established in infertile sandy soils in Central 
Kalimantan or wetland settlements located on deep peat soils in South 
Sumatra. It is in recognition of these facts that the Bank has financed 
under Trans III and is continuing to finance under Trans V a systematic 
land resource evaluation of the outer islands carried out by LRDC, as well 
as improved settlement planning which incorporates the environmental and 
social aspects that you are concerned about in addition to the usual 
technical and economic evaluations. The Terms of Reference of the 
settlement planning consultants also include the study of non-standard 
food crop farm models such as tree crop, lowland development or irrigation 
to adapt to local conditions. It can, therefore, be assumed that the 
errors noted in your letter belong to the past and will not be repeated as 
a result of the Bank's support. 

7. With regard to the "O .5 million ha of lowland development 
projects (which) have been located in forest judged unsuitable for the 
type of Transmigration developments in question," the point that LRDC was 
trying to make in their report was that earlier land "planning" or 
allocations of land for transmigration settlements had perforce been made 
without the benefit of land resource data, and inevitably mistakes had 
been made. However, it should be stressed that the 0.5 million ha in 
question were allocated to, but not developed for, transmigration. The 
detailed settlement planning will determine whether settlements are or are 
not feasible in these areas. 

8. Saptamarga Settlements. As far as we know, the locations for new 
settlements are based solely on technical and economical grounds. For 
example, in S.E. Irian Jaya, though a road was constructed along the 
border with PNG, the settlements are located away from the border in 
places where studies have shown their technical and economic feasibi
lity. In any case, it should be noted that the Bank has not financed 
settlement studies for any military or other political reasons. Technical 
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and economic aspects have been and will always remain our sole criteria 
for site selection and evaluation under Bank-financed transmigration 
projects. 

cc: Messrs. Cole, Sidhu, Nyanin (AEPA4); Jordan (AEAIN); 
Mss. Hamilton, Davis (AEAIN) 

JPBaudelaire:ebp(oljbl00686) 
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October 27, 1986 

Dear Mr. Corry: 

Your letter of July 15, 1986 raised several points about the 
transmigration program in Indonesia that I wish to respond to. You wrote 
that it was an unsustainable model of development; that it has had a 
devastating impact on rain forest; that it failed to address the problems 
raised by spontaneous migrants; and that it was motivated by national 
security interests. Your central concern, however , was stated to be that 
the Bank's participation in the program was in violation of its 
guidelines on social and environmental issues. Let me turn to the 
concerns in the order raised . 

You assert that transmigration is not sustainable. This view is 
difficult to support . Survey data suggest that only about 10% of 
migrants leave the site within the first five years, but that virtually 
all spaces are taken by spontaneous migrants, some of whom purchase the 
land from the original owners. There is no evidence of large-scale 
abandonment of recent sites and virtually all areas opened between 1950 
and 1980 are still under cultivation today. 

You state that 3.3 million ha of rain forest will be destroyed 
during Repelita IV. Our present estimate is that about 1 . 0 million ha 
will be put in cultivation by both sponsored and spontaneous migrants 
during the five years of Repelita IV, not all of it in forested areas. 
We estimate that the total land clearing from 1980 until the year 2000 , 
would be 3 to 4 million ha. As not all this area is in forest land, the 
total impact of transmigration on the Indonesian forest is expected to be 
less than 3% . Although this is a large area, Bank planning is intended 
to assist in ensuring that areas important for environmental and 
ecological · reasons are protected. In any event, the actual percentage is 
in marked contrast to the 40% mentioned in your letter. 

With regard to the issues of spontaneous migration, the 
Government does encourage spontaneous transmigration . It expects that 
fully sponsored settlements will form centers of economic activ ity that 
will in turn attract spontaneous transmigrants . The Ministry of 
Transmigration has in the past had a "tri-partial principle" under which 
some l and was se t aside for sponsored transmigrants , some for local 
people who wished to be included in the settlements, and some for 
spontaneous transmigrants . This principle has not been applied recently 
because of the pressure to settle large numbers of sponsored 
transmigrants. With Bank assistance , under the Transmi gration III and V 
pr ojects , and because of reduced targets for sponsored t ransmigrants due 
t o recent budget constraints, t he Ministry of Transmigr a tion is now in a 
better position to implement this principle and begin to incorporate 
spontaneous migrants into transmigrant settlements . 
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Many· spontaneous transmigrants have established themselves in the 
undeveloped parts of existing settlements, or they share the land of 
sponsored transmigrants, usually their friends or relatives, to benefit 
in some way from the assistance provided to the sponsored settlers. They 
often work as laborers. Some migrants do encroach upon protected land 
because they cannot find other land for settlement, but most of the land 
degradation in Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Sumatra to which you refer is the 
result of indigenous people practicing shifting cultivation. We believe 
that policies should be developed to facilitate land purchase and land 
registration by migrants and to demarcate and protect forest areas needed 
for production and conservation, and are working toward this goal. 

You expressed concern about the national security aspects of the 
program and the transmigrasi saptamarga program (to resettle retired 
military personnel along national borders for security reasons). We know 
of only one such settlement, on Natuna, a small island located between 
Kalimantan and Malaysia, in which about 20% of the settlers are retired 
military personnel. The idea of other such settlements has been 
discussed in Indonesia, but not implemented. The Bank has not assisted 
in the establishment of settlements for military reasons. The criteria 
used for site selection and evaluation are technical and economic. 

You wrote that Bank guidelines on environmental and tribal 
peoples are being violated in the implementation of transmigration 
projects. Before providing assistance for any project, the Bank's 
management must be satisfied that the project is consistent with the 
Bank's policy guidelines. This procedure has been followed for all 
transmigration projects funded by the Bank . More importantly, I believe 
that the Bank's participation in transmigration projects has created a 
greater awareness of environmental and social issues and has 
strengthened those aspects of the program. Let me give a few examples of 
initiatives in Bank-assisted projects that have improved the 
environmental soundness of the transmigration program: food-crop fields 
are restricted to land under 8% slope; tree-crop fields to land under 25% 
slope, protection and conservation forests are completely excluded, all 
site selection and evaluation teams must include foresters and more 
specialized scientists as necessary. In addition, in order to improve 
settlement planning and location, the Bank provided assistance under the 
Transmigration III and V Projects to have the Land Resources Development 
Centre carry out systematic land resource evaluation on the outer 
islands . This evaluation focusses on environmental and social aspects, 
as well as the usual technical and economic aspects. The terms of 
reference of the settlement planning consultants also include studying 
non-standard food crop farm models, such as tree-crops, lowland 
development, and irrigation suited to local conditions . 

Bank policy is that developmental projects which use occupied 
land should only proceed where adequate safeguards are provided for local 
people. Nondisruptive acculturation is necessarily a slow process, and 
projects affecting previously isolated people must prov ide the time and 
conditions for such acculturation. The recent Bank loan for 
Transmigration V has a number of provisions to ensure that the rights of 
indigenous people are protected . Consultants for site screening and 
evaluation are required to provide information on the number of 
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indigenous }\eople in proposed project areas, describe their culture and 
subsistence ~ase, and identify the area they need to pursue their 
traditional~ay of life. The attitudes of local people toward 
compensation, resettlement, and provision of infrastructure and services 
outside the site, is also being assessed. Qualified anthropologists and 
sociologists are engaged to carry out these tasks. Regional forums are 
being developed to address the concerns of the local people. Land 
allocation and compensation questions are to be dealt with at district 
and provincial levels where the views of the local people are most likely 
to be heard and taken into account. 

Let me turn for a moment to the other concerns raised by your 
letter. You stated that the Bank was ignoring the social and political 
issues of transmigration; that statistics were manipulated; and that the 
Bank showed an apparent contempt for human rights and a reckless 
disregard of the unique and irreplacable wealth on the outer islands of 
Indonesia. 

I am not certain which statistics you believe were "manipulated", 
but let me recapitulate some of the figures which we believe to he 
accurate. During Repelita III (1979-84), some 365,000 families were 
resettled under the sponsored transmigration program, and 170,000 
families were identified who moved spontaneously (the actual number was 
undoubtedly larger). In the first year of Repelita IV (1984-89), about 
100,000 families were moved under the sponsored program. However, as a 
result of the budgetary crisis, during 1986 and 1987, only 40,000 
families are to be settled , and no new construction is being undertaken 
except on externally-assisted sites which will accommodate only about 
5 , 000 families over the next two years. We expect that relatively low 
levels of movement will be maintained through 1989. The Government could 
potentially resettle up to 5 million people over two decades between 1980 
and 2000, and an equal number of spontaneous transmigrants could 
potentially move on their own. Specifically for Irian Jaya during 
Repelita IV about 15-25,000 families may be moved on the sponsored 
program. 

The Bank contributed about 5% of the total cost of the 
transmigration program under Repelita III and about 10% under Repelita 
IV. Bank staff undertake regular supervision to ensure proper progress 
of project implementation . As difficulties arise , Bank staff, project 
authorities and Government representatives work together to overcome 
them . Altogether the Bank has participated in the transmigration program 
for the past eight years. The program does certainly settle large 
numbers of people , but the actual numbers are far from the figure of 65 
million t hat Surv i v al International is using . 

Your l etter concluded by asking the Bank to end its involvement 
with the pro gram and to withhold disbursements unti l it receiv es "real 
guarantee s" t ha t the program will be carried out in accordance with Bank 
Guidelines . I n hi s J une 11 letter to Mr. Hanbury -Tenison , Mr . Clausen 
emphasized t he demographic and economic difficultie s facing the 
Indonesian Government. You have found this an indication of a "J ava 
centric" a t titude; I found i t instead an attempt to give some proper 
ba lance t o the di scussion . 
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" I h~p.e this letter has highlighted the Bank's commitment to 
social and en'Vironmental concerns. We are committed to promoting 
sustainable development and will not be a party to "the wholesale 
destruction of tropical rainforests" or the "extinction of tribal 
peoples" to achieve "the dubious benefits of economic development". The 
advocacy and diligent work of environmental and indigenous rights groups 
has rightly raised awareness about issues that are an important part of 
the development process. We welcome an exchange of constructive ideas 
and suggestions on ways to improve the environmental and social soundness 
of the transmigration program, but such a dialogue cannot be valuable if 
the integrity of the Bank and its staff is challenged, its concept of 
development rejected out-of-hand , and no recognition given to the fact 
that Bank assistance has helped to improve the transmigration program. 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) f'. ~ - ~ 0 ' R. Gonab! P, 
Barber B. Conable 
President 

Mr. Stephen Corry 
Director 
Survival International 
29 Craven Street 
London WC2N SNT 
England 

Cleared with and cc : 

Mr. J . P. Baudelaire (AEPA4) 
Mr. T. Blinkhorn (!PAPA) 
Mr. A. Cole/Zulfiqar (AEPA4) 
Ms . G. Davis (AEAIN) 
Ms . A. Hamilton (AEAIN) 
Mr . D. Mead (LEGEP) 
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President 
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ENGLAND 
The World Bank 
1818 H Street NW 
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TELEPHONE: 01-839 3267 
TELEX: 268992 GARDEN-G 

PRESIDENT: 
15 July 1986 ROllN HANIUltY-TENISON OIE 

Dear Mr Conable, Dll!EC'!'Oll: 

STEPHEN CORllT 

THE INDONF.Slilf TIWfSKIGRATION PROGRAllm 

We are writing to you to follow up our correspondence with your predecessor 
at the World Bank, Mr Clausen, and would refer you in particular to his 
letter dated 11 June 1986, in reply to our letter submitted to the World 
Bank on 30 April and reproduced in The Ecologist 16 (2/3): 58-60. We are 
grateful to Mr Clausen for the attention he has given to us. However his 
letter has failed to address our major concerns and contains what we 
consider to be some serious errors of fact and judgement. --------·--------·-----· - -· ··----- ·- · -· ··~---....;::.. __ 
Although our own letter to the Bank focused on the impact of the 
Transmigration programme on the peoples and forests of the outer islands of 
the Indonesian archipelago, Mr Clausen's reply deals only very briefly with 
these matters and instead recapitulates the World Bank's rationalisations 
for the programme as an important means for creating employment and 
alleviating the poverty of those on Java and the other central islands. As 
such the Bank's reply perpetuates the Java-centric attitude which dominates 
the political process in Indonesia while playing down environmental 
concerns and the rights and interests of the peoples of the outer islands. 

We share your concern for the alleviation of the poverty and landlessness 
of those on the central islands of Java, Madura and Bali, but the existence 
of these problems in one part of the archipelago does not legitimise the 
abuse of human rights in another or justify the promotion of an 
unsustainable model of development, which only stores up even greater 
problems for the future. We would therefore like to direct your attention 
back to a proper consideration of the likely impact of the Transmigartion 
programme on the peoples and forests of the outer islands. The serious 
social, environmental and political costs of Transmigration should not be 
ignored. 

One disturbing aspect of Mr Clausen's letter is the way in which the 
statistics concerning Transmigration have been manipulated in order to 
disguise the true dimensions of the problems posed by the programme. In 
particular, the letter has limited its concerns to a consideration of 
'sponsored transmigrants', as if the accelerating flows of so-called 
'spontaneous transmigrants' were outside both the programme and Government 
control. In fact, this is highly misleading. As the Bank is well aware, the 
Indonesian Government is purposefully ?romoting the flow of spontaneqm1 DCHAlllTYNo. 
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transmigrants as part of the overall Transmigration programme and the Bank 
plays an integral part in this process. 

For example, during Repelita 4 the Indonesian Government is planning to 
move 135,000 families to West Papua (Irian Jaya). Under the Transmigration 
V Project funds are being provided by the Bank for the selection of sites 
for 55,000 of these transmigrant families, even though, as Mr Clausen notes 
in his letter, only 25,000 families of sponsored transmigrants are expected 
to settle in the region during that period. 

The Bank cannot buck its responsibilty for the programme as a whole by 
trying to limit discussion to only a small proportion of those being 
resettled under the scheme. 

What we have found most disappointing about Mr Clausen's reply is its 
failure to address our central concern, which is that the Transmigration 
Programme as it is presently being implemented clearly violates the Bank's 
own policy guidelines for the environment and the development of tribal 
areas. · 

The environmental impact of Transmigration on islands like Sumatra, 
Kalimantan and Sulawesi cannot be measured simply by using data concerning 
sponsored transmigrants. According to the most authoritative review of 
Indonesia's forests, carried out by three Indonesian Government Ministries 
in 1985, Sulawesi has suffered the greatest proportion of its land surface 
reduced to a critical state (30.5%), while Sumatra contains the largest 
total area of critical land (2.3 million ha) of ~~ y of the major islands. 
Inappropriate agricultural practices have been t he major cause of reducing 
these huge areas of land to a state where they ca n no longer sustain even 
subsistence farming. In the past, these islands have borne the brunt of 
resettlement under the Transmigration programme. The degradation has 
occurred both as a result of official settlements and spontaneous 
transmigrants farming inappropriately, ie ignoring the constraints of the 
local eco-systems. 

We would draw your attention to the detailed evidence we have provided in 
t he curren t issue of The Ecologist, which c l early shows t he devastating 
i mpact Transmigration continues to have on Indonesia's rainforests. The 
Forest Review Team es t imates that some 3.3 million ha of rainforest will be 
destro yed under t he current Repelita, with 80% of all new settlements to be 
established in pr ima r y rainforest; we wonder whether the Bank cares t o 
estimate the l ike ly i~pac t of 65 million people moving over the next twenty 
years under t he same policy ? Even using the most narrow figures on the 
ef fects of reset tlement , prov ided by Mr Clausen, one i s forced to conclude 
that if 1.5 mi llio n peo pl e clea red 1% of forested land between 1979 and 
1984 , then 65 million people will clear, a t least, 40% . Is this acceptable 
t o the Bank , in you r opin io n ? 

~Clausen, in his lette r, mai nta ins that sett l ements a re prohibited in 
forests used for pr oductio n or co nser vation purposes. However, as t he Bank 
must be well aware, this does no t general ly occur. The evidence is 
summarised on pages 82 - 3 of The Ecologist. Because the Department of 
Transmigration i nvar i ab ly sets over-ambitious targets for settlements and 
continues to apply what t he Bank itself admits is an inappropriate farm 
model, there is simpl y not enough accessible land available in conversion 
forests. This has led to repeated inter-mini3 t erial conflicts which, when 
combined with the glar ing errors in land classification due to the 
generally inadequate da ta ava~lable for much of Indonesia'a forests, has 
resulted in the unnecessary clearance of large areas of rainforests for no 



useful purpose. This situation is exemplified in Central Kalimantan, as the 
British Government agency, the Land Resources Development Centre (LRDC), 
has demonstrated. According to the LRDC study, there has been considerable 
.overlap between potential settlement and reserve lands and over 0.5 million 
ha of lowland development projects have been located in forest judged 
unsuitable for the type of Tranmsigration developments in questj_on. 

As we have noted previously both in our let~er to Mr Clausen submitted to 
the Bank on 30 April and in subsequent correspondence, the environmental 
problems associated with Transmigrat~on are both widely recognised and 
likely to worsen. We wo~ld be grateful if you could explain how the Bank 
continues to support the Transmigration programme and yet still claim to be 
following its own environmental policy guidleines. 

Similarly, in our letter we pointed out how both Indonesian Government 
legislation and policy regarding the intended effects of Transmigration on 
the tribal peoples of Indonesia is entirely contrary to the Bank's 
published policy guidelines on Tribal Peoples and Econollic Development. The 
Indonesian Government's intention is that Transmigration should result in 
the rapid integration and assimilation of minority ethnic groups. Such a 
policy has been explicitly rejected by the Bank which has puQlicly stated 
that: 

'complete assimilation into the national society denies, then 
extinguishes, ethnic diversity ••• rapid change can separate tribal people 
from their cultural identity: a form of extinction.' 

Mr Clausen in his reply chose not to confront this contradicition. Are we 
to assume that the Bank has, in fact, abandoned its responsibility towards 
the maintenance of tribal identity and with it the Bank's 'intermediate 
policy of self-determination' which it professes to observe ? 

Xr Clausen's reply also completely failed to address our concerns regarding 
the national security aspects of the programme. The importance that the 
Indonesian Government attaches to Transmigration as a means of enhancing 
'national security' through the promotion of the practices of 'territorial 
management' and 'total peoples' defence' is something they have made no 
attempt t o disguise. ~or has the Government been any less explicit about 
the i mportance it att aches to the transmigrasi saptamarga programme, by 
which militarised settlements of retired army personnel are settled in 
sensitive areas. This policy is a direct continuation from the Dutch 
colonial da ys when the resettlement programme was more frankly known as 
kolonisatie. One of th e express aims of the Transmigration programme has 
always been and cont in ues to be the furtherance of military control over 
the civilian populat io ns of the outer islands. We would be grateful if the 
Bank co uld make clear it s position on this matter. 

I n the conc lus io n to his le tter ~r Clausen notes t hat 'economic and soc i a l 
development ent a i ls trade - offs' and that the Indonesian ' Go vernment is 
attempting to choose options which maximize economic benefits with min imum 
adverse effects'. The imp l ication that the wholesale destruction of 
tropical rainforests and t he extinction of tribal peoples are 'costs' t hat 
can be 'traded off' against the dubious benefits of 'economic development' 
is deeply disturbing to us. Such an attitude displays an apparent contempt 
for internationally recognised human rights and a reckless disregard of the 
true value of the outer islands' unique and irreplaceable natural and 
cultural wealth. 



In previous correspondence and in response to critical questioning, the 
Bank has indicated that while it recognises certain shortcomings in the 
i mplementation of the Transmigration Programme it believes that, s i nce the 
Indonesian Government is determined to go ahead with th i s programme 
regardless of whether it receives inte~national support or not, the 
interests of those affected by the programme are better served through the 
Bank's i nvolvement than if it chose to stay clear of the programme. The 
facts, however, speak otherwise. Since substantial international assistance 
began to be funnelled into the programme in 1972, the numbers of 
transmigrants moved under the scheme annually has increased seventeen-fold. 
Such a massive increase in the programme could not have been achieved 
without the equally massive foreign assistance the programme received 
during this period, not just in the form of financial loans, but in terms 
of food aid, technology, technical expertise and the development of 
regional infrastructures. 

Mr Martono, the Indonesian Minister of Transmigration, has recently made 
clear (Reuters 3 and 4 July 1986) that the Indonesian Government, faced 
with declining oil revenues and deteriorating economic prospects, is now 
proposing to halt, temporarily, the creation of new settlements, while 
concentrating on completing existing projects. According to the Minister, 
Transmigration efforts during the 1986-1987 budget period are to be limited 
to those receiving assistance from foreign Governments. Foreign fund ing, 
long integral to the programme, has now become its mainstay. 

We strongly urge t hat, under your new presidency, the Bank takes this 
opportunity to reconsider its involvement in the Transmigration programme. 
The Bank should now withold funding from the scheme until the Indonesian 
Government can of fer real guarantees that it is to. be carried out in line 
with the Bank's policy guidelines and will not lead to the destruct i on of 
the environment, the alienation of tribal peoples from their traditional 
lands and the abuse of their right to self-determination. 

As you know, our concerns regarding Transmi gration are shared by many and 
we have welcomed the Bank's initiative in making public Mr Clausen's reply 
to us. We will also be making this l etter publicl y avai lable and l ook 
fo rward to r ecei vi ng a f rank reply whi ch directly addr es ses our concerns. 

Yo ur s sincere ly 

St ephen Corry 
Di rector 
Su rv i val I nt ernational 

Lo r d Avebury 
Honor a r y Pr es ident 
Ta pol 

Edward Goldsmi th 
Editor 
The Ecologist 

Des Wilson 
Campaigns Director 
Friends of the Earth ( International) 
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President 

The World Bank 
\\'dsh1n'!ton. DC. 20431 

L's ..... 

Mr. Robin Hanbury-Tenison 
President, Survival International 
29 Craven Street 
London WC2 SNT, United Kingdom 

Dear !it'. Hanbury-Tenison: 

June 11, 1986 

I appreciate the concerns you have expressed about the World Bank's 
support . for Indonesia's transmigration program in your open letter 
published in The Ecologist, Vol. 16, No. 2/3. 

As a development institution, in business for more than 40 years, we 
believe that development assistance can only be effective if it takes 
account of the econo~ic, social, and environmental context in which growth 
takes place or is planned. The World Bank's assistance for transmigration 
in Indonesia has been guided by this experience,. 

As you know, one of the Government of Indonesia's major objectives in 
transmigration is to reduce population pressures which contribute to 
ecological damage in Java, while at the .same time creating employment 
opportunities through regional development in the less populated areas of 
the country. Some 100 million of Indonesia's population of over 165 
million live in Java, an island with only 7 percent of the country's land 
area. About 40 million Javanese belong to households with incomes below 
the poverty level (about $100 per capita/year). Some 11.5 million farm 
families live on 6 million hectares (ha) of agricultural land, an average 
of 0.5 ha per household, which is less than a subsistence size plot. 
Inequitable land distribution is not a major problem; rather it is the 
very high ratio of people to land that forces poor families to farm steep 
slopes in upland watersheds and causes soil erosion and damage to 
irrigation infrastructure -- reservoirs and canals -- on which a major 
portion of agricultural production depends. Many rural families, unable to 
find land or work, are forced to move to cities, exacerbating urban poverty 
and unemployment. 

The Government is addressing these problems on a broad front. It has 
one of the most successful voluntary family planning programs among the 
developing countries, which has helped slow the population growth rate on 
Java to 1.8 percent a year. With employment generation and poverty 
alleviation as its key development objectives, the Government has used its 
resources to improve human welfare through the promotion of large and 
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small-scale enterprise, labor-intensive development programs and the 
expansion of educational and health facilities in Java and elsewhere. Its 
voluntary transmigration program is an important means to achieving the 
employment and poverty alleviation objectives. No large resettlement 
effort in modern times has been carried out with so little communal 
tension. This is not to say that there are no problems. There have been 
difficulties. But this is to be expected in a program of this scale. 

Resettlement programs, which started in 1905, had moved about 1 
million largely landless people by 1979. Between 1979 and 1984, about 1.5 
million people were moved on the sponsored transmigration program and many 
others have moved with little or no government assistance. During the 
third Five-Year Plan period (1979-1984), sponsored transmigration created 
500,000-600,000 full-time jobs and an equal number of temporary jobs in 
site development. About 1.5 percent of Java's population was moved, and 15 
percent of the incremental labor force was absorbed under the program. The 
fact that so many people moved voluntarily to participate as pioneers, and 
the low return rate among them, attest to the economic pressures the rural 
poor feel and also to the opportunities they perceive in the outer islands. 

Virtually all transmigrants belonged to the lowest income groups 
before they moved. In the resettled areas at least half of them now have 
incomes above the poverty line. In a recent study of a representative 
sample of recently established transmigration areas, two-thirds of the 
transmigrants said their incomes have improved, 17 percent said they were 
the same, and 16 percent said they were worse. During the five-year 
development period, the numbers of families who hand over their plots to 
others is small, and at least 90 percent of the resettled families remain 
on the sites to which they moved. Thus, transmigration has been successful 
in raising incomes and increasing the assets of many settlers whose 
prospects would have been worse had they remained in the overcrowded 
islands. 

Continued efforts will be required to increase incomes and improve 
implementation in the transmigration settlements. To that effect, 
diversified farming systems need to be introduced, appropriate agricultural 
support services need to be strengthen~d, and the implementation of 
monitoring and evaluation systems needs to be further improved. Wbere the 
movement of spontaneous migrants has created environmental problems or 
where there are possible adverse effects on indigenous peoples in the outer 
islands, these problems require the Government's continuing attention. In 
recognition of these problems and due to land and financial constraints, 
the Government has recently reduced targets for sponsored settlement to 
about one-half of former levels. The Government is placing major emphasis 
on increasing settlement on tree crop schemes, which generate an income of 
about $1,500 per household a year, and on improving existing sites. 

The World Bank's assistance for transmigration, through five 
transmigration and two swamp reclamation projects, is intended to assure 
sustainable, and environmentally and socially sound resettlement. In 1981 
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resources were allocated under an ongoing loan to support improvements in 
site selection and planning methodology. Two projects, approved in 1983 
and 1985, have specifically dealt with appropriate site selection and 
evaluation. Actual settlement based upon improved planning has only 
recently been initiated; thus, few of the existing settlements have been 
based upon plans prepared after planning improvements were instituted. 

Your letter raised specific concerns with respect to the program's 
impact on forestry resources and on the people of Irian Jaya. Sponsored 
settlement in the third Five-Year Plan used less than 1 percent of the 
forested land in Sumatra, Kalimantan, and Sulawesi, and a small fraction of 
1 percent in Irian Jaya. Settlement in forests used for production or 
conservation purposes, which cover about 50 percent of the area in the 
outer islands, is prohibited. The increased emphasis being given to tree 
crops in the transmigration program will assure that in the future much of 
the forest area used for settlement will retain tree cover. Further action 
is requi red to gazette, demarcate, and protect environmentally important 
areas, and plans are underway to do this. In the early years of the third 
Five-Year Plan, rapid land clearing in receiving provinces without adequate 
planning led to some conflicts between the interests of the transmigrants 
and the local people, but the improvments in planning have helped overcome 
difficulties in this respect. 

The World Bank is also concerned about the · impact of the program on 
less-assimilated people. Under the Bank's Fifth Transmigration Project, 
anthropologists are working with site selection and evaluation teams. 
Measures have been introduced to identify the local people and their land 
needs in order that those who wish to do so can continue to pursue their 
traditional way of life. Their views on benefits and/or compensation are 
being ascertained. If they do not wish to be included in the resettlement 
area, the planning requirement calls for benefits through parallel 
development. About 20,000 families, or 5 percent of the total moved since 
1979, were moved to Irian Jaya under the sponsored transmigration program. 
Under the present Five-Year Plan (1985-89), the Bank estimates that another 
25,000 families will be moved. There are no plans to settle migrants in 
the densel y settled highlands, where the majority of the Irianese live. 

Economic and social development entails trade-offs and choices have to 
be made among various options, some of them very difficult. With World 
Bank assistance, the Government is attempting to choose the options which 
maximize economic benefits with minimum adverse effects. On balance, the 
transmigration program is benefitting a large number of poor people in 
Indonesia. It is promoting sound and sustainable development in the outer 
islands. It has problems and they are being addressed. It deserves the 
World Bank's continued support. 

cerel y , 

• W. Clausen 
President 



Open . Letter to Mr Clausen, Betirlng 
President of the World Bank, 

and Mr Conable, President Elect 

oear Mr Clausen and Mr Conable, 
we are writi.ng to you to express our grave 

concerns regarding the World Bank 's continued 
funding of the Transmigration Programme in 
Indonesia. 

The programme. which involves the mass move· 
ment of millions of landless poor from the central 
Indonesian islands of Java. Madura. Bali and 
Lombok to the less densely populatea outer islands, 
has been promoted as a humanitarian .exercise with 
the primary goal of improving living standards. The 
promotion of regional deveJopment through the pro· 
vision of the necessary lnanpower to the outer 
islands and the strengthening of national unity 
through increasing ethnic integration are also given 
as objectives of the programme. 

Yet evidence continues to accumulate that even 
the major humanitarian rationalisations for the 
programme are flawed. The widespread failure of 
Transmigration sites and the increasing numbers of 
settlers engaged in ·second round flows ' testify to 
this. (See pp 71·77). 

Tropical Rainforest Destruction and 
Transmigration 

Of particular concern to us is the impact that this 
pro1ect is having on the forests and peoples of the 
outer islands. Transmigration. as it is presently 
being carried out, is leading to the permanent and 
effectively irreversible destruct ion of vast areas of 
tropical forest. Over 3.3 million hectares of tropical 
forest will be destroyed by Trar.smigration during 
the present Five-Year Plan. In addition. the de· 
stabilised populations from unsuccessful sites are 
causing further widespread environmental damage, 
as the settlers abandon their failed sites and lay 
waste the surrounding vegetation . Moreover, as the 
recent Forest Review, carried out by three 
Indonesian Government Departments and the Inter· 
national Institute for Environment and Development, 
has emphasised. even where sites are successful, 
serious environmental problems arise. since these 
areas serve to draw less fortunate settlers to them, 
placing an unsustainable burden on the fragile 
tropical forest environment. (SH pp 77-89). 

58 

Current rates of deforestation in Indonesia have 
become a cause of global concern , estimates 
placing the overall rate of forest loss at over one 
million hectares per year. Transmigration exacts a 
major part of this terrible toll. We would draw your 
attention to the conclusion of the Forest Review 
team, where they state that: 

" Given the current objectives and operational 
procedures of the Transmigration Programme. the 
Team considers Transmigration as the single sec
toral activity with the greatest potential to ad· 
vance forest destruction-often to no construc
tive resu lt. Whether a 'success' or ·failure' by 
present standards. Transmigration. as currently 
managed can only have negative implications for 
forest resources." 
Such a conclusion makes clear that the Trans

migration Programme is entirely incompatible with 
the World Bank's own environmental policy guide· 
li nes. where the Bank states that it: 

" 9a. Endeavours to ensure that each project 
affecting renewable natural resources (e .g. as sink 
tor residue or as a resource for raw material) does 
not exceed the regenerative capacities of the 
environment : 
9b. Will not fi nance projects that cause severe or 
irreversible environmental deterioration, including 
species extinctions without mitigatory measures 
acceptable to the Bank .. . " 

Transmigration and Tribal Peoples 
Transmigration takes as its starting point the 

assumption that the outer islands are " under
populated" and ··underdeveloped " . Yet. in fact. 
these areas are the traditional homelands of a large 
number of viable and vigorous societies which have 
developed sophist icated systems of resource use 
subtly adapted to their prevailing environmental 
circumstances. Transmigration, by alienating these 
peoples from their traditional lands and forcing them 
to participate in development projects. many of 
wh ich are environmentally and economically in
acpropriate, is destroying the very basis of their 
ways of I ife. 

As you will be aware, Indonesian law. while osten· 
sibly recognising traditional (adat) land rights, com 



.--plet~ly subordinates tnue 
- rights to State interests. 

Special 1eqislat1on relating 
t Transmigration further 
:eakens these rignts. For 
example, Clause 17 of tne 
Basic Forestry Act, Clarr
f icat ion Act No 2823 of 
1967. states: 

··The rights of traditional 
law communities may 
not be allowed to stand 
in the way of the estab· 
lishment of Transmig
ration sites.· · 
The effect of these and 

other laws is to deny ttie 
land rights of tribal peoples 
practising non-sedentary 
forms of land use. 
Compensation payable 
to these people is limited to payment for the des
truction of their standing crops and buildings but not 
for toss of their hunting, gathering and fishing 
territories. Instead of respecting the rights of tribal 
peoples to their traditional lands and resources. 
government policy obliges these peoples to 
abandon their traditional ways of life. leaving them 
with no alternative but to integrate into Trans
migration settlements where they find themselves 
outnumbered by outsiders and despised for their 
" primitive" customs . In many provinces . 
Transmigration is leading tribal peoples to become a 
minority on their own lands. 

The dispossession that is an inevitable part of 
Transmigration is causing an escalation in inter
ethnic tensions. Particularly in West Papua (lrian 
Jaya), tribals. who have resisted the takeover of their 
lands. have been accused of being members of pro
scribed secessionist movements and have been sub
jected to security operat ions by the Indonesian 
armed forces. These actions are leading to a bloody 
escalation of the conflict between tribal peoples and 
the military. In West Papua. which. with a total popu
lation of 1 .2 million , has been designated to receive 
about 685.000 settlers in the next five years . tnerl! 
have been widespread reports of human rights abuse 
associated with the programme. 

One of the most worrying and evident expressions 
of the problems Transmigration is causing is the 
continuing exodus of tribal people from West Papua 
into neighbouring Paoua New Gu inea. According to 
the United Nations High Comm1ss1on for Refugees, 
there are presently 10.500 refugees in camps all 
along ttie border. including about 500 new arrivals in 
the last few months. Successive reports from those 
in direct communication with the refugees have 
noted that land alienation, resulting primarily from 
the Transmigration programme. has been a ma1or 
cause for their flight. Refugees report the bombing 
of villages. indiscriminate shooting, imprisonment. 
torture. rape. the burning of settlements and the 
killing and stealing ot livestock. 

Taken together. these facts make it abundantly 
clear that Transmigration as it is being implemented 
is directly contravening the terms of the World 
Bank's guidelinH tor the development of tribal 
areas. 

Moreover, it is clear tnat these violations of human 
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The Tr1nsm1grat1on crogramme 1nvo1ves trie rnass movement of 
mill ions of landless ooor from trie central Indonesian 1slarids of 
Java. Madura. Ball arid Lomoo1< to irie 1ess derise1y popu1a1ec:1 out 
1s1arids. 

rights are not just ttie result of ttie poor planning and 
implementation at the local level but are inherent 1n 
the legislation and policy of the programme. The 
ethnocidal intent of Transmigration was made 
abundantly clear at the special seminar on Trans
migration hosted by the Minister of Transmigration, 
Martono, on March 20 1985 where he stated: 

" On 28 October 1928. a youth congress was held 
concluding that we are one nation. the Indonesian 
nation : we have one native country, Indonesia: one 
language. the Indonesian language. By way of 
Transmigration, we will try to realise what has 
been pledged. to integrate all the ethnic grouos 
into one nation . the Indonesian nation ... The 
different ethnic groups will in the long run 
disappear because of integration .. . and there will 
be one kind of man ... " 
The Bani<. in i ts policy guidelines. has explicitly 

re1ec ted such integrat1onist policies towaras tribal 
i::eoo ies ins tead 1nsist1ng on an "i ntermediate 
policy' ' which .. all ows the retention of a large 
measure of tri bal autonomy and cultural choice " . 
This has nown ere been provided tor in the Trans
migration P~ogramme . 

Transmigration and "National Security" 
The Indones ian Government has stated that 

Transmigration is considered of great importance as 
an exercise in promoting "national security " . As 
General Murdani . the Commander. in-Chief of the 
Indonesian Arrr.ed Forces made clear in March 1985, 
Transmigration is considered to be: 

" The only programme in the economic field that 
must Quite categorically be ti ed in with aetence 
and security considerations ... The preparation of 
sites and the removal of obstacles to land avail· 
ability need to be given spec ial focus because the 
chOice of locations is re lated to :he concept of 
territorial management ... " 
In West Papua. these concerns are manifested in 

the Government ' s plans to settle a " cordon 
sanitaire" of militarised (saptamarga) settlements 
along the border. In November 1985. the Minister of 
Transmigration, Martone, announced that Trans
migration was to be given priority in border areas. 
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" . . : 1 . . . 1u1lon . t>I• and steadily growing 
. · :; of ,,,. cons1dera ·ronrTiental and human , . iew ead env• . 
' ... . .. / ,,, " 1,,.1 w1d•spr nly associated with but 
. . . . : _.1d•,,c::cuses .,. not• o resent manner of the 

9 ~'!1~':, 1 y i,,tegral :o :.,,: •. s implementation. ~· 
rransmigra110,, ,,:,,,.. l•nk c•refully reviews its 
1 tron9ly u'9• ~f supporting th• project. While this 
prHent poll~~d out. we •lso strongly urge th1t the 
is being ca~mmedl•t• steps to h•lt funding the pro. 
Sank tau;unding tor Transmigration should not be 
gram;.~· until there are guarantees that it is to be 
re~~ed out in line with the Bank's guidelines tor the 
~!vetopment of tropical forest regions .and areas in· 
nat>ited by tribal peoples. and that 1t will not lead to 
1,,9 destruction of the environment, the alienation of 
tribal peoples from their lands and the abuse of their 
right to self-determination. 

we look forward to learning hOw you plan to deal 
with this matter. 
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OFFICE ME¥0RAND1JM 
Ol\ TE October 27, 1986 

TO Mr. Arif Zulfiqar, Acting Chief, AEPA4 
']?b~o.i.. ........... 

FROM J .-P. Baudelaire, AEPA4 ------

EXTE:NSION 61008 

SUBJECT INDONESIA - Transmigration Sector Review - Clearance of the Grey 
Cover Report 

1. Before being published, the above report is already being quoted 
by the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), an international environmental 
group, and I have a major concern that after its publication, more envi
ronmental groups will be referring to it in their endeavor to demonstrate 
that the Bank is supporting an unjustifiable program from the social, 
economic and environmental point of views. To exemplify my concern, I 
would like to quote abstracts of the EDF letter, dated October 10, 1986, 
and addressed to Mr. B. Conable. 

"The Bank's own reviews of the transmigration program poses 
serious and disturbing questions about the economic and ecolo
gical soundness of its past support for this program." "The 
rates of economic return calculated by the World Bank for 
transmigration in Repelita III range from negative to about 1% in 
the upland and tidal sites that account for approximately 90% of 
Repelita III settlements." "Levels of agricultural production 
approaching the Bank's current farm models - which assume, among 
other things, unconstrained use of inputs - have only been 
observed in research conditions and never under the field 
conditions of actual transmigration sites." 

2. The EDF is referring to paragraphs and annexes of the Green Cover 
Sector Report. I reviewed Chapter III - Economic and Financial Analysis 
of Transmigration Farm Models - of this report to see which parts were 
causing the criticisms. 

3. Regarding the Bank's farm models "observed only in research 
conditions," EDF's criticism stem from para 3.15 of the Sector Report, 
which begins by unusual models based on potential yields and research 
conditions, whereas Tables 3.2 and 3.3 start with the most commonly used 
farm models. Para. 3.15 does not make any reference to the most usual 
farm models and the names of the farm models are not the same as in 
Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Thus the confusion between the models followed by 
most transmigrants and those based on pilot and research conditions. Some 
redrafting of para. 3.15 and Tables 3.2 and 3.3 is therefore necessary. 

4. Concerning the low rates of return "from negative to 1%," EDF' s 
statement gives a clear picture of the message presented in para. 3.36 of 
the Sector Report. I have stated on many occasions (see my attached memo 
of March 21, 1986) that the economic analysis of the Sector Report was not 
reflecting adequately all the benefits of the transmigration program and 
that the economic rates of return of the food crop farm models were .. 
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unjustifiably low. On this subject, I would like to reiterate some of my 
major observations. 

5. Farm models. Of the seven food crop models presented in the 
Sector Report (Tables 3.2 and 3.3), the tidal mode~ · with low input and 
severe pest problems (Model No. 5) is clearly unjustified and its negative 
economic rates of return (Table 3.4) cast a severe doubt on the potential 
development of tidal lands and on the transmigration program as a whole. 
All specialists agree that soils in tidal sites have a higher production 
potential than upland sites, and that the poor results achieved in 
Repelita III sites, was due to deficient planning and improper implementa
tion. The problems of pest and animal attacks are common not only in 
tidal sites but also in upland sites. These problems have a solution and 
corrective measures can be applied. In general, the phenomenon tends to 
decrease as more land is cleared and more transmigrants enter the sites. 
To base an economic analysis on the assumption that pest attacks will 
persist at levels observed during the 30 years of the economic analysis is 
just not realistic. I would therefore recommend to delete this model from 
the report. 

6. The other farm model presented in the Sector Report, which 
undermines the whole transmigration program because of its low ERR, from 
negative to 2% (Table 3.4), is the low input upland food crop model (Model 
No. 1). This farm model, which is said to represent most of the upland 
sites, has low rates of return in the Sector Report for the following 
reasons: 

(a) The ERR of this model (and that of others) has been 
calculated twice - first, with agricultural production 
alone, and second, with agricultural production and off_-farm 
income. This method of presentation shows that, when 
agricultural production is the only source of benefits, the 
rate of return is negative. There is no justification for 
presenting such a gloomy picture of this model because, 
first, this model has many other benefits besides agricul
tural production, and second, many transmigrants are 
practically forced to look for off-farm income because of 
the absence of local markets to absorb their surplus 
agricultural production. In addition, the introduction of a 
cash crop with marketing facilities, which should overcome 
this problem, as recommended in the Sector Report, was not 
considered in the economic analysis of this model. The 
dycotomic presentation of farm model No. 1 (and others) is 
confusing and could lead to endless arguments with 
environmental groups as to which rate of return is the 
appropriate one: the negative or the positive? The usual 
practice in Bank documents is to present only one ERR per 
farm model and to carry out a sensitivity analysis which 
could include or exclude off-farm income and other benefits 
in addition to the standard variations in yield and cost 
assumptions. I would strongly recommend that the Bank's 
standard presentation of ERR be followed for all farm models 
in the Grey Cover Sector Report. 
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(b) The yield assumptions have been underestimated in most 
models of the Sector Report and particularly in Model No. 1, 
where rice yields decrease from Year 1 to 3 and thereafter 
remain constant at 750 kg/ha throughou~- the 30 years of the 
economic analysis. This assumption is not consistent with 
the BPS and MOT surveys quoted in the Sector Report 
(Table 2.6)) where average yields for sites 2 to 3 years old 
were 788 kg/ha and 840 kg/ha respectively. The only model 
which allows for yield increase is Model No. 3 based on FAO 
recommendations. FAQ's assumption is that rice yields will 
increase from 600 kg/ha to 1,800 kg/ha over a period of 
14 years. This is a reasonable assumption when compared to 
the average upland rice yields of 1,600 kg/ha obtained in 
Sumatra according to 1984 national statistics . 

(c) The areas farmed have been limited to one hectare in several 
models studied in the Sector Report when actually, each 
transmigrant family has received two hectares or more of 
arable land. This assumption reduces considerably the 
potential growth of household income and contributes to 
spreading a bleak picture of the development of the upland 
food crop model No. 1. Even if some transmigrants are 
hampered in developing their cropped area beyond one hectare 
because of insufficient family labor, this is not a 
sufficient reason to limit the growth of the holdings during 
the 30 years of the economic analysis. It is logical to 
assume that, over this period, transmigrants will consider 
either giving some of their land to their children, or 
(i) share it with family members coming from Java, (ii) rent 
it to some spontaneous transmigrants having no land of their 
own, or (iii) sometimes sell it. None of these possibili
ties has been considered in the economic analysis of the 
upland food crop models whereas some of the tidal models 
assume the development of 1.6 ha of rice fields and all tree 
crop models assume the full development of the 2 ha 
available. 

(d) The household income has been underestimated in the Sector 
Report economic analysis .by at least 40% in model No. 1. 
The BPS survey (Table 2.9) indicates a family income, after 
five years, of Rp 75,900/month, including Rp 24,800/month 
for agriculture and Rp 51,100/month for non-agricultural 
income. In contrast, model No. 1 of the Sector Report 
(para 3.17 and Annex 3, Table 3) is based on a total house
hold income of Rp 45,000/month (Rp 540,000/year), of which 
Rp 24,200/month for agriculture and only Rp 20,800/ month 
for off-farm income. Moreover, the BPS survey reflects 
present incomes while the assumptions of the Sector Report 
reflects future incomes, obtained over the 30 years of the 
economic analysis, which are equal or smaller than the 
present BPS incomes. 

.. 
(e) The spontaneous transmigrants play an important part in the 

development of existing settlements, which has not been 
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considered in the economic analysis of the Sector Report. 
Chapter 4 and 7 of the Sector Report indicate that the 
sponsored transmigration program can attract up to 100% 
spontaneous transmigrants. The official figure for 
Repelita III is about 50% (340,000 sponsored for 170,000 
spontaneous), but population statistics show that this 
figure is underestimated. The number . of spontaneous 
transmigrants moving as a result of the sponsored program 
has important implications on the economic evaluation 
because it implies that Government investments are actually 
shared by a much larger number than the number of sponsored 
transmigrants and even greater if local people who also 
benefit from the roads and other infrastructure are 
included. Thus the total benefits cannot be limited to just 
those of the sponsored program as assumed in the Sector 
Report. 

7. Conclusion. If the economic analysis of the Sector Report is 
maintained on the present assumptions, it will give a false image of the 
economic returns of the transmigration program and will provide to the 
detractors of this program, arguments all the more damaging that they come 
from a Bank document. 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs. Cole, Chaudhri, Hewson, Sidhu (o/r), Sinha, Nyanin (AEPA4); 
Ms. Davis (AEAIN) 

JPBaudelaire:ebp(mljbl02786) 
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1965 ANO 1984,. ABOUT 19 , 090 TUN SMIGRA~T FAt ILIES, 

PRIMARILY JAVAtllSE, I/ERE SETTLED IN IRIAtl JIYA' S LESS 

DENSELY POrULAHO (2-l PfOPLE/:O. KM. l COA SIAL AREAS ; 

16,619 or THESE I/ERE SETTLED BETllEEN 1979-11 . THE DOT ' S 
OFFICIAL TARGET FOR RESETTLEMENT TO IRl~N JIYA BETWEEN 

UU·IB I S 137,808' FAMILIE~ ; HOWEVER , THEY IND IBRO ARE 
ACKNOllLEOGlllG THAT Otll y 20, 808 TO is, 800 rat IL IES I/ILL BE 

"OVEO, ABOUT 16-11 PERCENT or THE TARGET. 

7. THE PRIMARY RlASOUS CJVEN FOR THIS SLO\/COllH IN TH£ 
RATE or PROGRAM IMPLEMENTAT I ON IN IRIAN JAYI ARE REDUCED 

TRAN SMIGRATION BUDGETS AS A RE :iULT or DI CL II ING OIL 

R£VEllU£ S; UNRLALI STIC BUDGET E:TIMAIES ~ TIE CO:i TS OF 
RESE!Tl£M£N T (DOLL :; l - 4,000 / FAM I LY J COMl 'AREl TO ACTU AL 

COSTS or DOLLS 8- U , 900/ fAMll Y; LAC~ Of SUl1ABlE SIH S 
THAT HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE DOT ' S TRAllSMILRATION 

ADVl:ORY GROUP OAG-A GROUP or FOREIGN tON:; I LT ANT S UNDER 

THE CHA I RMANSH IP OF THE BRIT I SH FI RM SIR M. MAC DOii AL 0 ANO 
PARTNERS A:IA) UNDER MORE RIGORou: CRITLRIA FOR :IT[ 

SELECTION HANOAHD IV IBRO; LOLISTICAL CON :; TRAINTS (IT IS 

rHYSICALLY IMPO:SIBLE TO TRA~:PORT 137 , 009 fAMILIE:; IN 

FIVE YEARS .AT THE PRE:£NT UTE or O~E OR Tl/( HERCULES 

FLIGHT S PEA MONTH ~ITH A CAPAC I TY OF 2~ fAMILIE:i PER 

FLIGHT) THAT PWEVENT THE DOT FROM FILLING TIE SITES IT 
ALREADY HAS DEVELOPED ; THE EFFECT OF DOMESTIC AHO 

• 
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ACTION AID -ea 

INFO ~ EP-02 X·OI /005 Al MO 

INFO LOG - DD COPY-OJ EB-80 HA·89 EAP·OD OES-99 /827 II 
----------------- -3~1826 8!8173Z /66 

P 888!83Z OCl 86 

fM AM£MBAS:;Y JAKARlA 
TO SECSTATE WA SHOC PRIORITY 9368 

UNCLAS SECT ION 83 Of 86 JAKARTA 17939 

AIDAC - AID/PPC; ANE/TR : AllE/fO/ENV; AN[/ISPA 

[.0. 12J~G : NIA 
TAGS: ~GOV, PHUH, PR£l, [AID, ECOll , EAGR , SENV, SOCl, ID,US 

SUBJECT : lRA~~HIGRATIOU IN IRIAN JAVA 

INTERNATIOll AL CRITICl:H Of THE PROGRAM; THE LACK Of 
TAAIN[D PEH ~ Olltl ll IN !HE DOT ; AtlD TH[ INCREA:;ING 

DIFFICULTIE S or ACOUIR l llG N[W LANO FROM LOC AL R E~ IOfNT S. 

TH IS SLOUOO~N Wi ll NOT ALTER THE TYPE Of [fFECT S THAT THE 
TAlltJ:;MIGATIOll PROGRAM HA: HAO Ill THC PA:; T; HO~fHR , IT 

lllLL SIGN l flC AllTlY LIMIT TH[ MAGNIT UDE or THE PROGRAM ' S 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC AtlO lNVIROllMEIHAl EFFECTS OVER THE NEXT TWO 

TO THREE YEARS . 

VIABlLITY AND su:TAINABILITY 

• • TAANSMIGRANTS R[Cf IVE 2-J HA or LANO . INITIALLY THEY 
ARE PROV I OE.O II ITH A SHALL HOU :; ( AHO GARDEN ON • 2~ HA, I. • 

. MA or CLEARED LAND, AND AN ADDITIONAL . H TO I.~ HA THAT 
IS RESERVED FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT BY THE TRANSMIGRANTS. 

THEY RECEIVE TITLE TO THE LA:IO AFTER ~ YEARS WHEN 
•ESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SITES IS TRAN SFERED TO THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT. SUBSISTENCE fOOO SUPPLEMENTS ARE PROVIDED BY 

THE DOT fOR OllE YEAR, OR IN THE CA SE Of CROP FAILURE, FOR 
LONGER PERIODS. IN IRIAN JAVA, TRANSMIGRANTS RECEIVE AN 
AGRICULTURAL PACKAGE FROM THE DEPARTMENT Of AGRICULTURE'S 

LINE AGENCY FOR FOOD CROPS IWHICH IS RESPONSllLE FOR 
DEVELOPING AND SUPPLYING THE AGRICULTURAL INPUTS AND 
EXTENSION AGENTS) THAT INCLUDES SEEDS AND SEEDLINGS, A f[W 
FARM TOOLS, FERTILIZER, CREDIT AND EXTENSION TO DEVELOP 

UINFED fOOD CROPS <RrCE, SOY, PEANUTS, CORN) . IRRIGATION 
U S 1££N INTRODUCED TO AT LEAST ONE SITE (ORANSBARIJ . 
UNDER THE FOOD CROP MODEL THE ADDITIONAL LAND IS NOT 
CLEARED WHILE UNDER A COMBINED rooo AND CASH CROP MODEL, 
THIS LAND IS CLEARED ANO PLANTED IN SOME ESTATE CROP .' 
THIS COMBINED PACKAGE IS BEING INTRODUCED AT ARSO (OIL 
PALM). AND IS IE ING co1moERED FOR PRAF I (Oil PALM). 
DRANSIAR I ICOCAOl, ANO MERAUKE (RUBBER). 

I . THE SUCCESS Of TRAN SMI GRATION IS DEPENDENT UPON THE 
VIABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY or THE AGRICULTURAL PACKAGE 

ICING INTRODUCED AND ACCESS TO Orf-FARM EMPLOYMENT . THE 

AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM lPRESEIHl Y fOOO CROPS) IS DEPENDENT 

UPON SOIL FERTILITY, PROPER LANO CLEARING AllD PREPARATION , 

SUH IC IENT AND APPROPRIATE AGR I CUL TUR AL I tlPUTS, AHO ACCESS 

TO HARKETS . GEllERALLY, THE TRANSMIGRATION SITES LOCATED 

ON THE NO~TH COAST OF THE PROVINCE ~RPN S B ARI , PRAFI, AND 

TO A LESSER EXTENT AR SOI HAVE REASONA6l Y GOOD SOILS THAT 

REQUIRE CARUUL MANAGEMENT. THEIR RICE , CORN AllD PEANUT , 

YIELDS APE ADEQUATE FOR ICTH SELF SUFFICIENCY AtlD A . 

SURPLUS TO SELL IN LOCAL MARKET S. THE Y HA VE HAD A SURPLUS 

Of SOYBEAN S THAT IS 6EIN' pi;ocE SS ED IN MAllOkVAR I ANO 

SHIPPED TO J~ VA ; AllO Af;E LOC•HD CLOSE TO AN UR6 Atl CENTER , 
THERE6Y EN J OY IN~ AC CES S TO M i~ kET~ A~D or r-F ARM 

[HPLOl't1EllT , llS WELL ~S ACCE S:> 10 REASONABLY PRICED AND 

RH IAELE TRA liSPOP.aTIOH. FOR E\U THE MO:;T SIJ CCESSFUL 
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SITES AT ORAtlSBARI, IT WAS REPORTED THAT INTENSE ~ 
CULTIVATION WITH 110 FERTILIZER AIJO HRY LITHE ORGAtllC J.i 
HANURE APPL ICATIOtl HAVE LED TO A DEHRIORl1TIOH IN :iOIL 1·f' 
FERTILITY WHICH 1: RE:iUl TlllG IN FALLING YIELDS IN oRYlAll L j r: 1 
RICE, SOY AND CORN . · if?;\._ ) . 
11. IY CONT RAST , 1 HE SI TES IN THE SOUT HHN COA:iTAL ARE AS 

lllERAUKE AND TIMIKA) AND NEAR SORONG lAIM~SJ ARE SERIOUSLY rrlJ 
CON;TRAINED BY SOILS WI TH LOii FERTILITY . IMPROPER INITIAL 
LAND CLEARING PRACTICE S USING HEAVY EQUIPMENT ANO BURNlllG 

MAV[ REMOVED THE MORE F£RTILE TOP:;OllS, COMP ACT£0 THE 

aEMAINING SOILS , AND DESTROYED MUCH Of THE V~LUABLE 

STANDING llOMASS NUTRIENT SOURCE. JtlSUfflC1£NT ANO 

INAPPROPRIATE AGRICUL !URAL INPUTS, INCLUDI NG SEED:> , 
HAT IL IZER AllD PEST IC I OE S, ARE COMPOUllDED BY SEVERCL Y 
LIMITED MARKETS FOR CROP S; LIMIT[D, CO STLY AND TIME 

CONSUMING TRAN:PORTATIOH TO MARKET; PEST INf[SlATIOll 
IAIMAS SUFFERED FROM THREE SUCCES:;1vr YEAPS Of RICE CROP 

FAILURE llfORl A PE:iT RE SISTANT VARIETY COULD IE 

INTRODUCEDI ; EXTREME S IN CLIMATIC COhDITIONS AND CROP 
FAILURE THAT RE:;ULTLO IN STARVATION l:ilTE ~ NEAR M[RAUHEI; 

AND fEW OP~ORTUlllTI£: FOR Orf - FARM EMPlOYN! HT . AS A 

CON:EQUENCE Of lHE:E CON:i TRAINT :, TRAN ~MILQANTS IN THESE 
AREAS HAV[ LITTLE OR NO CA:iH INCOME ANO TlMPOR•RllY LEAVE 

THEIR PLOTS TO SEEK EMPLOYMENT IN MERAUKE, SORONG, OR 

EL SE llltER£. 

II. 110 CANNING OR OTHER PRESERVATION FACILITIES AR[ 
AVAIL ABIE FOR THE PERl:iHABLE rooo CROP~ ·ar ll:G GROllll AT THE 

SITES, LOCAL MARKETS ARE LIMITED IN THE IR ABILITY TO 

ABSORB ANY LOCAL SURPLU~. ANO !HE co:;Ts Of TRAN:iPOr.TATION 
TO OTHER MARKETS ARE HIGH . · 1T WOULD APPHR THPT THE f0.00 

CROP HODEL "AY IE SUIOUSlY llt!ITED AT "ANY. LOCATIOllS ANO 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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ACTION AI0-00 1: 

INFO ~ EP-02 x-e1 1005 A2 no 
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INFO LOG-eD COPY-81 [8-89 HA-99 E~P-SO OES-89 1827 II 
------------------351858 818123Z /66 

P IC8183Z OCT 86 
FM AMEM8ASSY JAKARTA 
TO SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 936, 

UNCLAS SECTIOll 04 OF 86 JAKARlA 11~39 

AIDAC • AID/PPC; AHEITR : AllEIPD/ENV; ANEllSPA 

(.0. 12356: NIA 
TAGS: PGDV, PHUll, PREl, [AID , ECOll, EAGR, SENV, SOCl, ID,US 
SUBJECT: TRAll:il11GRATIOH IN IRIAN JAYA 

THAT THE TRAll:MIGRATION SITE: MAY 8E SUSTAlllABLE OllLY Al A 

SU8SISTlNCE LEVEL. THE TRAN ~ Mll;RAll T: WHO HAVf 6fEN MORE 
succr:;:ruL IOllAll : BARl l ARE THO: £ I/HO HAV( OIVEH:IFIEO INTO 

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTIOll AllO CA:H CROP S INClUDlllG ClOVf:, 
l!APOK, 8ANAllAS, COFFEE, COCAO, AllD COCOllUI, OR tlOIH ARlllNG 

ACTIVITIES SUCH AS BRICK AllD TILE llAKlllG, CARPENTRY ANO 

BUILDING, OH WORKING ON ESTATE PlAIHATIONS IPRAFI AUD • 
AR50). THESE OB:ERVATION: ARE co11:1:TElll WITH THE "IBRO " S 

tCONOMIC ANALYSE:; or PA:iT PROGR•M: ON OTHER ISLANDS llHICH 
SHOW AN ECOllOMIC RATE OF RE TURii . TO AGRICULTURAL 

DEVHOPll[Nl ON FOOD CROPS ALOllE IN THE RANG! or NEGATIVE 

TO PO:ITIVE S PERCENT, BUT A RATE OF POSITIVE 4 TO 9 
PERCENT FOR AGRICULTURE COllBINED WITH OFF-FARM EMPLOYMENT. 

12. ACCORDING TO 110ST INFORMANTS, THE INITIAi YIELDS FOR 
FOOD CROPS ARE VERY GOOD WHILE DECLINING YIELDS WERE 

IEPORTEO FOR SITES THAT HAD BEEN OPENED FOR 110RE THAN 
THREE OR FOUR YEARS . THE SUSTAINABILITY or FOOD CROP 
YICLOS APPEARS TO BE LIMITED IY THE AGRICULTURAL TECHNICAL 

PACKAGES DESIGNED ANO PROVIDED IY THE DOA. 110ST Of THE 
USEARCH AND THE TECHNICAL PACKAGES FOR FOOD ANO CASH 

CllOPS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED FOR THE AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS 
- AND VOLCANIC SOILS OF JAVA. COllSEQUENTLY, TH[.Y ARE 

SUBOPTIMAL ANO OCCASIONALLY INAPPROPRIATE f OR THE 
ftARGIHAL SOILS OF THE OUTER ISLANDS. WltllE THIS IS A 

COMllON PRDBLE11 FOR ALL AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS IN lllDONESIA, 
IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT WITHOUT ADDITIONAL FUNDING TO 
DEVELOP LDCALl Y ADAPTABLE SEEDS ANO TECHNICAL PACKAGES, 
AGRICULTURAL YICLDS IN JRIAN JAVA Will REllAIN SUBOPTll1Al. 

13. THE TEAl1 RECEIVED DIFFERING REPORTS CONCERNING THE 
ECON0111C WELFARE or THE TRANSlllGAANTS. DESPITE THE 
IAROSHIPS ENCOUNTERED, THE 11AJORITV OF TRANSMIGRANTS THAT 
VE INTERVICWEO !MOST OF WltOll AP.E TYPICALLY AMONG THE 
'POOREST SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION IN JAVAI RESPOUDED THAT 
THEY ARE BETTER OFF NOii THAN BEFORE THEY MOVED, PRIMARILY 

IECAUSE THEY NOii OWN LAHO, A HOUSE AND ARE ABLE TO FEED 

THCllSELVES. NDlffTHELESS, 11APIY TRANSMIGRANTS VOICED 

C011PLAINTS ABOUT INADEQUATE AGRICULTURAL 11ATEAIALS AND 

EXTCNSION SEnlCE, SCHOOLS, HEALTH FACILITIES, AND 11ARKETS 

IN ADDITION TO HEALtH PR06LEMS INCLUDING llALARIA. IN 

ORANSBAAI, llE NOTED SIGNIFICAIH IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 

OUAL ITV Of HOUSlllG ORIGlllAlLY PRO \° I OED ; A GREATER NUMBER 

Of LIVESTOCK, CASH CROPS ANO MOTORCYCLES; AllO DIVERSIFIED 

llON·FARM BUSl~ESSES . THESE SECONDARY INDICATORS llf 

llELfARE WERE NOT NOIED AT A~IY OTHER LOCATIOll; HO\IEVER, 

110ST OF THE_SITES VISITED HAO BEEN OPEN FOR LESS THAN 

THREE YEARS . 

14 . TRANSMIGRAT.ION OfFICl~lS NOTED THAT ONLY TO~ 
PERCENT Of TRANSMIGRANTS RETURMED HOME DUR l~G THE FIRST 
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FIVE YEARS . "SOME TRAll '.; MfGRANTS MEN110No0 THH THEY EXPECT 

TO RETURN TO JAVA WHEN THEY CiN AFFORD TO PUlCHA ~ E LAllO 

THERE. 11ANY TRAtl :MIGRAHT S' ADUl T CHILDR[tl Pl ~tiNEO TO LEAVE 

I/HILE SOME HAD ALREADY LCFT, OFTEll TO FIND S;HOOLlllG OR 

BETTER JOB OPPORTUlllTIES : !IT :HOULO BE llOT:D THA! THE 

COSTS or RETURNING TO JAVA FROM IRIAN JAVA Al[ PROHIBITIVE 

FOR 110ST TRAN•MIGRAllTS llH\CH MAY AHECT THE IETURN RATE.) 

I/HILE \IE I/ERE NOT ABLE TO OBTAIN AN\' DATA SP:CIFIC TO 

IRIAN JA'rA, THE IBRO REPORTS THAT THE AVERAG : ANNUAL • 
INCOME Of TRAll'.itllGRANTS (DOLLS 636) IS LOI/ER THAN THE 

AVERAGE INCOME or fAlllL l[S IN RURAL JAVA !DO .LS 733). BUT 

CONSIDERABLY LOI/ER THAN FAMILIES IN RECEIVINj PROVINCES 

IDOLlS 998) WHERf THE COST Of C.OOD: IS HIGH . lllE 010 NOT 
LOCATE ANY D~lA ON . THE INCQME Of TRkN,MIGRANl'.i BEFORE THEY 

LCFT JAVA, IUT DOT OFFICIALS CLAIM 1RAN3MIGR,NTS' INCOME 

LEVELS ARE HIGHER NOW !HAN BEFORE THEY JOINEl THE 

PROGRAM. ) ABOUT 20 
PERCENT Of TRAN:M1GRANT F~MILIES 11Er£ AT OR lELOW 
SUB'.ilSTENCE LEVELS IN 19a5 COMPARED TO IS PE lCENT IN JAVA 

ANO 4 PERCENT IN RECEIVING PROVINCE~. EXCLUDING IRIAN JAVA. • 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS ON IHDIGENOU: PEOPLES 

·~ - THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS or THE TRANS11GPATION 
PROGRAM ON THE INOIC.EHOU'.i PEOPL ES 01 IRIAU JIYA INCLUDE 
THE INFLUX or PRlllARILY JAVP.UE:E, l~LAMIC :;E lENTARY 

fARMER5 INTO PREDOlllNr.tmY MELANESll1N, CHlll:llAN 51/IDOEN 

AGRICULTURAL AREA: ; THE ECONOMIC Dl ~ PlACEMENr or 

INDIGENOU'.i PEOPLE:; REDUCTIOll: IN Atcrss TO INOIGENOU: 

LANO HOLDING: AND NATURAL RE:OURCES; AND THR oATS TO 

TRADITIONAL IRIANESE SOCIO-ECOllOMIC PATTERll: THE TOTAL 
llUMBER OF TRAN'.illlGRANT5 EXPECTED TO BE RE:ETILED IN IRIAN 

JlYA 13!,eee-U,elle) IY THE [NO OF 1.988. lllLl REPRESENT 

• 
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ACTION Al0 · 9B 

INFO ~ £P · 8i X·ll /805 Al 110 

INFO LOG - 00 COPY-81 EB-08 HA-89 CAP·89 OES-89 /827 W 
------------------351182 8181231 /66 

r 188103Z OCT 86 

F" AM£MHASSY JAKARTA 

TO SECSTAT£ llASHDC PRIORITY 9370 

UNCLAS SECTION.IS OF 8L JAKARTA 17938 

AIDAC • AID/PPC; ANE/TR: ANE/PD/ENV; ANE/ISPA 

E.O. 12356: N/A 

TAGS : PGOV, PHUM, PREL, £AID , ECOtl, £AGR, S£NV, SOCI, 10,US 
SUBJECT : TRANSMIGRATION IN !RIAN JAVA 

APPROXIMATELY 11 · 12 PERCENT OF THE PROVINCE'S CURRENT 

POPUIATIOll Of 1.S MILLIOll PEOPLE. IN OllE I SOLATED 

SUBDl•TRICT OF MERAIJHE NEAR TH l JAGEBOB =llE S, THE CURRENT 
roPULATIDtl HAS INCREA:Eo BY 200 PERCENT OV[R LEVEL: DEFORE 

TRAN$MIGRATIOtt . APPRO Xl llAT£LY T~O · THIROS OF THlSE 3, 008 
PLUS RESIDENTS ARE INN[R ISLAtrn , 1:;LAMIC TR AN: MIGRANT S. 

IN RESPON SE TO CHARGE S or JAVANIZATIOtt AND ISIAMIZATION OF 

IRIAN JAY~ TH£ LOI AttHOUttCED THA T BCG ltttt lNG 111 19aG 
TRANSMIGRANTS Will BE RECRUIT£D FROM AMOttG THE MELANESIAN 

CHRIST I AN : Of THC EAST LES SER SUNOA:; IHITJ. THE TEAii MET 

VITH C8FAMll1£S llHO HAD RECEllTLY ARRIVED FROM NTT 
ACCOMPANIED BY NTT ' S GOVERNOR MBOI. MBOI HAS ANNOUNCED 
THAT 50,880 NTT FAMILIES HAVE VOLUNTEERED FOR 

TUNSl11GRATIOll TO !RAIN JAVA. WHILE THIS NEii £11PHASIS 
lllll REDUCE THE NUMBER Of INNER ISLAND, ISLAMIC SETTLERS, 
11 Will STILL REPRESENT A SIGNIFICANT INFLUX or OUTSIDE 

INFLUENCES llHICH Will AffECT THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES . 

·u . THE "°ST IMllEDIATE CAUSE or FRICTION BETllEEN THE 

SOVERNl1ENT ANO THC INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IS LAND TENURE AND 
SOVERNMENT ACQUISITION PRACTICES. UNDER TRADITIONAL LOCAL 
Ull IAOATI Al~ LAND IS CLAll1ED AND THERE IS NO "EMPTY " 

UNO. THE GOI, HDllEVER, RECOGNIZES ONLY LAND UNDER 
CULTIVATION AS A BASIS FOR OWNERSHIP . rROVINCIAL 

. AUTHORITIES, ON BEHALF or THE TRANSMIGRATION PROGRAM, HAVE 
OITAINEO LAND IY DONATIONS FROl1 LOCAL CLANS, BY 

. COllPEHSAT I OH TO CL AH LCADCRS AHO MEMBERS FOR ANY ACDU I RED 
LAND, OR BY THE GOI ARBITRARILY EXERCISING ITS RIGHT OF 
EMINENT DOMAIN OVER FORESTED LANDS CLA I MED ANO USED BY 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES rRACTICING SHIFTING CULTIVATION ANO 

'llUNTING. lllllLE ACCESS TO AHO USE OF THE LANO HAVE BEEN 
i>ROVIOED BY THE CLAN, THE COlltEPT OF PERMANENT TRANSFER OF 
OWNERSHIP APPEARS TO IE NEii ANO "SALES" ARE DISRUPTING 
TRADITIONAL PATTERNS Of LANO USE AND 01/NERSHIP. I/HAT 
RULES GOVERN THE RELEASE OF LAND AND HOii COMPENSATION 
SHOULD BEST IE MANAGED RE11AIN THE 110ST SERIOUS PROBLEM IN 

RELATIONS BETllEEN THE GOI AND TH£ LOCAL POPULATION ANO THE 

ftAJOR OBSTACLE TO FURTHER EXPANSION OF TRANSMIGRATION ANO 
OTHER GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS . 

17. THE EFFECT OF TRANSMIGRATION, BOTH GOVERNMENT· 
SPONSORED ANO SPONTANEOUS IPR I MAR IL Y BUG 111£ SE AHO TORAJ ANS 

FROtl SULA\IESI), ON THE IHDIGErlOU'.; PEOPLES IS POL IT I CAL AS 

VEll AS ECOtlOtllC . IRIANESE RE SENT THE "COLONIAL " ATTITUDE 

or MOST GOI OFFICIALS . IN THE rROV I NCE ANO FEEL THAT THEY 

ARE INSENSI TIVE TO THE DIFFERENT CULTURAL ANO 

SOCIO· ECOliOMIC NEEDS OF THE IND I GENOUS PEOPLES. IRIANESE 

RESENTMENT HAS NOT TRAN SL ATED , HOllEVER, INTO ll l OCSPREAD 

SUPPORT roR TH~ FREE PAPUA MO VEMENT WPM) ANO ITS POLICY 

OF ARMCO CO~lfL ICT AGAIN ST THE i kOONESIAN GOVERNMENT. THE 

OPtl ' S ACTIVITIE'S ARE LARGELY tOtl rltlED TO THE MORE 
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POPULATED HIGH LAND > 1111£R£ JH£RE IS NO HAN • MIGRATION, 

ALTHOUGH THERE HA Vf BEEN l•OLATEO AT fAC~ • ON GO I SECUR I TY 
OUTPOSTS AT AR SO, NEAR THE BORDER WITH PllG. 

II . THE 110ST S(RIOUS IMPACT.or TRAt1$M ILRATIOtl ANO OTH(R 

GOVERNl1ENT 0£V£lOP PROGRAMS IS THE THRHT IT POSES TO TH£ 

TRAD IT I OllAL IR I ANE SE SOC I O· E COllOM Y. TH( R( DUCT I ON OF 

AVAILABLE LANO RE SULTS IN OVEREXPLOITATION or TH( 

RCl1AINING LAHO lllllCH IN TURN LEAD S TO. STEADY DECLINES IN 

SOIL FERTILITY AND YIELDS. THE LD=s or LAND AllO 
OPPORTUNITY TO HARVE ST THE tlATURAL RESOURCES or THE 

FORESTS Will FORCE RAPID CHANGES IN THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

SYST£11S AND, MANY FEAR, A LO SS OF CULTURAL IDENTITY ANO 
ECONOMIC LIVELIHOOD. MOST OF THE IRIAIHSE LEADER S 11£ 

TALKED WITH DISAGR EE WITH THE IDEA or " PRESERVING " THE 

· TRADITIONAL llAY or LIFE, BUT THEY ARGUE THAT DEVELOPMENT 
"UST BE ON IRIAHES£ TERMS AND ADAPTED TO IRIANES£ DIETS 
AND FARMING PRACTICES . 

19 . THE DOT HAS ATTEMPTED TO MITIGATE THE SE ADVERSE 
EFFECTS BY INCLUDING INDIGENOUS PEOPLE S IN THE 

TRANSMIGRATION PROGRAM IPARTICIPAHT• ARl TERMED 
TRANSLOCALSI AHO PROV IDING TEMPORARY Jots DURING ROAD 

CON:TRUCllON AllO LAtlO CLEARING. ATTEMPT: TO INCLUDE 
IRIANE SE IN TRAllSMIGRATION HAVE HAD UNSATISFACTORY 

RESULTS . THE JUMP FROM SHIFTING CULTIVATION COMBINED WITH 

MUltilllG AND GATHERING TO :iEDENTARY, LABOR·INTEN:ilVE RICE 

CULTIVATION IS OlfFICULT FOR 110•T INDIGENOUS PEOPLES. 
THEY GENERALLY HAVE NO EXPfRIENCE WITH RAl:ING OR EATING 

"OST OF THE FOOD CROPS PROVIDED BY THE PROGRAM, 
AGRICULTURAL EXTEllSION I S CARRIED OUT THROUGH GROUP 
llEETINGS lllllCH IS EFFECTIVE FOR "O: T INNER ISLAND 

UANSl11GRANTS IDT IS .NOT EFFECTIVE FDR THE TRANSLOCALS, 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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ACTIOll AIO·OO 

INFO ~ EP·Si X-81 /805 A2 MO 

INFO LOG-SD COPY-81 EB·D9 HA-09 EAP·SO OES·89 /827 W 

··················351121 118124Z 166 

P 8081 SJZ OCT 86 
FM AMEMBASSY JAKARTA 

TO SECSTATE WASHOC PRIORITY 9371 

UNCLAS SECTION 86 OF 86 JAORTA 1!939 

AIDAC • AIO/PPC; AN£/TR : ANE/POIENV; ANEllSPA 

£.0. 12356: NIA 
TAGS: PGOV, PHUM, PRU, EAIO, ECON, EAGR, 5ENV, SOCl, ID,US 

SUBJECT: TRAN•MIGRATION IN IRIAll JAVA 

ANO NEARLY All OF THE TRAN:MIGRATIOll OFFICIAL: llE SPOKE 

WITH WERE CRITICAL 01 TRAll~LOCAL5 ' PERFORHAllC ( . THE 
GOVERllMfNT HOPES TO ATTRACT MORL lflDIGEdOU5 PEOPLES TO THE 

PROGRAM IN IRIAN JAVA . THEY HAV[ ~ET A GOAL or 25 PERCEllT 

TRAll5LOCAL5 AT EACH TRAHSMIGRATIOll SI H llHICH IS NOT 
LIKELY TO BE ACHIEVED . NOT OflLY ARE THERE NOT EflOUGH 

INDIGENOUS P(OPIES IN EA~H or THE TRAfl5MIGRATION AREAS· 
(WHERE PR£·TRA115MIGR~TION POPULATION DEt151TY 15 2· )/50. 

MM. ) TO FIL l THE QUOTA, BUT MOST TRA115l OCAL S ARE NOT 

WILLING TO SETTLE PCRMAllENTLY iN ONE LOCATIOll. A SEPARATE 

IUT PARALLEL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM I• NEEDED FOR THE 
INDIGENOUS PCOPLES . THl TRAll~MIGRAT ION PROGRAM, AS A 

11AJOR SOURCE OF REGIOfrnL FUNDS , CAii AflD SHOULD BE USED NOT 

ONLY TO 1111lGAT£ THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF 
TRANSMIGRATION BUT ALSO TO DEVELOP THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES. 

21. THE PRIMARY, UNAVOIDABLE, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF 

THE TRANSMIGRATION PROGRAM ARE CAUSED BY LANO CLEARING ANO 

•DAD CONSTRUCTION. IOTH •CTIVITIES HAVE REDUCED THE 
UBITAT OF THE TWELVE WIRED BIRO OF PARADISE, A PROTECTED, 
•ARE AND ENDANGERED SPECIES RESTRICTED TO A ~MALL GROUP OF 
ISLANDS. EVEN THE SMALL REDUCTIONS IN THE SIU OF THEIR 

MABITAT THAT NAVE BEEN CAUSEO ·av TRANSMIGRATION CAN 

IRREVOCABLY THREATEN THEIR EXISTENCE. THE PROGRAM ' S OTHER 
ADVERSE EFFECTS INCLUDE LOCALIZED DEFORESTATION ANO 
IEDUCTION IN BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, INCREASED SOIL EROSION, 
EllCROACHMENT ON ESTABL !SHED OR PROPOSED NATURE PRESERVES, 
ANO AL TEAED I/ATER MOVEMENT PATTERNS • . AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, 
lAND CLEARING PRACTICES I/ASTE MILLIONS OF CUBIC METERS OF 
WOOD AND RESULT IN DECREASED .SOIL FERTILITY . 
TRANSMIGRATION HAS ALREADY ALLOCATED BS,880 HA OF FORESTED 
lAND TO CURRENT TRANSMIGRANTS. IF AN ADDITIONAL 25,808 

"FAMILIES ARE SETTLED BErDRE THE END OF 1988 AS PREDICTED, 
AND THEY, Pl US EX I ST I NG TRAflSll I GRANTS, ARE ABLE TO CL EAR 

All OF THEIR ALLOCATED LANO, A TOTAL OF APPROXIMATELY 

99,199 HA OF FORESTS WOULD BE COPIVERTED . HOWEVER, THIS IS 

LESS THAN ONE PERCENT OF THE 28 . 8 MILLION HECTARES OF 

FOREST RESERVES ltl IRIAN JAVA. EVEN IF THE TARGETED 

137,898 FAMILIES WERE SETTLED, THE 300,900 HECTARES l/HICH 
llOULD IE CLEARED REPRESENT Diil Y I. 5 PERCENT OF THE 

PROVINCE ' S FORESTED LAPID . or FAR MORE CRITICAL CONCERN IS 

THE GOl ' S PLAN TO CONVERT 49 PERCENT OF !HE EXISTING 

FORESTS (OR 11.8 MILLION HA) TO AGRICULTURE usrs; 

INCLUDING ESTATE CROPS, CATTLE RAISING, PRIVATE 

AGRICULTUR~l USES, AND POSSl6LY FUTURE TRAflSMIGRATION . 

21. A SECONDARY, INDIRECT EFFECT or TAAP/~MIGRATIOfl, THE 

CLEARING OF l~NO &OJACENT TO SITES ANO RO~OS BY SETTLERS 

SEEKING MORE LAUD OR FIREWOOD, IS NOT SIGGIFICA~T IN IRIAN 

i! 
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JAVA AT THIS · TIME BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS ST LL SMALL ANO 
HAS OllLY BHN EXPANDING SINCE 1979 . IT IS •IUIT£ CLEAR 

THAT TRAtlSMIGRANT: ARE UNABLE TO CLEAR ill£ I.ANO SET ASIDE 

FOR THEii LET ALOUE ADJAC[flT AREAS . THE FUTllRE NEfO FOR 

FIAEl/000 AflO BUILDING MATERIALS, HCllEVrR , U:ILESS RESOLVED 

IY SETTING ASIDE LANO Ill SITES FOR TREE CUL 'I VAT ION, I/Ill 

IE COME A GREATER PROBL £11., AS MUCH FOR THE EllVI RONMENT AS 

FOR THE TRAllSMIGRANTS THEMSELVES . llH£Rt SI ' ES ARE 

SUCCESSFUL ANO ATTRACT SPOIHANEOUS lllGRAPITS THERE IS- A 
COMMENSURATE CLEARING OF FORESTS ADJACENT Tl) SITES AflO 

ALONG ROADS. AT PRESENT, THE GOI HOFE~ THA' 

TRANSMIGRATION SITES I/Ill ACT AS GAOi/TH CEN 'ERS FOR 

SPONTANEOUS MIGRATION. HOWEVER, IT HA~ NO l'OL ICY FOR 
COllTROLLING, ·zoNiNG,. OR ,11ANAGING THl:i !;POllTANEOU:i 

111GRATION AND ITS NEGATIVE EFFECTS, EVEN THIWGH IT IS 

CLEARLY CONCERNED. 

22. COMll[NT: IN A DETAILED MESSAGE TO FOLi 011, SPECIF re 
llECOPIMEHDATIOllS ARE MAO£ FOR llAYS IN llHICH .HE IBAO ANO 

DOT CAN MAK[ IPIPROVEM[NTS Ill THE TRANSMILRA ' ION PROGRAM. 

THE GOI ANO IBRD APE ALREADY AWARl OF THfSE PRO&LEPI~ AND 

CNVIRONM£NTAL ANO HUMAfl RIGHT: GROUPS ~NO Tll[ 

TRAH:iMIGRATIOfl AOVl~ORY GROUP AR( PRE:i:URIN1i THEM TO 
REASSESS ANO REDIRECT THE PROGRAM. IECAU:E OF lHE RECENT 

ATTENTION FOcu:;rD ON THIS PROGRAM, THI!,; IS ,, GOLDEN 

OPPORTUNITY TO CONTINUE TO PRESS IBRO ANO TllE GOI TO MAr.E 

SOME IMPORTANT ADJUSTMENTS TO THE PROGRAM. 

llOL F OVITZ 

• 
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NOTE THIS LETTER SHOULD BE HELD UNTIL THE GREY COVER TRANSMIGRATION 
SECTOR REPORT IS RELEASED TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDONESIA; IT IS 
EXPECTED TO BE RELEASE WITHIN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS 

Oct. , 1986 

Bruce M. Rich 
Senior Attorney 
Environmental Defense Fund 
1616 P Street, NW 
Washing_ton, DC 20036 

(and to the 51 other signatories of the 
letter) 

Dear Mr . Rich, . 

Thank .you for your letter of October 10, 1986 about the environmental 

impact of the transmigration program. The World Bank appreciates your 

constructive suggestions about the program. 

After the large-scale settlement under the 1979/84 Five Year Plan 

(Repelita III), the transmigration program has slowed down drastically due 

to the deteriorating economic situation facing the Government from the 

declines in oil revenues. As a resuLt..;-;he Ministry of Transmigration 

budget was reduced by about 60%, and in ~~spons~settlement targets for 
W<.A...l_~~ 

FY86/87 ~/from over 100,000 fully sponsored families to 36,000 families. 

In addition to limiting new settlement, the Government is now focusing on 

second stage development of existing sites, which includes the 

rehabilitation of roads and the establishment of treevProps. 

At th~ same time~he World Bank has recently completed a major review 
~ 

of the transmigration program and is di~s-in which the quality 

of the future program can be improve~ith the Governm~f Indone~. ~ 

the speeific-ch~nge-s-you~e~u&S~ in the t~ansmigration ~rogram on pages .,{___ 
.• 



..-- f 1 ( I i4 . .. '/,~ " 

L::ur an~ - ~~ve of your .l.etter, ~ : e agree with many of your 

ar~dressing the~e-?'iss~e~-~,ith Government. 

fv~LtL 
Through Bank-assisted projects, we have introduced.major initiatives 

I\ -J._.... ·j .. . ' • 
~- <- ' - ,'• . /!, -t'·•[ \ ;1 /. / ,_ 

to improve the environmental ~ollndness of 1site selection and evaluation,$f-

~nsm.i.gra~~~ For example, food~crop fields are restricted to land 

under 8% slope, tre~_ crop fields to land under 25% slope, protection and 

conservation forests are completely excluded, and all site selection and 

evaluation teams must include foresters and more specialized scientists as 

necessary . In addition, ·~the Bank provided assistance ' under the 
"------ -- - --

Transmigrat i on III and V projects , o have the Land Resources Development 
), 

Centre carry out systematic land resource evaluation of the outer islands. 

As a result of this exercise, the Ministry of Transmigration will be in a 

better position to demarcate"alang alang
1

grasslands suitable for 

agricultural production in the outer islands. As mentioned in your letter, 

these degraded alang-alang grassland and secondary forest areas should have 
+1,_~ ~ 

priority for development over primary forest areas where/ technically, 

socially) and economically viable . But the area actually available for 

development may be much smaller because of competing land claims. 

We agree that additional environmental initiatives are e-±ea~eeded. 
? 

Increased attention must be given to regufating/ s pontaneous migration. 

"W'herever spontaneous migrants go , they try to settle on land which does not 

have local land claims . As a result , the areas are often poorly suited to 

agriculture, often with steep slopes or in protected forests . There is an 
f'1 h---. 4~ 1~ ~ L::::: ~ 

urgent need !f~o~I-aa~p~I~o~g• .. 1m11~ to~~neottrae• (fjJllB=-g.lspontaneous migration by 

establishing a responsive system of land registration, providing credit for 

l~nd purchase, and incorporating spontaneous migration into the planning 

2 
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process. Stronger/ measures for environmental protection and conservation 

are needed. We are working with Government to deal with this wide range of 

issues on several fronts . 

Considerable work is required to assess areas of biotic importance and 

to demarcate areas for conservation. The Ministries of Population and 

Environment, Forestry) and Transmigration must decide on the most efficient 

ways of studying and gazetting important lands and determining the priority 

to be given to specific areas for protection. 

Economic and social development entails trade-offs; choices have to be 

made among various options. It is unlikel~given Indonesia's level of 

development) that areas suitable for agriculture can be maintained 

permanently under forest cover . We support the Government's efforts in the 

transmigration program as a way to generate employment and alleviate 

poverty. While this complex program has problems, we are assisting the 

Government in addressing these problems. While we do not necessarily agree 

with many of the statements made in your recent letter, we do appreciate 

the diligent work of environmental and indigenous rights groups such as 

yours in raising awareness about issues that are an important part of the 

development process. 

Sincerely, 

To be cleared with: Messrs. Cole, Nyanin (AEPA4), 

hgarrison 

Jordan (AEAIN), Mead (LEGEP), Goodland (PPDES), 
Mss. Davis, Hamilton (AEAIN), Schwartz (!PAPA) 
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SECTOR REPORT IS RELEASED TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDONESIA ; IT IS 
EXPECTED TO BE RELEASE WITHIN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS 

Oct. , 1986 

Bruce M. Rich 
Senior Attorney 
Environmental Defense Fund 
1616 P Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

Dear Mr. Rich, . 

(and to the 51 other signatories of the 
letter) 

Thank you for your letter of October 10, 1986 about the environmental 

impact of the transmigration program . The World Bank appreciates your 

constructive suggestions about the program. 

After the large-scale settlement under the 1979/84 Five Year Plan 

(Repelita III) , the transmigration program has slowed down drastically due 

to the deteriorating economic situation facing the Government from the 

declines in oil revenues. As a result , the Ministry of Transmigration 

budget was reduced by about 60%, and in response , settlement targets for 

FY86/8 7 fell from over 100 , 000 fully sponsored families to 36,000 families. 

In addition to limiting new settlement, the Government is now focusing on 

second stage development of existing sites, which includes the 

rehabilitation of roads and the establishment of tree crops . 

At the same time, the World Bank has recently completed a major review 

of the transmigration program and is discussing ways in which the quality 

of the future program can be improved with the Government of Indonesia. Of 

the specific changes you request in the transmigration program on pages 



four and f i ve of you r le tter , we agree with many of you r s ugge s ti ons . a. 

are addressing the major issues with Government. 

Through Bank- ass i sted projects , we have introduced maj or ini t iatives 

to improve the environment al soundness of s i te s election and eva luation of 

transmigration sites. For example, food crop fields are restricted to land 

under 8% slope , tree crop fields to land under 25% slope, protection and 

conservation forests are completely excluded, and all site selection and 

evaluation teams must include foresters and more specialized scientists as 

necessary. In addition, the Bank provided assistance under the 

Transmigration III and V projects to have the Land Resources Development 

Centre carry out systematic land resource evaluation of the outer islands . 

As a result of this exercise, the Ministry of Transmigration will be in a 

better position to demarcate alang alang grasslands suitable for 

agricultural production in the outer islands . As mentioned in your letter , 

these degraded alang-alang grassland and secondary forest areas should have 

priority for development over primary forest areas where technically, 

' ~'"' But the area actually available for • t:J? ti ~ 

development may be much smaller because of competing land claims~ ~ ~ ~ 
~· ,,, .. ~ye.r-\.~ 

We agree that additional environmental initiatives a r e clearly needed . ,.~ 

Increased attention must be given to regulating spontaneous migration. I 

Wherever spontaneous migrants go, they try to settle on land which does not 

socially and economically viable . 

have local land claims. As a result, the areas are often poorly suited to 

agriculture, often with steep slopes or in protec t ed forests. There is an 

urgent need for a program to encourage regulated spontaneous migration by 

establishing a responsive system of land registration, providing credit fo r 

land purchase , and incorporating spontaneous migration into the planni ng 
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process . Stror:ger measures for environmental pro::ection and conser-:,,::i o:-. 

are needed . We are working with Government to deal with this wide r ange of 

issues on several fronts. 

Considerable work is required to assess a reas of biotic importance and 

to demarcate areas for conservation. The Ministries of Population and 

Environment, Forestry and Transmigration must decide on the most efficient 

ways of studying and gazetting important lands and determining the priority 

to be given to specific areas for protection. 

Economic and social development entails trade-offs; choices have to be 

made among vari It is unlikely given Indonesia's level of ,.,, 
for agriculture can be maintained that(areas suitable 

---------------------

~~ 
~fo 
Mf~ 

We support the Government Is efforts in the Gl .,... r. 
transmigration program as a way to generate employment and alleviate 'J~ (..,~ 2.0 ') 

poverty. While this complex program has problems, we are assisting the I.; /IA-..rr:i' 4,.; 
Government in addressing these problems . While we do not necessarily agree I ~ '; 

with many of the statements made in your recent letter, we do appreciate 
~voe.._e>y 

the diligent work of environmental and indigenous r511'ts groups such as 

yours in raising awareness about issues that are an important part of the 

development process. 

Sincerely , 

To be cleared with: Messrs. Cole, Nyanin (AEPA4), 

hgarrison 

Jordan (AEAIN), Mead (LEGEP), Goodland (PPDES), 
Mss. Davis , Hamilton (AEAIN), Schwartz (IPAPA) 
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T,t1 t , WORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE M.EMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

EXTENSION: 

SUBJECT: 

November 5, 1986 

Mr. Antony P . Cole, Chie~ AEPA4 

AEPA~IY J.) ~.c'-.s£Jc' : t---
J. -P. Baudelaire, ftf 

61008 

INDONESIA - Transmigration Sector Review - Clearance of 
the Grey Cover Report 

1 . Further to my memorandum of October 27, 1986, addressed 
to Mr. A. Zulfiqar, I have reviewed the upland low input farm 
model which is the most commonly followed by transmigrants. I 
have based my calculations on two sets of assumptions: 

A. First Set of Assumptions: The calculations of the 
upland low input model are based on the under
estimated yields and incomes presented in Model 1 of 
the Sector Report. The basic revised assumptions 
are : 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

the food crop area is limited to one 
against 1.75 ha available; 

off-farm work is limited t~days 
against 358 available; ~ 

~ h(IWµnold 
the average~ income is limited to 
Rp 600,000 per year in Year 7 against 
Rp 720,000 observed in the BPS income 
(Figure l); 

hectare 

per year 

survey 

(iv) income distribution is 40% for agricultural 
production and 60% for off-farm work in Year 7 ; 
and 

(v) physical infrastructure and other MOT costs 
have been reduced by 10% to account for 
spontaneous transmigration. 

These assumptions lead to an ERR of 5% (Table 1) against 2% in the 
Sector Report. 

B. Second Set of Assumptions: The calculations of the 
upland low input model are based on more realistic 
assumptions concerning the potential agricultural 
production and the total farm income . The revised 
assumptions are in line with BPS income survey but 
still below some figures quoted in the Sector Report . 
The basic revised assumptions are: 

P-1867 
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(i) the 1.75 ha available for food crop is fully 
utilized from Year 9 onwards; 

(ii) off-farm work is limited to 190 days per year 
against 238 available; 

(iii) total average farm income is Rp 720,000 per 
year in Year 7 as observed in the revised BPS 
income survey (Figure 1); 

(iv) income distribution is 50% for agricutural 
production and 50% for off-farm income in 
Year 7; and 

(v) physical infrastructure and other MOT costs 
have been reduced by 10% to account for 
spontaneous transmigration. 

These calculations lead to an ERR of 6% (Table 2). 

2. These two sets of assumptions show that the ERR for the 
upland low input food crop model and for the program as a whole have 
been clearly underestimated in the Sector Report. 

Messrs. A. Zulfiqar (o/r); Sidhu (o/r); Sinha, Chaudhri, 
Nyanin (AEPA4) 

Ms. G. Davis (AEAIN) 

JPBaudelaire:ebp(mljbll0486) 
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1l~~c.d- ~'!~ oJl1~ ~~ ~~4"(- ~ Co_,.~t...: - \..~t ~), C~'C FAR" BUDGET: Uohnd-lo• input II h1l a:.-~ =--RICE VALUE <ECG-.J 1 Aver1gt of !1port ind E1port P1ri ty fro1 1985 on.irds -
CoHodi tiH 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 19'17 1998 I a. ~..Q ... \ 

Ritt Yitld <t/hl 0.9 0.8 o. 75 o. 75 o. 75 o. 75 0. 75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0. 75 o. 75 o. 75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Arn <h1I 0. 4 0.6 o.8 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 
Econ Pritt <Rp/tgl 184 176 16S 117 99 101 113 125 m 128 126 m 121 118 117 116 m 
Fincl Pritt (Rp/t9l 152 .., m 127 125 150 150 150 190 190 190 190 190 180 180 180 180 

Corn Yitld Ct/hil 0.7 0.6 M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
ArH (hiJ 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Econ Pritt <Rp/kgl 135 167 170 149 119 135 140 139 135 m m m 130 129 129 129 128 
Fincl Pritt IRp/t9I 120 140 150 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 140 140 140 140 

Cuuo Yi1ld <tl~•I 6 6 6 ' 6 ' 6 ' 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
ArH (hil 0.15 0.25 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 O.J 0.3 O.l 
Econ Prict <RJ/t9l 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
Fincl Priu <Rplt9l 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pt111uh Yi1ld <t/hl 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Arli (hi) 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 
EtDll Pritt <Rp/t9I 469 584 501 535 m 303 309 327 350 352 355 357 359 362 354 346 338 
Fincl Pritt CRp/t9I 400 400 430 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 

E1ht1 Yitld (!/bl 
Aru (h1I 
Econ Prlc1 (Rp/tgl 
Fincl Priu (Rp/t9l 

'h!91h•lt1/Frui t ( '000 Rpl 50 60 75 75 75 90 90 100 100 100 100 100 120 120 120 120 120 
Li v11toct (' 000 Rpl 12 18 24 30 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 llo llo 36 36 llo 36 

Costs of Pro4uctl11 
Pl111ti19 hhri1I 1'000 Rpl 9.2 13.J 18.t 20.4 20.4 20. 4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20.4 20. 4 20.4 20.4 20.4 
IFH Ctl <first 3 YINS Jravldltl frH •Y &Oil 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
Ecanaai c Cost-Rp/tg 250 223 269 266 195 213 238 266 295 291 287 284 280 276 277 278 279 
Fin111ciil Cost-Rp/t9 'l'I 96 104 95 120 130 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 200 200 200 200 

TSP ltl <first J yun pravUIHI frn by 6011 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
EtDAOliC cast-R,1t1 240 238 m 222 225 222 235 240 247 250 254 257 260 2114 264 264 264 
Fin1nciil Cott-Rp/t9 99 96 104 95 120 130 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 200 200 200 200 

KC! ltl 0 0 0 
Econo1ic Cott-Rp/tg 176 169 180 184 181 181 181 181 190 190 190 190 190 196 1" m 196 
Fin111cill Cost-Rp/t9 'l'I 96 104 95 90 120 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 200 200 200 200 

Puticldt lt9l 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
EtDllOliC cast-1 ' 000 RJ/tgl 7 7 7 1 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Fin1nciil Cott-I '000 Rp/t9I t.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3 3 3 J 5 5 5 5 

KiKlrih lt9l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ec0101ic cast-< ·ooo 11p1t91 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0. 17 
Fin111cill Cott-I '000 Rp/t9l 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0. 17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

Hi rtd l1•or ld1y1l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 I . 0 
Toht L.aor ~uirlHI ld1y1l 200 200 180 110 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 
Fin1nciil Cast-('000 R,ld1yl t.20 1.20 1.20 t.20 1.20 1.22 t.23 1.26 t.29 t . 34 1.39 1.44 t. 49 1.54 t.59 t.65 t.72 

Dth1r ('000 Rpl 45 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Prod1eti11 <ti 
Rici 0.400 0.540 0.640 0. 750 0.750 o. 750 0.750 0.750 o. 750 o. 750 o. 750 o. 750 o. 750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 
Corn 0.070 0.090 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 
C.SHYI 0.900 1.500 1.800 1. 800 1.800 t.800 1.800 1.800 t.800 I.BOO 1.800 1.800 t.800 1.800 I.BOO t.800 I.BOO 
Pt1nll1 0.013 0.015 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 
Estill Crop 

Econ01ic V1lu1 of Fltld Crops < ·ooo Rpl 106 147 167 148 127 130 139 148 153 151 149 147 145 143 142 141 140 
Fln1nci1I V1lu1 af Fi1ld CroJI ('000 Rpl 91 128 155 151 150 169 169 169 199 199 199 199 199 192 192 192 192 

Gron Fu1 hcOlt ( '000 Rpl 0 . 
·-·,01ic 168 225 266 253 238 256 265 284 28'1 (~?' 285 283 JOI 299 298 297 296 __ _ i-\ 



Totil Production Costs ( '000 Rpl 
Eun01it, Including lnco11 Fortgont, JiYi 340 141 310 281 m 282 286 294 101 110 318 327 m 346 357 368 179 

' Fine! Hirtd libor 77 81 47 lb l8 39 40 40 40 43 43 43 43 51 51 51 51 

A6RICULTLIRE ALONE 
lllt Econ01ic Fifi lncoae ( ·ooo Rpl ltxcludH 

KDllOlit Yi!UI of 601 11p11diturtsl -172 -116 -44 -29 -41 -27 -21 -9 -12 -23 -33 -44 -35 -47 -59 -71 -83 
lilt Return to 
Houilllol d I '000 Rp I 96 144 228 220 223 m 254 264 294 291 291 291 ltl 297 297 297 297 

A6RICIJl.TlllE AND OFF FAR" llORk 
Off Fifi lncDlf: Finillltiil IRp '0001 173 189 229 247 292 314 344 374 411 m 449 464 481 491 m 536 555 
Off Fifi lacOlf: Econoaic IRp ' 0001 156 170 206 222 259 279 300 128 357 376 390 403 417 4l2 448 4'4 412 

lllt EtDnDlit Houilllold lltDll (lljl '0001 -16 55 1112 193 218 253 279 319 m 354 356 359 382 315 389 3t4 3ft 
•t htura to llHHhold IR• '0001 2" 33l m 4'7 515 570 598 639 705 725 740 756 792 795 114 l3l 152 

I 

OTHER lllT DEVEUJPll[J(J COSTS PER 0: 
S.H 425 2004 1491 10 10 9 9 
flan RHDtl 531 2505 1864 12 12 II II 
Ytry RHOtl 1138 3006 2247 15 15 13 ll 

ECllllllUC llET IEllEFIT STREAI!, Al!lllCll.TURAL PllODOCTilll 
S.H -425 -2004 -1491 -181 -125 -53 -38 -41 -21 -21 -9 -12 -23 -33 -44 -15 -47 -59 -71 -83 
~t RHDtt - 531 -~ -1864 -184 -128 -56 -40 -41 -27 -21 -9 -12 -21 -13 -44 -35 -47 -59 -7i -13 
Ytry RHDtt -631 -3006 -2247 -116 -130 -511 -42 -41 -27 -21 -9 -12 -23 -33 -44 -lS -47 -59 -11 -13 

IRR AllD •v AT 101 IRR 111"1 
S.H -4821 -3613 
~fl RHDtt -4821 -4410 
Ytry RHOtt -4801 -5214 

ECDmllC llET IEllEFIT STREAI!, AElllCll.TURAl. PllODOCTllll A11D 11FF FMll 1111tk 
S.111 -425 -2004 -1491 -26 45 153 184 218 253 279 319 m 354 356 159 382 315 389 394 399 
~t RHDtt -531 -2505 -1164 -21 42 150 181 218 253 279 319 m m 356 359 382 ll:i 389 394 399 
V.ry 1Not1 -1138 -3006 -2247 -31 40 148 179 218 25l 279 319 345 354 356 359 ll2 315 .. J94 l" 
IRR Aid •V AT 101 IRR 111"1 
S.u 51 -1435 
~t RHDtt 41 -2232 
Y1ry 1Not1 n -3036 

Tohl Faily lillor 
Supply !Diyil 150 364 379 394 409 426 443 4'1 479 498 511 518 :118 511 511 511 511 
Pot111tiil Off Fin ItcDll: Fin.nci•I 375 l75 375 175 180 384 195 405 419 m 449 4'4 481 491 517 536 555 
Pat11ti1l Off Fifi ItcDlll Ec111aeic 337 337 ll7 337 m 341 m 3:15 364 176 190 403 417 432 ... 4'4 412 

Sub5ilihnet lncDll i1 Jin, Fin11ci1l 270 270 270 270 270 274 277 284 291 302 112 m 334 346 l59 372 316 
Su~1i1t11et Inc1111 i1 Jn1, Et1111D1ic 222 222 222 222 222 225 228 234 240 248 257 266 276 215 296 307 111 

A11uaptiD111i illout '" Cil!lili &DY: 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.11 1.11 2.81 2.51 l.51 3.51 l.51 3.51 3.51 3.71 3.71 1.n 
IDEii 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.05 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.20 1.24 1.21 l.ll 1.31 1.41 

Tot•I lillor .vii I for Dff fu1 llOl'k: 150 164 199 214 249 26' 283 301 319 138 358 358 3511 3511 3511 J5I 3511 
Diyli nq•ire• for aff fu1 10rt 1111111t1 ta ~' 325 
Dff fir• iacD11 1 1CD1111ic1 156 170 206 222 259 279 300 328 357 176 190 401 417 412 448 4'4 482 
Dff fll'I ilCDll1 fiHICill 173 ltt 22' 247 292 114 344 174 411 414 449 4'4 411 491 517 536 555 



• 

FAR" BUDGET: Upland-loN input 12 ha ) 
RICE VALUE IECONl: Average of 11port and Export P.m t y fro• 1985 onurds 

Co11od1 ties 1979 

Rice Yield lt/hal 
Area lhal 
Econ Price IRp/kgl 
F1ncl Price IRp/kgl 

Corn Yield lt/hal 
Area lhal 
Econ Price IRp/kgl 
Fincl Price IRp/kgl 

Cassava Yield lt/hal 
Area lhal 
Econ Price IRp/kgl 
Fincl Price IRp/kgl 

Peanuts Yield (t/hal 
Area lhal 
Econ Price IRp/kgl 
Fincl Price IRp/kgl 

Estate Yield lt/hal 
Area Iha) 
Econ Price IRp /kgl 
Fincl Price IRp/kgl 

Vegetables/Fruit 1'000 Rpl 
Livestock 1' 000 Rpl 

Costs of Production 
Pl anting "aterial 1'000 Rpl 

1980 1981 

Urea ltl (fi rst J years provided frte by SOil 
Econo1i c Cost-Rp/kg 
Financtil~ Cost-Rp/kg 

TSP ltl !first 3 yurs provided frte by EDll 
Econo1i c Cost-Rp/kg 
Financial Co5t -Rp/kg 

kCI ltl 
Econo1i c Cost-Rp/kg 
Financi ill Cost-Rp/kg 

Pesticide lkgl 
Econo1ic Cost-I ' 000 Rp/kgl 
Finmiill Cost - l ' 000 Rp/kgl 

kiesef"i tr lkgl 
Econo1ic Cost-1'000 Rp/kgl 
Finilnciill Cost - l ' 000 Rp/kgl 

Hi red Labor ldilysl 
Total Lilbor Required ldaysl 
Financiill Cost-1'000 Rp/diiyl 

Other ( ' 000 Rp l 

Product i on Ill 
Rice 
Carn 
CasSilVil 
Peanuts 
Eihle Crop 

Econa.ic Value of Fitld Crops 1' 000 Rpl 
Financial Yalut of Field Craps 1' 000 Rpl 

Gross Far1 lnca.e ( ' 000 Rpl 
Econ1>11ic 
Financial 

1982 

0.4 
184 
152 
0. 7 

0.08 
1l5 
120 

8 
0.12 

19 
19 

0.35 
0.032 

469 
400 

50 
12 

9.2 
0. I 
250 

99 
0.1 
240 
99 

176 
99 
2 
7 

1.5 
0 

0, 17 
o. 17 

96 
I. 20 

45 

1983 

o. 9 
0. b 
176 
149 
0.6 

0.12 
167 
140 

8 
0.18 

19 
19 

0.3 
0.048 

584 
400 

60 
18 

13. J 
0. I 
223 

96 
0. I 
238 
96 

0 
169 
96 
2 
7 

I. 5 
0 

0.17 
0.17 

0 
128 

1.20 
45 

1984 

0.8 
0. 8 
165 
152 
0.5 

0.16 
170 
150 

o. 24 
19 
19 

0. 25 
0.064 

501 
430 

75 
24 

18.1 
0.1 
269 
104 
0.1 
237 
104 

0 
180 
104 

2 
7 

1.5 

0. 17 
0.17 

0 
160 

I. 20 
5 

0. 400 o. 540 o. 640 
0.056 0.072 0.080 
0. 960 1.440 l.680 
0.011 0.014 0.016 

105 143 159 
90 124 148 

167 
152 

221 
202 

258 
247 

1985 

0.8 
I 

117 
127 
0.5 
0.2 
149 
130 

7 
O.J 

19 
19 

0.25 
0.08 
535 
450 

75 
JO 

1986 

0. 8 
1.2 
98 

125 
0.5 

0.24 
118 
130 

7 
0. 36 

19 
19 

0. 25 
0.096 

398 
450 

75 
36 

20.4 20.4 
0. 04 o. 048 
266 212 

95 120 
0.04 0.048 

222 236 
95 120 

184 181 
95 90 

I. 2 1.6 
7 7 

1.5 1.5 
0 0 

0.17 0.17 
0.17 0. 17 

0 0 
192 224 

1. 20 1. 20 
5 5 

0. 800 
0. 100 
2. 100 
0. 020 

159 
164 

264 
269 

o. 960 
0.120 
2.520 
0.024 

166 
194 

277 
305 

1987 

o.8 
1. 4 
83 

150 
0.5 

0.28 
98 

130 
7 

0.42 
19 
19 

0.25 
0.112 

350 
450 

90 
36 

20 . 4 
0.056 

m 
130 

0.056 
236 
130 

181 
120 

2 
7 

1.5 
0 

0.17 
0.17 

0 
240 

1.22 
5 

1.120 
o. 140 
2. 940 
0. 028 

172 
255 

298 
381 

YEAR 

1988 

0.8 
1.5 
119 
15-0 
O.t. 
O.J 
113 
130 

8 
0.45 

19 
19 

0.3 
0.12 
362 
450 

90 
36 

20.4 
0. 06 

259 
150 

0. 06 
238 
150 

181 
150 
2.4 

7 
1.5 

0 
0.17 
0. 17 

0 
256 

1. 23 
5 

1.200 
0.180 
l.600 
0.036 

245 
288 

371 
414 

1989 

0. 85 
I. 6 
155 
150 
0.6 

0.32 
128 
130 

8 
0.48 

19 
19 

u 
0.128 

374 
450 

100 
36 

20. 4 
0.064 

275 
150 

0.064 
239 
150 

181 
150 
2.8 

7 
1.5 

0.17 
0. 17 

0 
280 

1.26 
5 

1.360 
0.192 
3.840 
0.038 

323 
319 

459 
m 

1990 

0.85 
1. 75 

192 
190 
0.6 

0.35 
144 
130 

8 
0.525 

19 
19 

0.3 
0.14 

387 
450 

100 
36 

20.4 
0.07 
295 
15-0 

0.07 
241 
150 

190 
150 

3 

1.5 
0 

0. 17 
0.17 

0 
280 

1. 29 
5 

1.488 
0.210 
4.200 
0.042 

412 
409 

548 
m 

1991 

0.85 
I. 75 
189 
190 
0. 6 

0.35 
m 
130 

8 
0.525 

19 
19 

0.3 
0.14 

385 
450 

100 
36 

20.4 
0.07 

2'18 
150 

0.07 
244 
150 

190 
150 
3.2 

0 
0.17 
0.17 

0 
280 

1.34 
5 

I. 488 
0.210 
4.200 
0.042 

407 
409 

543 
545 

1992 

0.85 
1. 75 

186 
190 
0.6 

0.35 
143 
130 

8 
0.525 

19 

1? 
0.3 

0.14 
382 
450 

100 
36 

20.4 
0. 07 
302 
150 

0.07 
247 
150 

190 
150 
3. 5 

7 
3 
0 

0.17 
0.17 

0 
280 

1.39 
5 

1.488 
0.210 
4.200 
0.042 

403 
409 

539 
545 

1993 

0.85 
1. 75 
183 
190 
0.6 

0.35 
142 
130 

8 
o. 525 

19 
19 

0.35 
0.14 
380 
450 

100 
36 

20 . 4 
0.07 

305 
150 

0.07 
250 
150 

190 
150 
3.5 

7 
3 

0.17 
o. 17 

0 
280 

1.44 
5 

1. 488 
0. 210 
4.200 
0.049 

400 
412 

536 
548 

1994 

o. 9 
1. 75 

180 
190 
0. 7 

0.35 
142 
130 

9 
0.525 

19 
19 

0.35 
0.14 
378 
450 

120 
l6 

20.4 
0.07 
308 
150 

0.01 
253 
150 

190 
150 
3.5 

7 
3 
0 

o. 17 
0.17 

0 
280 

1.49 
5 

1.575 
o.m 
4. 725 
0.049 

427 
m 

583 
599 

1995 

o. 9 
I. 75 
178 
180 
0. 7 

0.35 
141 
140 

9 
0.525 

19 
19 

0.35 
0.14 
375 
450 

120 
l6 

20.4 
0.07 
lll 
200 

0.07 
256 
200 

m 
200 
3.5 

7 
5 
0 

0.17 
0.17 

0 
280 

1.54 
5 

1996 

0.9 
1.75 
178 
180 
o. 7 

0. 35 
141 
140 

9 
0.525. 

19 
19 

O. l5 
0. 14 
J75 
450 

120 
l6 

20.4 
0.07 
lll 
200 

0.07 
256 
200 

196 
200 
3.5 

7 
5 
0 

0.17 
0.17 

0 
280 

1.59 
5 

1997 

0. 9 
I. 75 
178 
180 
0. 7 

0.35 
141 
140 

9 
0.525 

19 
19 

0.35 
0.14 
375 
450 

120 
36 

1998 

0.9 
1. 75 

I 178 
180 
0. 7 

0.35 
141 
140 

9 
0.525 

19 
19 

0.35 
0.14 
J75 
450 

120 
36 

20.4 20.4 
0.07 0.07 

311 lll 
200 200 

0.07 0.07 
256 256 
200 200 

196 196 
200 200 
3.5 3.5 

7 
5 5 
0 . 0 

0.17 0.17 
0.17 0.17 

0 0 
280 280 

1.65 I. 72 
5 5 

1.575 1.575 1.575 1.575 
o.m 
4. 725 
0.049 

o.m o.m 0.245 
4. 725 4. 725 4. 725 
0.049 0.049 0.049 

423 m 423 
430 430 430 

579 
586 

579 
51111 

579 
586 

m 
430 

579 
586 



iolal Product i on Costs iRp ' 0001 
Econo11c, Includ i ng lnco1e Foregone, Java 
Fine!, Hired Labor 

AGRICULTURE ALONE 
Net Econo1ic Far• lnco1e I ' 000 Rpl (excludes 

econo1ic value of 601 expendi lures I 
Net Return to 
Household I ' 000 Rp I 

AGRICULTURE AND Off FAR" INmE 
Off Farm Labor: Financial IRp ' 0001 
Off Far• Labor: Econo11c IRp ' 0001 
Other lnco1e: Financial IRp ' 0001 
Other lnco1e: Econo1ic IRp ' 0001 

Net Econo1ic Household lnco1e IRp ' 0001 
Net Return to Household IRp ' 0001 

OTHER "OT DEVELOP"ENT COSTS PER kK 
Base 425 2004 
l'lore Re1ote 5ll 2505 
Ver v Re1ot e 1>38 3006 

1491 
1864 
2247 

ECONO,.JC NET BENEFIT STREA~, AERICULTURAL PRODUCTION 

340 
17 

- tll 

95 

220 
200 
120 
108 

135 
m 

10 
12 
15 

Base -425 - 2004 - 1491 -183 
"ore Remote -531 -2505 -1864 -185 
Very Re1ole -638 -3006 -2247 -188 

IRR AND NPV AT 101 
Base 
llore Re1ot e 
Very Re1ote 

IRR NPV 
-bl -3034 
- 81 -3830 
- 91 -4635 

341 
81 

-120 

140 

220 
200 
120 
108 

188 
480 

10 
12 
15 

-130 
-132 
-135 

310 
47 

-52 

221 

220 
200 
120 
108 

256 
5bl 

11 
13 

-bl 
-63 
-66 

ECONOl1JC NET BENEFJT STREA~, AERJCULTURAL PRODUCTION AND DFF FARft JNCO"E 
Base -425 -2004 -1491 125 178 247 
l'lore Ae1ote -531 -2505 -1864 123 l7b 245 
Very Ae1ote -638 - 3006 -2247 120 l7l 242 

lRR AND NPV AT 101 IRR 
Base 
llore Re1ote 
Very Re1ote 

Toti I Fili l y Labor 

NPV 
1>1 -1041 
41 - l8l8 
21 -2642 

Supply !Daysi 350 
Potential labor lncoae: Financial 220 
Potenliil libor lncou: Econo1ic 200 . 

Subsistence lnco1e in Jna, Financiil 270 
Subsistence lnco11 in Jiva, Econ01ic 222 

Assu11pti ons about per Cipi ta SOY: 0.01 
UDEI: 1.00 

Tohl l ibor avail for off far1 Mork: 254 
Days required for off far1 Mork auu1ed to bt 190 
I abor i nco1e, econo1i c: 200 
labor inco1e, financial 220 

364 379 
220 220 
200 200 

270 270 
222 222 

0.01 0.01 
1.00 I. 00 

m 219 

200 200 
220 220 

271> 
35 

-12 

234 

220 
200 
120 
108 

291> 
581 

9 
11 
13 

-21 
-23 
-25 

287 
285 
283 

394 
220 
200 

270 
222 

0.01 
1.00 

202 

200 
220 

281 
l9 

-4 

266 

215 
195 
120 
108 

299 
612 

70 
70 
70 

-74 
- 74 
-74 

229 
229 
229 

409 
220 
200 

270 
222 

0.01 
I. 00 

185 

195 
215 

292 
43 

338 

218 
198 
122 
109 

314 
692 

70 
70 
70 

-63 
-1>3 
-63 

244 
244 
244 

m 
223 
203 

274 
225 

1.31 
1.01 

IBb 

198 
218 

300 
47 

71 

31>7 

222 
201 
123 
111 

383 
729 

35 
35 
35 

36 
36 
31> 

348 
348 
348 

443 
225 
205 

277 
228 

1.11 
I. 02 

187 

201 
222 

312 
49 

147 

406 

220 
200 
126 
114 

460 
772 

35 
35 
35 

112 
112 
112 

425 
425 
425 

461 
232 
211 

284 
234 

2.81 
1.05 

181 

200 
220 

324 
51 

224 

m 
216 
129 
117 

556 
882 

52 
52 
52 

172 
172 
172 

504 
504 
504 

479 
m 
216 

291 
240 

2.51 
I.OB 

19'1 

m 
m 

334 
51> 

209 

489 

m 
223 
m 
121 

553 
889 

209 
209 
209 

553 
553 
553 

498 
246 
223 

302 
241 

3.51 
1.12 

218 

223 
246 

m 
57 

193 

488 

254 
231 
139 
125 

549 
9d2 

193 
193 
193 

549 
549 
549 

518 
m 
231 

312 
257 

3.51 
1.16 

238 

231 
254 

355 
57 

182 

491 

263 
239 
144 
129 

550 
919 

182 
182 
182 

550 
550 
550 

518 
263 
239 

m 
266 

3.51 
1.20 

238 

239 
263 

365 
57 

218 

542 

272 
248 
149 
m 

59'1 
'84 

218 
218 
218 

59'1 
59'1 
59'1 

518 
272 
241 

334 
m 

3.51 
1.24 

238 

241 
272 

375 
71 

204 

515 

282 
m 
154 
138 

599 
978 

204 
204 . 
204 

599 
59'1 
599 

518 
282 
m 

3U 
285 

3.51 
1.28 

238 

m 
282 

385 
71 

515 

292 
266 
159 
144 

603 
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11~E WORLD BANK I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: November 14, 1986 

TO: Messrs. Adi Davar (AEPDR) 

FROM: Antony P. Cole (Chief, AEPA4) ft<--

EXTENSION: 61001 

SUBJECT: INDONESIA - Transmigration Sector Review - Clearance of the Draft 
Grey Cover Report 

1. Please find attached the Transmigration Sector Review 
(TSR) for onward transmission to the Vice-President. For your 
information, I list below the follow-up taken as a result of 
Mr. J. P. Baudelaire's memos of October 27 and November 5, 1986, and 
the reasons for not taking full account of Mr. Baudelaire's comments 
in a few cases. 

2. The points revised in the draft Grey Cover TSR Report are 
the following: 

A. Description of Farm Models 

Paras. 3.14 and 3.15 and Tables 3.2 and 3.3 have been 
redrafted and reorganized to avoid the previous confusion. 
The description of upland models in paras. 3.18 to 3.23 
and of tidal land models in paras. 3.29 to 3.32 have been 
readjusted. 

B. Economic Rates of Return (ERR) 

All ERR of upland and tidal land farm models have 
been recalculated and the presentation in Table 3 . 4 has 
been modified by adding a column to indicate the ERR with 
spontaneous transmigrants and local people taken into 
account. Three ERR are now presented in this table 
instead of two in the previous draft. Para. 3.36 
concerning the ERR for Repelita III has also been 
readjusted to reflec~ the new figures. 

C. Yield Assumptions 

Yield assumptions have been readjusted in the 
model with improved food crops. Para. 3.32, Table 
Annex 3, Table 11, have been changed accordingly. 
result, the ERR for this model increased from 3 to 

D. Household Income 

tidal 
3.4 and 
As a 
5%. 

The household income of the tidal model with improved 
food crops has been increased from Rp 794,000 per year to 
Rp 930,000 per year as a result of the yield increase 
indicated in (C) above. All other household incomes have 
been maintained as they were in the previous draft. 
However, a footnote to Table 3.4 states that if off-farm 
employment was not limited in the upland model with low 

P-1867 
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input, the household income would increase to Rp 725,000 
and the ERR would be 5%. 

E. Spontaneous Transmigrants 

Para. 3.05 has been modified to state that "since the 
benefits of spontaneous transmigrants cannot be quanti
fied, investment cost which benefit local people and 
spontaneous transmigrants have been excluded in the 
economic analysis." As a result, the investment costs of 
all upland and tidal land models have been reduced by 10% 
and rates of return have been recalculated. Footnotes 
have been put at the bottom of Annex 3, Tables 3 to 11, to 
indicate that the calculations presented do not include 
the 10% decrease in investment costs. 

F. Reference to Past SAR 

Para. 3.15 has been redrafted to avoid giving the 
impression that the TSR is criticizing yield assumptions 
in past SAR. Yield assumption used in past Bank 
transmigration projects are in fact quite in line with the 
TSR given the input levels assumed. This is particularly 
true after the revision of yields in the tidal model with 
improved food crops. 

The points which have not been revised completely in the 
draft Grey Cover TSR Report are the following: 

A. Tidal Land Model with Severe Pest Attacks 

This model is retained though its deletion had been 
recommended by Mr. Baudelaire. He had noted para. 3.29 
and Table 3.2 state that observed problems are due to 
design problems which can be addressed, that measures can 
be introduced to control these problems, and that yields 
are expected to improve if further investments are made. 
This model represents an interim situation and is retained 
to dramatize the need for improvement rather than 
considered the likely model for the future on which to 
base rates of return. 

Upland Model with Low Input 

Mr. Baudelaire expressed concern that the economic 
analysis of this model is based on a household income of 
Rp 537,000 per year in year 10, when actually, the BPS 
survey indicates in Table 2.3 and Para. 2.07 an equivalent 
average income after deduction of transfer payments of 
Rp 620,000 per year (Rp 720,000 per year in the table), 
and in Table 2.9 an income for upland sites in year 5 of 
Rp 775,000 per year (Rp 910,800 per year in the table). 
Models giving these higher incomes would have rates of 
return about 1 to 2% higher than those of the base model 
in the report. 
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However, I decided to retain the lower income model 
to present a cautious position because of an expectation 
that off~farm income that comprises about two-thirds of 
total income will fall following full site development as 
seems to be indicated in Table 2.10 ; but I have included a 
caveat in the text indicating that returns would be higher 
in the event off-farm labor opportunities grow in relation 
to family size. 

C. Repelita III Economic Return 

Mr. Baudelaire feels that para. 3.36 needs to be 
modified to state that the economic analysis is based on a 
static image of Repelita III transmigration settlements if 
no further investments or improvements are made and that 
it does not take into account the social and other 
regional development benefits. If these benefits are 
considered, it is likely that the ERR would be around the 
opportunity cost of capital. Further, if the 
recommendations of the Sector Review concerning second
stage development and improvements in the program as a 
whole were followed by the Ministry of Transmigration, the 
resulting ERR would be above the opportunity cost of 
capital. These views should also be reflected in the 
Executive Summary . 

I have decided not to change paragraph 3.36 and the 
Executive Summary to retain the essential message that 
action needs to be undertaken to improve program design 
and implementation and avoid speculation about future 
gains. The potential for second development is covered in 
para . 3.19 . 

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Karcher (AEPDR) 

cc: Mss. A. Hamilton, G. Davis (AEAIN) 
Messrs . D. Jordan (AEAIN) ; J.-P . Baudelaire, 0. Nyanin (AEPA4 ) 

APCole/JPBaudelaire:ebp/yw 



THE WORLD BANK 1 INTf RNA TIONAL FINANCE CORPORA i lON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
OA rf November 19, 1986 

ro Mr. Adi 1l4var, AEPDR 
THROUGH~ Mr. M. Katcher, AEPDR 

FROM Antony p:. !Cole, AEPA4 /I{ 

f:X T~ NSION 

SUBJECT 

61001 

INDONESIA - Transmigration Sector Report 

1. I attach a draft transmittal letter for your comments. 
This has been cleared by Programs and Projects staff at Headquarters 
and has inputs from RSI. 

2. You may wish to obtain Mr. Yenal's conunents before we pass 
it over to RSI for signature. 

Attachment: 

APCole:ms 



Model 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

INDONESIA 

TRANSMIGRATION SECTOR REVIEW 

Some Sensitivity Analysis of Economic Rate 
of Returns (ERR) of Farm Models 

ERR /a 
Title Base 

Case .f!?_ 
Adjusted 

1 /c 2 .Li_ 

Upland Low Input 1.8 2.5 1.1 

Diversified Market Access 4.8 5.5 4.0 

Upland Sustained Input 8.4 9.3 7.5 

Low Input with Cow 4.9 5.6 4.2 

High Input Labor Intensive j_J_ Neg. Neg. Neg. 

Upland High Input with Cattle 9.8 10.5 9.0 

Low Input with Severe 
Pest Problems -2.3 -1.6 

Low Input with Reasonable 
Pest Control 3.1 3.9 

Improved 2.6 3.3 

/a Including both agricultural and offJfarm incomes. 
7b As presented in Green Cover Report annexes. 
/Z Investment (development) costs reduced by 10% for the Base Case. 
7d More remote areas; investment (development) cost in Base Case (c) 

-0 .1 

2.8 

6.1 

3.0 

Neg. 

7.9 

increased by 25% for the first 3 years for upland models and first 4 years 
for the tidal models. 

k Very remote areas; investment (development) cost in Base Case (c) 
increased by 50% for the first 3 years for upland models and first 4 years 
for the tidal models. 

/f Neg. - Negative 



FORM NO. 1884 
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DATE: 

THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 
Washington D . C. 20433 

U .S.A . 

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL FORM 

CABLE SERVICES 
MSG. NUMBER: 

November 26, 1986 

USE ONLY . 

NUMBER OF 
DURATION OF CALL: MINUTES 

PAGES: _7.___ (Including this page) 

FROM: Antony P. Cole, Chief, AEPA4 Extension 61 001 Dept/Div., No. 176/J 6 

TO: COMPANY/ORGANIZATION: INTBAFRAD 
CITY AND COUNTRY: Jakarta, Indonesia 
FOR ATTENTION OF: Messrs. Rao, Price and Baudelaire 

FAX NUMBER/ 
MACHINE TYPE: (6221) 578243 

SUBJECT: Transmigration Sector Report 

I attach the latest draft of the cover letter to Minister Martone. 
This includes inputs from concerned Regional managers and staff at HQ. 
It is now in your hands to finalize and distribute with the report when 
it arrives. We are negotiating with the printshop for overtime to get 
the report out before December 12 which is the current printing date. 

One question that we have and depend on your judgement for an 
answer is the distribution of this letter. The messages it contains should 
be fairly widely known as the follow-up we expect will concern core agencies 
of Government as well as MOT, MOF, MOA and MOPE. If we treat this letter 
as a personal letter, we will have to prepare something else for wider 
distribution. An alternative might be to ask Martone to help prepare or 
approve the distribution list in advance. 

Regards, Cole 

cc: Mss. Hamilton and Davis (AEAIN) 

Tninsmiaion Authorized by: Antony P. Cole, Chief, AEPA4 

Laurie Johnson 
Original to be returned to=-----------------------

If you experience any problems with this transmission, please call back as soon as possible. 
Phone: (202) 477·2805/2021 
Telecopier: RAPICOM 6300 (GR. II, Ill) (202) 477-8451 

RAPIFAX 100 (with GR. Ill) (202) 477-8164 
PANAFAX PX-100 (GR. I, II, Ill) (202) 477-6391 

TELEX: RCA· 248423 WORLDBK; ITT· 440098 WORLDBANK; 
FTCC · 82987 WORLDBK; TRT · 197688 WORLDBANK WUI • 64145 WORLDBANK 

I-8-057 
Room No.:--------



Minister Martono 
Ministry of Transmigration 
Jl. H.A. Salim 58 
Jakarta, Indonesia 

Dear Mr. Minister: 

DRAFT/GDavis:lgj (114) 

November 26, 1986 

We are pleased to forward a copy of the World Bank's Transmigration 

Sector Review. The report attempts to evaluate the strength and weak-

nesses of the program and suggests ways in which the program can be 

further strengthened and made more effective. We appreciate very much 

your own and your Ministry's excellent cooperation in providing the 

information necessary to complete this report and for our extremely useful 

exchanges of views on its contents. 

The report describes the program and recognizes the benefits that 

transmigration has provided to the Indonesian economy. The report also 

notes a number of weaknesses. Chief among these are the low economic 

rates of return associated with the dominant farm model arising from low 

levels of agricultural production in some sites; the high cost of the 

program at a time of resource constraints; and problems in planning, 

budgeting, implementation and quality control. Chapter V in the report 

focuses on social and environmental concerns that have arisen as the 

program has grown rapidly. The report also notes that your recent 

decisions to limit new settlement and focus on second stage development, 

will provide your Ministry with an opportunity to address problems of 

program planning and implementation. 
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While we realize that these matters are the focus of your immediate 

attention, let me take this opportunity to reiterate what, in our view, 

are the most important areas on which actions are urgently required. They 

relate to generic problems, not only to Bank-assisted projects, and are as 

follows: 

(a) To improve economic returns and farmer incomes, the MOT, 

together with colleagues in the Ministry of Agriculture, should 

review the farm models and the mix of tree crops and/or other 

cash crops to be used; settlements reliant on food crop produc

tion should be located only in areas with reasonable soils or in 

tidally-influenced areas with access to markets; and second 

stage development should be encouraged. It will also be 

important to monitor yields and incomes in the same sites over 

several years to determine the performance and sustainability of 

transmigration settlements. 

(b) To reduce the financial cost to the Government, emphasis should 

be given to consolidating and developing areas where infrastruc

ture already exists and settlement in remote areas should be 

limited. Partially-assisted settlement can be encouraged, if 

settlers are recruited in the receiving areas; but the support 

package for farmers recruited in Java and settled in remote 

areas should not be reduced. 

(c) To facilitate the settlement of spontaneous migrants, local 

officials should be encouraged to identify individual holdings 

available for settlement; credit mechanisms should be 

established for land purchase; and a land registration system 

should be developed which is responsive to the needs of 
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individual smallholders in the outer islands. Arrangements 

should also be made to systematically incorporate spontaneous 

migrants into planned settlements, for ex.ample, as envisaged in 

the tripartial approach. 

(d) To improve progr am management, the report recommends that: 

senior MOT officials review management functions (planning, 

budgeting, monitoring and evaluation); the Office of the 

Secretary General be strengthened; Secretariats be formed at the 

provincial and district levels to promote interagency coordina

tion; and special interagency teams be established to improve 

coordination in key areas such as agricultural development, 

environmental protection, spontaneous migration and the transfer 

of settlements to the provinces. These teams could be provided 

with support services by existing Directorates in the MOT. 

(e) To improve quality control, the report recommends: 

strengthening the role of the Directorates General, particularly 

in setting uniform performance standards and developing 

monitoring procedures; training provincial staff in supervision 

and reporting; and improving the Inspector General's ability to 

check the quality of works carried out in the provinces. Steps 

are also needed to improve on-site coordination of all 

Government agencies. 

(f) To improve the social soundness of the transmigration program, 

further steps should be taken to benefit local people in the 

vicinity of transmigration areas and ensure that the rights and 

interests of isolated or ethnically distinct peoples are 

respected by: establishing policies and procedures to resolve 

land disputes; developing culturally appropriate parallel pro-
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grams for local people; strengthening the Directorate of Social 

and Cultural Development and involving local universities to 

undertake social assessment studies; strengthening the 

monitoring unit in the Ministry of Population and Environment 

(MPE); and by encouraging Bappedas to give close attention to 

problems of land alienation, particularly in areas with isolated 

people. The report also recommends that traditional land tenure 

arrangements in Irian Jaya be studied and that settlement in 

Irian Jaya be carried out slowly to avoid social disruption. 

(g) To improve the environmental soundness of the transmigration 

program, steps are needed to prepare master plans for conserva

tion in upland and tidal areas and to identify, demarcate and 

protect environmentally important areas, particularly in regions 

receiving large numbers of migrants. Steps should also be taken 

to strengthen the role of the Ministry of Population and 

Environment and of the local universities in environmental 

assessment and monitoring. We believe, however, that MOT has an 

important role to play in mobilizing programs for environmental 

protection in areas where migrants are to be sent. 

As Mr. Davar and I discussed with you last month it would be useful 

for the Ministry to lay the groundwork for program improvement by: 

(a) preparing a Policy Statement indicating those steps which will be 

taken to overcome existing problems; and (b) developing a detailed Action 

Plan and timetable in the areas indicated above. We also feel that the 

Government should soon begin to prepare a development plan for REPELITA 

V. This plan should indicate the level of investment intended for rehabi

litation and second stage development and the proposed scale of new 
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settlement. It should also indicate, on maps, the areas to be settled and 

the farm models to be used, the mix of fully-sponsored, partially-assisted 

and spontaneous migrants in relation to the remoteness of the site and the 

level of regional development, and areas where parallel programs are 

required for environmental protection and the benefit of local people. If 

you desire, the Bank would consider making funds available from the 

Transmigration V Project for the preparation of such a plan. 

With respect to the development of such a plan for REPELITA V, the 

Transmigration Sector Review gives strong support to rehabilitation and 

second stage development. In addition, a new settlement program of 200-

300,000 families could potentially be carried out with reasonable rates of 

return and without adverse environmental and social consequences, if about 

half of these families . would be settled on tree crops schemes, steps would 

be taken to improve agricultural production in upland and tidal sites, 

measures for environmental protection would be introduced, and settlement 

levels in remote areas would be low. The report also suggests that 

programs to stimulate spontaneous migration should be pursued only when 

arrangements have been made to incorporate such migrants into planned 

settlements, to facilitate land registration by individual families, and 

to protect forests and other ecologically sensitive areas. 

The World Bank has given substantial support to the Government in the 

transmigration program for the last decade, and we are prepared to 

consider further support for the program if agreement can be reached on: 

the Policy Statement and Action Plan discussed above and on the scale of 

future settlement and settlement models to be used. We should like to be 

assured that mechanisms have been established to address some of the 
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program's problems that have also affected Bank-supported projects, 

particularly those involving land availability, coordination among 

implementing agencies, and adequate follow-up to ensure that plans for 

site development are implemented as intended. Mr. Price and I would be 

very pleased to meet with you in the next few weeks, to discuss any 

proposals which you may have for preparing the Policy Statement and Action 

Plan and the Repelita V program. General agreement on the improvement of 

management and coordination should be reached as soon as possible. 

Let me stress that the effort which the Bank has given to the 

production of this report is a reflection of our desire to understand both 

the strengths and weaknesses of the program and to seek improvement so 

that the program can better support Indonesia's social and economic 

development. The task is a difficult one, but the potential benefits are 

large. 

In conclusion, I hope that this report will be of benefit to your 

Ministry and I look forward to further discussion on its contents and 

implications. 

Respectfully, 

D.C. Rao 
Director 

Resident Mission in Indonesia 

cc: Messrs. Siregar, Hasibuan (BAPPENAS) 

To be cleared with and cc: Mr. Cole, (AEPA4) 
Mrs. Hamilton, Messrs. Jordan, Babson (AEAIN) 
Mr. Mead (LEGEP) 
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CORPORATION 

TO: 

FROM : 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

0 \) F I L E S 

J.F.A. RJ~el~ Q~ . -

\ t> 
\, 0 DATE : December 17, 1986 

\f~ 
SUBJECT: _N_AE __ P __ I_I_: __ U_s_e __ o_f __ S_u_r~p_l_u_s __ F_u_n_d_s __ f_o_r __ T_r_a_in __ in-=g __ on ___ ··w __ e_r_en __ g __ C_ok __ l_a_t_" __ (B __ P_H_) __ C_on __ t_r_o_l 

1. At his-request I met with Dr. Alirahman today to discuss whether 
or not the Bank could make a direct payment to fund the whole Brown Plant 
Hopper control program rather than require prefinancing by GOI. 
Muchtarudin Siregar had suggsted this, when the request for prefinancing 
was received earlier this week in a letter from Minister Affandi in MOA. 

2. I explained that we could make a direct payment for two of the 
components, diploma training courses and purchase of motorcycles, but 
probably not for the major training component to be carried out by MOA 
staff in the 26 provinces concerned. The breakdown. of total costs is as 

' follows: 

Direct Payment 
Diploma Training 
Motorcycles 

Subtotal 

Pref inancing 
Training of field staff 

and farmers 

TOTAL PR.OGRAM COST 

Billion Rp. 
0.36 
1.57 
~ 

4.93 

6.86 

$m. 
0.22 
0.95 
rn 

2.99 

4.16 

3. Our reasons for not agreeing to finance the major training 
program by direct payment, was that to obtain our agreement to this MOA 
was planning to subcontract this training to 26 Universities in the 
provinces as they realised we would be unlikely to agree to finance what 
is essentially an increase in normal training activities carried out by 
AAETE and DGFCA staff in the Provincial Agric. Training Centres (BPLPP) 
run by AAETE and the REC's (BPP), which fall under the control of the 
Kanwil Agriculture and Bimas in the Provinces supported by the four MOA 
directorates (DGFCA, DGE, DGLS and DGF). I explained to Alirahman our 
reasons for not agreeing to this: 

(a) It implies that MOA training staff are giving up their 
normal duties to the Universities; 

(b) University staff are not as familiar with the needs and ways 
of organising training in the provinces down to the BPP 
level and so the training is likely to be less efficiently 
organised; 
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(c) Universities all charge considerable overheads to organise 
training, which ~would make the whole exercise more expensive; 

(d) Universities would anyway subcontract most of the training 
back to GOI staff in the BPLPP's and BPP's, making a mockery 
of the exercise; 

(e) By providing money up front, and paying it out to 26 
diffe~ent Universities, there will be much more room for 
abuse of the funds than by us paying in arrears against 
SOE's as we normally do for government training expenses of 
this kind. 

4. I went on to say that the Bank could possibly consider making an 
advance payment into a central fund that could be drawn on, and 
replenished but this type of account still requires a suitable mechanism 
to organise. We have been discussing it with MinFin with regard to the 
tree crop sector for several months, and have yet to resolve how best to 
do it. This suggestion would thus need full support from MinFin, and 
agreeing on a suitable mechanism is likely to prevent our getting the 
program largely implemented in the next four months. Furthermore if GOI 
is so concerned about the high priority of the program, why cannot they 
provide the modest prefinancing required of USS0.5 million (all in 
rupiah) per month, which can always be refunded within 2 months of 
incurring expenditures if disbursement requests are promptly submitted. 

5. Alirahman fully accepted my arguments for not wishing to 
subcontract the inservice training of staff and training of farmers to 
Universities (we would though subcontract the diploma course, which is 
anyway always done by four Universities). He also agreed to recommend to 
Muchtarudin Siregar and MOF that GOI should prefinance the major training 
component (USS2.99 million), while the Bank would make direct payments 
for the motorcycles (under ICB contract as agreed) and diploma training 
(US$ 1.17 million). 

6. He will inform us of the outcome of his follow-up discussions. 
He also noted that we would be having technical, administrative and 
logistic discussions on the program with staff of AAETE and the Plant 
Protection Dept. of DGFCA tomorrow (December 18) and again on Monday 
December 22 with both of them and FAO staff to firm up arrangements for 
the conduct of the campaign. He noted that although the Credit for NAEF 
II (Cr. 966) is due to finish on March 31st, that GOI could incur 
expenditure on this up to June 30, and submit all claims by July 31 
ensuring that all disbursements are made by September 30, 1987 as 
required under the loan agreement. This would permit the program to be 
carried out over six months (Jan-June 1987) rather than over three 
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(Jan.-March 1987), and ensure that better training of trainers was done 
before training all staff and farmers. He did, however, mention that 
prefinancing funds in FY 87/88 for the period April/June, will be more 
difficult to arrange than those available in the existing FY 86/87 DIP 
budget, that can be drawn on during the period January/March 87. 

cc. Messrs. Cole, Sidhu, Rao, Williams, Price, Fox, Tumusiime, Wiranto. 
Ze 

Mes dame 

File: BHP 

JRussell/mc 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE : December 22, 1986 

TO: Files 

FROM: Office of the Senior Vice President, Operations 

SUBJECT: Minutes of Operational Vice Presidents' Meeting of December 17 

Present: 

Members: 

Others: 

Messrs. Stern (Chairman), Husain, Inakage, Jaycox, Karaosmanoglu, 
Knox, Wapenhans, Alisbah 

Messrs. Wood, de la Renaudiere, Dubey, Goldberg, Stoutjesdijk, 
Choksi, Clements, El Maaroufi, Ruddy, Edelman, Rigo, 
Mmes Brathwaite, Donovan 

OMS on Adjustment Lending 

1 . A draft Operational Manual Statement (OMS) on Adjustment Lending 
has been prepared by the Country Policy Department (CPD) . It codifies 
existing practices and provides procedural guidelines for processing 
adjustment operations and other fast-disbursing operations, excluding 
emergency loans. The OMS emphasizes that Regional managers and staff must 
exercise their judgment in following these guidelines. The guidelines have 
already been circulated widely for staff comment. 

2. The OMS was approved by the Operational Vice Presidents (OVP) 
with some clarifications and changes. Speakers noted that currently our 
legal documentation focuses on specifying conditions of tranche release or 
drawdown eligibility in adjustment operations. But legal documentation 
should also provide a remedy if the overall implementation of an adjustment 
process becomes unsatisfactory after a borrower has satisfied the criteria 
for drawdown eligibility, but before a tranche is fully disbursed. The 
Legal Department noted that there are general remedies in our loan 
agreements which, if necessary, permit the Bank to suspend disbursements 
after tranche release conditions have been satisfied. Speakers agreed that 
the objective of specifying conditionality in a legally meaningful way must 
be balanced against borrower reluctance to have conditions made explicit in 
documents which may require parliamentary approval or otherwise become 
public. It was decided that CPD should agree with the Legal Department on 
appropriate wording in the OMS to guide staff on how to ensure that 
conditionality is sufficiently clear and comprehensive in legal documents-
but at the same time politically feasible. The revised OMS will be issued 
shortly . 

1..VL-01 
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Proposed Guidelines for Country Strategy Papers 

3. CPD, in consultation with Operational staff, has prepared an 
outline of a proposed Country Strategy Paper to serve as the sole document 
required for senior management periodic review of country strategy. The 
proposal is designed to respond to the concern expressed by managers and 
staff that there has been a proliferation of duplicative strategy 
documentation. The proposed Country Strategy Paper (CSP) would focus on 
relevant strategic planning issues. Details of the lending program and 
economic and sector work issues would continue to be addressed through the 
CAM process. 

4 . The assistance strategy proposed should be placed in a medium- to 
long-term perspective and formulated in the context of central country 
development issues and policy options . The CSP would include a review of 
the country's macroeconomic prospects and overall resource requirements over 
the medium term, an assessment of creditworthiness, and an analysis of the 
implications of the proposed strategy for Bank exposure . In drafting the 
CSP, regional staff should be able to draw extensively on recen·t economic 
and sector reports, SAL documents and other available country policy papers. 
However, most of the details contained in these background documents would 
not be needed in the CSP, which should be brief (15 to 20 single-spaced 
pages) and emphasize facts and issues relevant to the assistance strategy 
decisions. 

5 . While one speaker expressed concern that the CSP would not 
obviate the current tendency to produce a multiplicity of strategy documents 
which are repeatedly reformatted for different purposes, all other speakers 
emphasized the flexibility that this proposal provides to each region to 
minimize such duplication. Regions should tailor the analytical building 
blocks of their country strategy to particular country needs, and the 
substance of the CSP would be distilled from this analysis. 

6. Speakers cautioned that managers will have to pay careful 
attention to ensure that the CSP does not evolve into an 'advocacy' document 
rather than a strategy document. Furthermore, the country context and 
characteristics should be clearly presented in the CSP; a "pro forma" paper 
which could serve for almost any country is valueless . 

7. In summary, the Chairman noted that staff and managers must 
exercise their judgment in the preparation of these documents. The 
guidelines are extremely flexible and can readily accommodate a wide range 
of papers reflecting individual country needs. On the other hand, the 
purpose of these papers, namely, to provide senior management with 
sufficient information to evaluate and provide guidance on the proposed 
country assistance strategy, must not be lost. The new CSP guidelines will 
be issued shortly and CPD will coordinate with Regional Chief Economists on 
the scheduling of reviews for the nex t 18 months. 

Cleared with Mr. Stern 
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